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ANNUAL REPORT 
OF THE 
NEBRASKA GAME, FORESTA11ION AND P.ARKS COMMISSION 
1956 
Introduction 
This r~port is pr0pared for two primary purposes: 
1. To permanently record the activities of the Nebraska Grune, 
Forestation and Parks Commission. 
2. To provide all interested groups and individuals with a 
factual analysis of the accomplishments of the Commission 
in its many fields of endeavor. 
Many questions arise in the minds of sportsmen in the State 
and it is hoped that this factual information will be of 
interest and assistance to them~ 
Organizationnl Plan 
The Nebraska Grune, Forestation and Parks Commission has its head-
quarters in the Capitol Building at Lincoln with five district offices 
over thG state. Listing of locations of the district offices will 
follow. The public is invited to contact any of the Game Corrnnission 
offices and personnel on their needs nnd problems. 
The organization of the Game, Forestation and P~rks Commission 
is a.s follows: 
A Commissioner from each of seven commission districts 
Directer 
Supervisor of Construction and Engineering 
Five District Operation Managers and personnel 
Supply Depot Superintendent 
Supervisor of Fisheries 
Project Leader 
Four Superintend~nts of fish hatch~ries '.lrld p~rsonnel 
Five District Fisheries Managers 
Superintendent of seining crew and personnel 
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Supervisor of Grune 
Project Leader 
Five District Grune Managers 
Game Farm Superintendent and personnel 
Two special pheasant biologists 
Supervisor Land Management 
Project Leader 
Five District Land Managers 
Six Park Superintendents and personnel 
Reservoir Manager and personnel 
Supervisor of Information-Education 
Artist, Exhibitor 
Circulation personnel 
District Headquarters are as follows: 
DISTRICT I ••••••• Administration Building 
Chimney Town 
Alliance, Nebraska 
Phone No. 412 
DISTRICT II • , • • . • Box 34 
Bassett, Nebraska 
Phone No. 334 
DISTRICT III ••• , , • Karl Stefan Field 
Norfolk, Nebraska 
Phone No. 2875 
DISTRICT IV • • • • • • District Headquarters Bldg. 
DISTRICT V • • • • • • 
Route #4 
North Platte, Nebraska 
Phone No. 4425 
Wildlife Building 
State Fairgrounds 
Lincoln, Nebraska 
Phone No. 5-2951 
A full description of these various divisions of the Game, Forest-
ation and Parks Commission follows, and a list of tte names and addresses 
of all personnel is included at the close of this report. 
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COMMISSION 
The Nebraska Game, Forestation and Parks Commissioners comprise 
the official body responsible. by law for over-all administration and 
general policy, including planning and checking of projects and 
activity records of all division and the employment of all personnel 
in the advanced classifications. 
The Commission is composed of seven members appointed by the 
Governor for a five-year term; the terms being so staggered that no 
more than two new Commissioners are appointed in any one year. No 
more than four Commissioners may be of the same political party and 
no Commissioner may succeed himself by immediate reappointment. 
Commissioners receive no salary for their services, other than re-
imbursement for actual eJ<Penses and per diem, when attending meetings. 
All official meetings are held in the Commission offices on the ninth 
floor of the State Capitol Building at Lincoln. During the year 1956, 
the Commission held eight official meetings and several inspections. 
OFFICE 
The office of the Commission, considered as a physical unit, pro-
vides working accommodations for the Director, Supervisors, their 
secretaries and the accounting and bookkeeping personnel. The accoun~ 
ing and bookkeeping section are a budgetary unit and consists of seven 
employees. 
The nirector is the administrative head of the organization, 
responsible to the Commission for all phases of operation, seeing 
that their orders are carried out and making recommendations for 
all future operations. He is appointed by the Commission for a 
term of six years, 
During 1956, 11r, Gilbert passed away, making it necessary to 
appoint a new Director. During interim, Glen Foster was appointed 
Acting Director and Eugene Baker as Assistant to the Acting Director. 
Mr. M. o. Steen was appointed for a six year term starting July 1, 1956. 
The office division is responsible for the following activities: 
1. Setting up of permit accounts, supplying these accounts with 
permit books, receipting all funds received and depositing 
their funds with the State Treasurer. There were 1,140 permit 
accounts during 1956. Total deposits receipted and deposited 
were as follows: 
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Inc0me from all sources other than Legislative 
Appropriation and Park Cash Receipts • • • • $1,122,200.19 
Cash received from State Parks. • • • • • • • • • 28,610.06 
Legislative Appropriation State Parks • • • • • • 173,742.98 
Legislative Appropriation Crystal Lake. • • • • • 5,966.54 
Legislative Appropriation Fort Robinson • • • • • 71,158.22 
'rOTAL • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • $1,401,677.99 
2. Processing all requisitions, purchase orders, and vouchers 
toward payment for all di visions including State Parks• 
Keeping an individual and accurate record of each expendi-
ture by the appropriate account to which it is to be charged 
for all di visions. Keeping a separate record of all federal-
aid expenditures. During 1956, at the recommendation of the 
State Auditorts Office and with approval of the State Tax 
Comnissioner, a bookk~eping r1ia.chine was purchased to expedite 
the work. The cost of the machine was borne by the Game 
Commission and Federal Fish and Wildlife Service equally. 
All accounts of the Commission are audited annually by the 
State Auditor. Federal accounts are audited by the Federal 
Fish and Wildlife Service. Audit reports from State and 
Federal have been very complimentary •- in fact, stated 
that we have one of the best sets of records of any state 
department. 
Total expend8d, all divisions including State Parks -
$l,390,231.3Q. 
l 
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ANNUAL REPORT 
YEAR 1956 
CONSTRUCTION AND ENGINEERING DIVISION 
Eugene H. Baker, Supervisor 
Construction and Engineering 
For The Year .Ending 
December 31, 1956 
This division consists of a supervisor, one secretary, one supply 
depot superintendent, five district managers and nineteen crew members. 
The district managers and crew members are located as follows: 
Supply Depot, headquarters at Lincoln, consisting of one super-
intendent and one helper. 
District 1, headquarters at Alliance, consisting of one operations 
manager and two crew members. 
District 2, headquarters at Bassett, consisting of one .operations 
manager and two crew members. 
District 3, headquarters at Norfolk, consisting of one operations 
manager, one working foreman and four crew members. 
District 4, headquarters at North Platte, consisting of one oper-
ations manager, one working foreman and four crew members. 
District 5, head.quarters at Lincoln, consisting of one operations 
manager, one working foreman and four crew members. 
Activities of the division consist of: 
1. Requisitioning of all materials, supplies and equipment. 
During 1956, a total of 1,069 requisitions for purchases 
were "Written. · 
2, Stocking, storage and shipment of all material requisitioned 
from supply depot • 
. 3. Maintenance of a perpetual inventory of supply depot. 
4. Compilation of department inventory. 
5, Making preliminary surveys of proposed new projects. 
6. Preparation of plans, specifications and construction of all 
new projects, 
7. Preparation of plans and specifications of all projects re-
quested by other divisions. 
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8. Fulfillment of approved plans by use of commission personnel or 
letting of contracts as determined by the Commission. 
9. Legal disposal of all surplus and depreciated material and 
equipment. 
10. Construction maintenance in all other divisions when requested 
and approved. 
11. Construction, maintenance and operation of all state recreation 
grounds and lakes, 
12. Land survey and acquisition of new property. 
13. 11aintain cost accounting records for expenditures in each recre-
ation area and all other accounts under which work is done and 
maintain perpetual inventory of all materials and equipment 
as signe~ ·::,o the di vis ion. 
14. Correspondence pertinent to detailed administrative or technical 
information. 
15. Public relations pertinent to this division. 
16. After the death of Mr. Paul Gilbert, I was made Assistant to the 
Acting Director and carried out these duties for a four and one-
half month period. During this period, both the Biennium and 
Fiscal Budgets were prepared. 
District Crews - General 
Maintenance :and operation crews have been so designed that their 
activities have varied with the seasons. These activities include the 
planting, replanting and fencing of wildlife cover ~reas, maintenance 
and operation of all state-owned recreation grounds, new construction, 
minor fish salvage and distribution, and assisting the fish and wildlife 
biologists whenever their assistance is requested. 
The redistricting of the operation crews, which took place in 1954, 
has now enabled us to operate with a reduced crew during the winter months. 
This has been effected by the fact that it is now possible to carry on 
preventative maintenance as well as the regular type of maintenance. In 
other words, the availability of crews and equipment to make minor repairs 
have many times prevented the major jobs previously occurring. 
The success of completing this work can be partially attributed to 
the assistance of local civic organizations. These groups consisting of 
Boy Scouts, Sportsmen 1s Clubs, Lions Clubs, Izzak Walton Leagues and 
other groups have participated in a great number of our areas. The Boy 
Scouts were especia~ly helpful in their policing up of areas, such as 
picking up cans, picnic debris, etc. Other groups have assisted to the 
extent of .putting down a well, grading of roads, supplying picnic tables, 
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and in one case, total maintenance of recreation area. 
We would like to express our deep appreciation to all of these 
groups who have assisted during 1956 as it has not only helped to 
improvG rocr~ation facilities, but has greatly decreased vandalism 
in most of the areas. 
Recreation Grounds - General 
The Game Commission owns or controls approximately 13,287 acres of 
land and water that is almost exclusively for recreation purposes. 
(This is exclusive of the wildlife areas.) There arG a total of 47 
areas that require constant maintenance. Normal maintenance in all 
recreation grounds included the repairing of fences and fireplaces, 
dragging of roads, mowing of picnic areas, trimming of trees, r omo val 
of dead trees, sawing dead timber into fireplace wood, repairing wells, 
routine testing of drinking water, routine dumping of trash barrels and 
picking up litter, routine inspection of impoundment area and outlet, 
and protection of trees a~ainst beaver damage. This has been included 
under one item to prevent repetition under each recreation area. Im-
provements in addition to the above were as follows: 
Alexandria Recreation Grounds - Located four miles east of Alexandria 
Improvements included construction of four outlet screens, eight 
fireplaces, three toilets, foot bridge, and 500 cu. yds. of silt were 
dredged from inlet pond. Clearing was started for a new picnic location. 
Arnold Lake - Located one mile south of Arnold on State Highway ,;~40 
Improvements include reerading and graveling of access road. 
Grading consisted of hauling 2200 cubic yards of fill into the area to 
raise the road. 180 cubic yards of gravel were purchased and hauled. 
Additional signs were installed. The city of Arnold assisted with road 
maintenance. 
Atkinson Recreation Grounds - Located one mile wost of Atkinson 
Improvements consisted of construction of two new picnic tables, 
two new toilets and planting of two hundred cottonwood, willow and 
chinese elm trees. 
Ballards Marsh - Located twenty miles south of Valentine on State 
Highway #83 
Minor improvements only - a few trees wer0 planted. 
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Big Alkali - Located twenty rnile:s south and four miks wE.ist of Val0ntinc 
·This lake has two separate state leased ar6as. Improvements to the 
south aroa included extension of fences only. However, tho north area 
was greatly improved. This north area is leased from Hr. Lord, uho has 
constructed ovornight cabins and other fishing accommodations to the east 
of the Stato lease. 
Work consisted of the following - graveling road from black top to 
the: area, a total of 585 cubic yards gravel hauled. Installation of two 
auto ~ates, drilling W€lll and installing pump and windmill tow8r. Con-
struction of a 40 foot boat dock, installation of st~el boat ramp, four 
p~cnic tables, five fir0places, four toilets, trash barrels and gravel-
ing of parking area. This parking and picnic area consists of ten acr0s. 
Blue River Recreation Area - Located between }Iilford and Dorchester on 
State Highway #6 
Improv0mcnts consisted of construction of two fireplaces and 
planting of 25 pine troes. 
Bowman Lake - Located two miles west of Loup City on Highway #92 
Improvements consisted of two new fireplaces and two new picnic 
tables. This area is maintained primarily by tho Loup City Lions Club; 
however, painting and annual repairs arc done by the Commission. 
Bridgeport Recreation Grounds - Located one mile northwest of Brid~cport 
Improvements consisted of three new picnic tabl~s and assisting the 
Fisheries Biologist in fisheries management of tho lakos. 
Champion Lake - Located at north edge of Chrunpion 
New si~ns were installod, roads were graded and woll reconditioned. 
Cottonwood Lake - Located one mile east, thre0-fourths mile south of 
Merriman 
Improvements consisted of cl~aring a new picnic ar8a, installing 
two new picnic tables, trash barrels and signs. 
Crystal Lake, Ayr - Located one mile northuest of Ayr 
The 1955 session of Legislature appropriated $16,ooo.oo for the 
renovation of this area and hiring a permanent caretaker. During the 
past two years this area has been completely reconstructed, although 
most of tho work was accomplished in 1955. The following was done during 
1956: Installation of a traffic counter, rsgraveling of roads, repairing 
of skating shelter and continuous maintenance. During th0 year, 15 ,180 
cars, avor~ging 3.5 persons per car, totalling 53,130 people have used 
t.his area. 
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Crystal Lake, South Sioux Citz - Located two miles southw~st of South 
Sioux City on State Highway #20 
This lake has two recreation areas, one at the cast end and one 
at the west end. Improvements include planting of 50 Nan.king Cherry, 
50 Sumac, 100 American Plum and 50 Sand Cherry, blading up of roads, 
seeding of bare spots, three fireplaces, two toilets, one well and 
signs. 
Dead Timber - Located one mile east and one-half mile south of Crowell 
Improvements include raising of a portion of th0 road by hauling 
in dirt fill, leveling old spoil bank, graveling roads, construction of 
n~w boat dock, five fireplaces, planting 5o Nanking Cherry, 50 Sumac, 
100 American Plum and 50 Sand Cherry, and seeding thin areas and new 
slopes, A total of 925 cubic yards of dirt and 2-50 cubic·· yards of 
gravel were hauled. 
Fremont Recreation Grounds - Located four miles west of Fremont on 
State Highway #JO 
Improvements include building of eleven fireplaces, five toilets, 
throe now wells, hauling of 720 cubic yards of oversized gravel to 
repair soft spots in road, back filling of old dump and excavation of 
a new pit. The crew assisted in the recovery of two drowned bodies in 
these; lakes. 
Gallagher Canyon - Located nine miles south of Cozad 
Only maintenance; no improvements. 
Garden County Refuge - Located four miles southwest of Luwellen 
Cut willows out of wide strip between refuge and private grounds. 
Gilbert-Baker Place - Located thrGe miles north of Harrison 
Fencing maintenance only. 
Goose Lake - Located twonty-five miles south of O'Neill 
Installed signs and maintenance only. 
Grove Lake - Located three miles north and one-half mile 0ast of Royal 
Improvements include regrading of a part of tho road, 0rccted steel 
build:ing for storage of boat and nets of fisheries biologist to cut down 
ori transporation, constructed both rock and brush retards to prevunt 
silting, and oonstrticted terraces. A total of four silt dams were con-
structed. 
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· Hayes Center Ro creation Grounds - Located twol ve milts northeast of 
Hayes Center 
Maintononco work only. 
Hord Lake - Located three milus south~ast of Central City 
Improvements consisted of construction of n0w foot bridge, robuilt 
L.xisting foot bridge and two new toilets. 
Hull Lake - Located three miles south and two mil~s wost of Butte 
Roads and parking were graveled. Gravel secured from dry pit, 
loaded and hauled by the crow. The County has assisted in maintaining 
the roads. 
Johnson Lako Area 7¥2 - Located seven miles southwest of Loxington 
'Installation of signs and maintonanc e only. 
Johnson Rosorvoir Arua #1 - Located sev0n mil0s southwest of Lexington 
Improvoments consisted of construction of eight fireplaces and 
installation of signs. 
Johnson Reservoir Ar8a #2 - Loeat0d ten milos southwest of Lexington 
Maintenance work only. 
Litchfield Recreation Grounds ~ Located fivo miles northwest of HM.ard 
·Improvements consisted of construction of one firoplacc and 
installation of signs. 
Long Lake - Located twe:nty-fi vc miles southwust of Ainsworth 
Improvements consisted of construction of one toilet. 
Louisville Recreation Grounds - Located at northwest edge of 
Louisville 
Improvements wore construction of ten firoplacos, ono well, six 
picnic tables and resurfaced roads, 450 cubic yards of dirt ·was hauled 
and 80 cubic yards of gravel hauled and spre:ad. 
Longerin Creek - Locate:d two mil0s west of Lemoyne 
Maintonanco work onl~{. 
Maloney Lake - Located five miles southwest of North Platte 
Improvements consisted of eight new fireplaces and two new toilets, 
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Maloney Lake (Continued) 
concrete platform poured around pump and sand hauled for bathing beach. 
New signs were installed. The County assisted in maintenance of roads. 
Memphis Recreation Grounds - Located one-half mile northwest of Memphis 
Improvements were four new picnic tables and repaired diversion 
dam. A sheet piling cut off wall was driven and capped with a concrete 
apron for overflow. 86 light poles were purchased for construction of 
wave breakers. 
Midway #1 - Located eight miles southwest of Cozad 
One new table and one new toilet were added to this area. 
Midway #2 - Located eight miles southwest of Cozad 
Maintenance work only. 
~gallala Lake - Located nine miles northeast of Ogallala 
Maintenance work only. 
Otter Creek - Located thirty miles northwest of Ogallala 
Improvements include a new fish dressing dock with running water 
and installation of signs. The County assisted in maintenance of the 
road. 
Peterson Place - Located fifteen miles east of Harrison 
Fence maintenance only. 
Pibel Lake - Located twelve miles northwest of Spalding 
Improvements include constnuction of four fireplaces, back stor 
netting, new signs, resetting of outlet tube with concrete aprons and 
key ways, and seeded a part of the area, 
Plattsmouth Waterfowl Management Area - Located one and one-half miles 
northwest of Plattsmouth 
The development of this area was started on November 26, 1956. It 
is the intention to clear the area of trees which consists of approxi-
mately 1160 acres. This land will be put under cultivation with a crop 
plan for goose management. Two shoots, approximately 180 feet wide arrl 
2,600 feet long will be excavated to below water level. Approximately 
400 acres have now been cleared. 
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Pressey Area - Located five miles north of Oconto 
Improvements consisted of tree planting by the local scout group. 
Two and one-half miles of four wire barbed fence was built on the 
Pressey Ranch. 
Rat and Beaver Lakes - Located thirty-five miles south of Valentine 
A boundary line survey was run for fencing purposes. No improve-
ments were made. 
Ravenna Lake - Located one mile east of Ravenna 
Maintenance work only. The County assisted in grading and main-
taining the road. 
Rock Creek Recreation Grounds - Located five.miles north of Parks 
Improvements included the opening of a spring for drinking water 
and installing signs. Road maintenance was reduced by county assist-
ance, 
Howells Lake - Located seven and one•half miles north of Tilden 
Maintenance work only. 
Sacramento Game Farm - Located three and one-half miles northwest of 
Wilcox 
Plans and specifications were drawn and contract let for installa-
tion of a furnace in the manager's residence. 
Schlagel Creek - Located fifteen miles southeast of Valentine 
Maintenance work only. 
District Office and Seining Crew Headquarters - Located two miles so. 
of North Platte 
This building, started in 1955, was completed early in 1956. This 
is a concrete block building with brick veneer. The seining crew portion 
is two-story size, 40 x 92; the district office portion is one st.ory 
size, 32 x 75. This building has worked out very satisfactorily as it 
has provided a storage and repair shop for the large nets as well as 
office space. 
Shell Lake - Located fourt~en miles northeast of Gordon 
Improvements consist of two n~w toilets and tree planting. 
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Smith Lake - Locat~d twenty-three miles south of Rushville 
A water level surv8y was run; other work includ0d maintenance only. 
Suth~rland Inlet Area - Located seven miles southwest of Sutherland 
Improvements incluck. the installation of a new well and urea signs. 
Suthorl311d Lake Outlet - Located seven miles southwest of Suthorlnnd 
Improv8ments include install~tion of new well and ono fircplac~. 
V0rdon Lake - Located one mile west of Verdon 
This lake is being renovated under a Ding~ll-Johnson project. Th~ 
lake bed was deepened, moving 75,955 cubic yards of dirt. This dirt 
was compacted in a dike around the perimeter to permit the increase of 
water level. Other work consisted of installing 140 feet corrugated 
pipe, 365 cubic yards of gravel spread on roads, 1100 cubic yards of 
rock hauled and strung for riprap around lake shore, seeding of 50 
pounds of bromG, two new toilets, five fireplaces and raising of con-
cr~te outlet box by one and one-half feet. 
Walgren Lake - Located five miles southeast of Hay Springs 
Improvements include the construction of six new fireplaces and 
willow matting points of orosion along bank. Two buildings that were 
acquired with the area were disposed of under the surplus property law. 
wcllfleet Recreation Grounds - Located one-half mile west of Wellfleet 
In order to increase the depth of water in tho lake, the entire 
dam was raised approximately four feet. Four new overflow tubes with 
concrete head wall and concrete apron were installed. Two new fire-
places were constructed. The County greatly assisted in the earth 
work and road maintenance. 
Wildcat Hills Recreation Ar8a - Located ten miles south of Gering 
Maintenance only was carried on here; however, this also includes 
the Game Reserve which has 25 buffalo and 15 elk. This r0quires a 
great doal of fence patrol and providing of hay for winter f8eding. 
Supply Depot - Located at Lincoln 
The supply d~pot is maintained as a warehouse for smaller items 
and materials to enable us to take advantage of bulk buying and elimi-
nate the time loss in securing materials through normal purchase pro-
cudur~s. It is operated as a revolving fund with a general service 
section for supplying of office space, mail service, etc. for various 
federal-aid offices pertinent to tho commission. 
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Rock Creek Fish Hatchery -
Tho dragline and D-6 caterpillar with dozer and scoop cleaned out 
silt nnd docomposod vegetation from rearing ponds. Work was started 
the lattur part of November and will not be completed until the first 
part of 1957. 
North Pl~tte Fish Hatchery -
Specifications were written and contract let for the drilling of 
n water supply woll. The operations crew installed an ov~rh~ad tank 
for storage. 
Vulentine Fish Hatchery 
A concrete wall with steel control gate was installed in the 
divorsion dams, which provides water for the hatchGry. 
General -. 
The familios and household goods of five employees, who were trans-
ferred to other assignments, were moved. 
Tho crews in each district assisted in fish salvage as ponds got 
low of watc;r. Also assisted Fishorkn,Garno and Land District Managers 
in their studies as requested. 
Operation supervisor and all operation managers assisted the law 
enforcement division the first two weekends of pheasant season. 
During spring tree planting the operation crows delivered all trees 
from the nurseries to the SCS offices or other designated points, as 
well as assisting in their planting. All fencing materials were de-
livered to the areas planted or to be planted. 
Trees Deli vored: 
Fencing Delivered: 
1,100,000 Multi-flora Rose 
610, 000 Tree;s and Shrubs 
912 
6,262 
8,403 
504 
Corner Posts 
Brace Posts 
Stoel Posts 
Spools Barbed Wire 
Trees planted by the operations crews: 364,671 Rose, Trees and 
Shrubs 
The general service section of the supply depot assisted in the 
preparation, transportation, erection and dismantling of the exhibits 
used at both the Stnte Fair and Sports Show. In addition to this, 
mm1eronR signs, bulletin boards nnd other items were constructed. 
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Pone~ State Park -
The swimming pool started during 1955 was completed r.md rendy 
for operation in June, This is a concrete pool with a capacity of 
169,000 gallons, complete with bathhouse filter and parking area. 
Due to the terrain, it was necessary to cut out and level up n hill-
side for a site, This was constructed with inmate labor in accord-
ance with Legislative Act. 
Niobrara State Park -
A concrete swimming pool, capacity of 172,000 gallons, with all 
facilities including bathhouse, water supply well, filters, etc., was 
constructed and will be open in the spring of 1957. 
Due to the high water table, it was necessary that this pool be 
above ground. This was done by pumping the sand fill from the adja-
cent lagoon, using approximately 35,ooo cubic yards. This not only 
provided fill material, but also deepened the lagoon which will im-
prove the fishing. Slopes were graded out to 8:1 and covered with 
black dirt for seeding, This pool was also constructed using inmate 
labor as required by Legislative Act. 
Other work done included the excavation of new trash dump, re-
moved old bridge and constructed a new bridge 20 x 60 across the la.goon 
and leveled area near headqunrters. 
Victoria Springs State Park -
Construction consisted of rebuilding a bridge across the creek 
that was waehed out by flood, 
Fort Robinson State Park -
This was probably the major project of the year as far as building 
is concerned. An appropriation was made by the Legislature to convert 
a number of these buildings and grounds into a State Park. This in-
cluded the changing of seven noncommission officer's quarters into 
duplexes for overnight cabins. The remodeling of a two-story brick 
barracks building into a combination cafe, lobby and an eleven room 
hotel. This included the remodeling of heating system, water system, 
electrical system and sewage system, as well as construction of rooms, 
baths and all other facilities. 
A building was remodeled for the use of the park superintendent. 
A trailer and camping areas was constructed, including water, lights 
and sanitary facilities. The remodeling of barn for hostil area and 
construction of outdoor toilets, picnic tables, etc. were also 
accomplished. The work at the end of 1956 is approximately 90% com-
plete. 
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Fort K~arney State Pnrk -
Improvements include construction of six fireplaces, installation 
of a set of steel swings and spraying the .:iroa for the Girl Scout 
Jamboree. 
It has been determined by sample and estimate that some 700,000 
peopl~ have visited and enjoyed the use of the recreation grounds during 
1956. We feel that ttere is a constant need for improving and expnnding 
the recreation grounds and their facilities. 
INVLNTORY OF RECREATION GI~OUNIJ EQUIPMENT 
1955 Inventorz 1956 Inventorl 
Fireplaces 157 249 
Picnic Tables 260 389 
Shelter Houses 13 15 
Toilets 127 156 
Trash Barrels 263 3.51 
Wells and Pumps 49 59 
Swings ·O 2 
Merry-Go-Round 0 2 
Boat Docks 0 3 
Boat Ramps 1 3 
Road maintained in st,a+,£ 1-ec1·€al-.trm gi·ouu0s - 7J. 7 miles. 
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EXPENDITURES 
Recreei.tion Areas 
Alexandria Recreation Grounds • • • • • • 
Arnold Lake , • • • • • • , • • • • • • • 
Atkinson Recreation Grounds • , , • , , • 
Ballards Marsh. • • • • • • • • • , • , • 
~rBig Alkali. • • • , • • • • • 
Blue River Recreation Grounds • • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
Bowma...'1. Lake • • • • • • • , • • • • , • • 
Bridgeport Recreation Grounds • • • • • , 
Champion Lake • • • , • • • • • • • , • • 
Cot torunill Lake • , • • • • • • • • • • • 
Cottonwood Lake • • , , • • • • • • • • • 
~~rystal Lake, Ayr (310-61) •••••••• 
Crystal Lake, South Sioux City •• , ••• 
Dead Timber • • • • • • • , • • • • • 
Fremont Recreation Grounds •••• , • , • 
Gallagher Canyon. • • • • • • • , • • • • 
Grove Lake. , • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 
Hayes Center. • • • • • • • • , • • • • • 
'Hord Lake • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Hull Lake • • • • • • • , • • • • , • • • 
Johnson Lake, •••• , , •••••••• 
Litchfield Recreation Grounds • • • • • • 
Long Lake • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Longerin Lake • • • • • • • , • • • • • • 
Louisville Recreation Grounds • , • • , • 
Maloney Lake. • • , • • , , • • , • • • • 
Memphis Recreation Grounds, , •••••• 
Midway Recreation Grounds • • • • • • • • 
Otter Creek • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • 
Pibel Lake •••••••••••••••• 
Pressey Recreation Grounds ••••••• , 
Rat and Beaver Lakes ••••••••••• 
Ravenna Recreation Grounds •••••••• 
Rock Creek Recreation Grounds • • • • • • 
Schlagel Creek, • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
·Shell Lake, ••••••••••••••• 
Smith Lake. • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • 
Sutherland. • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • 
~rVerdon Lake, • • • • • • • , • • • • • • 
Walgren Lake. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Wellfleet Recreation Grounds •••• , •• 
Wildcat Hills Recreation Grounds ••• , • 
~~Big Alkali, federal • • • • , • • • • 
*Verdon Lake, federal ••••••• , ••• 
$ 4,011.Sb 
3 ,582.31 
2,462,62 
524.04 
2,528.79 
1,148.93 
742.34 
1,297.67 
558.Bo 
J,080.09 
828.04 
578.16 
2,246,37 
5,136.11 
10,792.77 
196.oo 
5,037i.75 
1,185.74 
1,419.17 
978.53 
1, 777. 71 
777.20 
1,118.69 
3.12 
4,019.16 
1,901.83 
7,027.32 
157.11 
1,816.55 
2,942.76 
1,633.49 
1,579 ,12 
1,691.15 
1,634.39 
452.96 
672.05 
1,491,61 
815.31 
4,092.52 
3,327.46 
6,151,87 
5,955.99 
5,412,15 
21,185,20 
TOTAL • , • • , • • • • . . . . . . • • • • • • • $125 ,972,,53 
~rRecreation ar£as where appropriated, federal and game funds used. 
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State Parks 
Chadron State Park ••••••••••• ~15,168.06 
Fort Kearny State Park. • • • • • . • • 288.26 
Fort Robinson •••• , •••••••• 79,137.77 
Niobrara State Park • • • • • • • , 3, 6.54.10 
Niobrara State Park Pool •••••••• .54,735.34 
Ponca State Park Pool • • • • • • • • • 6,557.30 
Victoria Springs State Park • • • • • • .534. 75 
TOTAL • • • • • • • • • . . . . 
Fisheries Management 
Benkelman Hatchery ••••••••••• 
North Platte Hatchery • • • • • • • • • 
Seining Crew· Headquarter·s • • • • • 
Valentine Hatchery. • • • • • • • • 
Fisher1es,· state· and federal •••••• 
TOT~JL, • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Game Hana'gement 
I I e t 
$ 4,146.30 
162.86 
534. 79 
1,330 • .58 
1,547.76 
. . . . . . 
·Garden c·ounty Re.fuge. 
Gilbert-Baker Place • 
• • • • • • • • • $ 35.88 
109.63 
317.75 
56.80 
90.21 
19,893.95 
. . . . . . . . . 
Goose Lake. • • • • • • • 
Metc'aif Place ·• ·• • • • • • • • 
Peterson Place ••••••••••••• 
Plattsmouth Waterfowl Arca. • • . • • • 
Game Management, state and federal. • • 2,037.14 
$16o,075.58 
~ 7,722.29 
TOT.AL • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • :!t>." 2 2 r:'4j_'' 36 't' ,-:; • 
Land Management 
I:and Management, state and federal. • • $ 
Pressey Ranch 
TOTAL • • • • • • . . . 
Law Enforcement 
Law Enforcement • . . . $ 
8 ,976 .89 
2,245.68 
•.•.. $ 11,222.57 
585.08 
TOTAL • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • {ii 58.5.08 
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Seining Crew Headquarters and District Office 
Seining Crew Hdqtrs. and District Office. $ 44,319.07 
rrarAL • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .$ 44,319 .07 
Holding Plant 
Holding Plant • • 
TOTAL • • • • • 
Appropriations 
. . . . • • • • • $ 8,370.72 
. . . . . . • • • . . .$ 8 ,370. 72 
Crystal Lak~, Ayr • . . . ' . . . ••••• $ 5,994.44 
TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •••••••••• $ 5,994.44 
TOTAL. . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$386' 803 .64 
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LAND MANAGEMENT DIVISION 
by Jack D. Strain 
INTRODUCTION 
This division administers the seven State Parks, the public land at 
Enders, Medicine Creek (Harry Strunk Lake), and Swanson reservoirs, the 
Habitat Restoration Program and the Sacramento and Pressey Farm - Wildlife 
Experimental Areas. 
The division is also responsible for administration of various land 
use permits and concession pennits on departmental lands. 
Twenty-four persons are permanently employed in the division: Two 
in administration, three on the reservoir project, six in federal aid 
projects, and thirteen in state parks, 
DIVISION ACTIVITIES 
A. Administration 
The administrative section employs one supe:rVisor and one steno-
grapher-clerk. The steno-clerk also performs clerical duties for the 
Enforcement Division. 
This section is responsible for the supervision of division field 
personnel, maintenance of records, correspondence, and administration of 
the divi8ion programs and budgets. 
The supervisor originates ten to twelve hundred pieces of mail a 
year, mostly first class, and much in response to public inquiry regard-
ing various phases and activities of the division. The supervisor spent 
136 days in the field, or an average of approximately 11.3 days per month. 
Staff and Commission meetings were attended as required, and ten 
public speaking appearances were made. 
The Supervisor attended the Mid"West Conference on State Parks in 
Iowa, and the National Conference on State Parks in Wyoming. 
Periodic administrative trips were made to the seven state parks, 
the five district headquarters, and other departmental areas as required. 
Four general administrative meetings of the District Land Managers 
were held, and one general meeting of state park superintendents. 
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B. Reservoir Crew 
In 1952, The Commission en~ered into a Memorandum of Understanding 
with the u.s. Bureau of Reclamation in which it agreed to assume manage-
ment of project lands of the three reservoirs then proposed in the 
Republican River Basin in southwestern Nebraska. 
The purpose of entering into this agreement was to develop the 
lands according to sound conservation· practices to increase wildlife 
production and harvest; to make the lands available to the public for 
free hunting and fishing; and to develop the recreational potential 
from as many aspects as feasible. 
Under the terms of the agreement, all monies derived from sub-
leases are spent back on the project. 
The Commission assumed ~agement of Enders and Medicine Creek in 
1952, and Swanson in·l954. 
Total amounts expended for all purposes in the period have been 
$102,063.69. Total income from the project has been $91,028.58, 
Revenues are derived from sub-leases of various types: concession, 
agricultural, private cabin sites, organized camp sites, etc. 
The operation has been making more than operational expenses 
annually, with the deficit representing initial and subsequent equip-
ment outlays• 
In 1956, the total project income was greater than total expend-
itures for the first time since the ~ndeavor was undertaken • 
. 
Operation and maintenance costs during the first years have been 
high. The nature of the operation plus unfavorable moisture conditions 
has necessitated more irrigation of tree seedlings than was hoped, and 
a great deal of hand cultivation • 
. 
This close attention has paid off in survival, however, as we have 
been quite fqrlunate considering the drouth. The wildlife areas are 
well established and the recreational plantings are progressing satis-
factorily at Medicine Creek and Enders, 
The three-man crew is involved year around with seasonal maintenance 
and development. Approved soil and water conservation practices are 
being carried· out as fast as funds can be made available in order to 
stabilize and insure the resource, 
When these practices are completed, it will be possible to accrue 
monies for the capital improv€ments desired by the public. 
The project lost the services of Mr. Edward Cassell, Superintendent 
since the project began, who resigned to accept a mo?'€ lucrative posi-
tion in another state, but was fortunate in having a Foreman, Mr. Melvin 
Grim, who was familiar with the areas and man.v of the administrative 
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duties, and who was promoted to Superintendent upon Mr. Cassell's 
resignation. 
Total attendance at the three reservoir areas in 1955 was estimated 
to be slightly in excess of 300,000. This figure includes all tYPes of 
use: hunting, fishing, swimming, boating, camping, picnicking and sight-
seeing. 
c. Habitat Restoration 
There are five District Land Managers, one in each Commission 
District, These men are under the direct supervision of the Project 
Leader, Mr. Charles Bohart. 
The Land Managers are primarily responsible for the development of 
game cover within their districts under the Federal Aid to 'Wildlife 
program. 
These men also serve an extension· function in that they provide 
technical assistance to land operators who are interested in improving 
wildlife habitat conditions on their property by means of tree and shrub 
plantings. 
A major function in 1956 was the attendance of these men at the 
Soil Bar;k meetings at county level, and the subsequent technical assist-
ance provided land operators in this important conservation measure. 
During 1956, the Land Managers and Project Leader made a total of 
71 public appearances before interested groups such as F.F.A., Boy Scouts~ 
sportsmens clubs, schools, and similar groups .explaining the jmportance 
of habitat development in game management. 
L\ND MANAGER PROJECT LEADER 
CHARLES BOHART, LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 
Efficient management of Nebraska's wildlife resource requires the 
use of a variety of tools. One of these tools, and an important one, is 
the practice of habitat manipulation which is carried on under the 
Habitat Restoration Project. This, as the project title implies, is not 
so much a process of manipulation in this case as it is of creating 
habitat. 
The importance of adequate habitat for wildlife is easily understo~d 
when we consider wildlife a product of the land in the same manner as any 
other crop. A given area of land will produce wildlife in accordance with 
the requirements available for that production somewhat as a pasture will 
produce cattle in relation to the grass which is available. More and 
better grass equals more cattle, more and better cover equals more wild-
life. 
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Changes in the intensity and manner of land use in recent years 
have contributed to _our present-day habitat problems, primarily a short-
age of various cover requirements needed by many of our important wild-
life species. These changes cannot be condemned because of their ad-
verse effects upon wildlife because they are normal complications of 
progress. Actually some changes have been beneficial but they have also 
presented problems which must be resolved if we are to have wildlife as 
a part of our way of life as it can and should be. 
The Habitat Restoration Project is working toward solving these 
problems and correcting habitat deficiencies for upland game by establish-
ing new cover areas, by saving and improving existing cover areas, and 
by assisting and encouraging other land use agencies to give considera-
tion to wildlife ir their land management programs. 
In developing new cover areas, contacts are made with landowners and 
a survey is conducted on their property to determine what can be done 
within the scope of the program for the greatest benefit to wildlife. 
Since nearly all project activities are carried out on privately~owned 
land, it is necessary that these improvements fit into the landowners• 
management plans. Where the survey indicates a need, trees and shrubs 
as well as fencing material are made available, Planting, cultivation, 
and fence construction are the landowners' responsibility. 
Dual use of developments is important and every effort is made to 
obtain this, Where a need for winter cover is indicated, an attempt is 
made to establish plantings of trees and shrubs so that livestock m~v 
be fed or sheltered to the leeward side. 
The services of a District Land Manager are available to any land-
owner desiring technical assistance in coordinating wildlife management 
into present farm plans. Arrangements to obtain planting stock and 
fencing materials are also handled through the Land Manager. 
Saving existing cover areas of various types is an important means 
of providing needed habitat for wildlife. Each year, many acres of 
valuable cover are lost to bulldozers, herbicides, and fire. In some 
cases, good land management indicates that removal of these areas is 
desirable, but in many cases, destruction is carried on without suffic-
ient reason. 
District Land Managers approach this problem by outlining the 
wildlife and other benefits that are inherent in these areas. Fencing 
material may be furnished to protect these sites and additional plant-
ing stock may be made available for improvement plantings to save the 
cover and make it more desirable to the landowner and wildlife. 
The potential for bringing wildlife into farm management plans is 
excellent in working with other land use agencies. A considerable 
amount of the foregoing developmental work Is carried on in close co-
operation with the Soil Conservation Service and' their District Offices 
as well as other land management organizations. The Soil Conservation 
Service works closely with landowners on a county level to assist them 
in proper land use and conservation of soil and water resources. 
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Cooperation is also fostered with the Agricultural Stabilization and 
Conservation organization, This organization deals with conserv.ation 
problems and provides Federal assistance for carrying out conservation 
plans, The agency is also the administrator of the Soil Bank Act in 
Nebraska and excellent cooperation has been had in incorporating wildlife 
practices into this program. 
To carry out project activities as previously outlined, five pro-
·fessional wildlife biologists are employed by the Commission. These men 
are responsible to the Project Leader who is directiv responsible to the 
Supervisor of Land Management, 
A detailed account of project activities by districts is covered in 
each land manager's annual report. Overall project activities for the 
state resulted in the planting of 610,000 trees and shrubs for the develop• 
inent and improvement of upland game cover in 1956. In addition, 
1,100,000 multiflora rose plants were distributed and planted mainly in 
the eastern portion of the state in the quail areas. 
The distribution and planting of this stock resulted in 699.5 acres 
of tree and shrub plantings, and 211.5 miles of multiflora rose hedgs. 
Transposing 211,5 miles of hedge into acres give a total of 1092.90 acres 
of land set aside on privately-owned property for the use of wildlife. 
Fencing material in an amount sufficient to construct 41.02 miles 
of fence was distributed to cooperators throughout the state. 
Methods of operation in 1956 were revised considerably over those 
used in previous years. In 1956, a minimum of the actual planting was 
done by Commission personnel. The majority of the planting was accom-
plished by District Soil Conservation Service crews under contract with 
the Commission, A considerable amount of planting was done by the land 
o~er as was all construction of fences. 
The fact that our wildlife comes from the land, and in Nebraska from 
privately-owned land in nearly all cases, makes it imperative that a 
··program of assisting landowners to pr0vide for wildlife be in constant 
operation on as large a scale as is economically feasible. 
It is important that landowners understand that wildlife is not only 
"nice to have around" but also an important part of our American way of 
life, of considerable economic importance, and of value to our human 
welfare" 
Assistance to landowners both in material and technical capacities 
should be continued and increased as much as possible. Especially 
important is continued assistance and cooperation with other land manage-
ment agencies to insure that wildlife is given its proper place in land 
use policies. Organization, such as the Agricultural Stabilization and 
Conservation, Soil Conservation Service, and Extension Service with their 
large field forces can be of extreme value to wildlife as their major 
activities are concerned with conservation and land management. 
Future operati()ns will bt3 directed toward a c.-,ntinued coopor:J.tion 
With these agencies and toward direct assistance to landowners in all 
phas8s of bringing about the best possible wildlife production in con-
junction with other land use needs. 
Sacramento Farm - Wildlife Expe'rimental Area 
The Sa~ramento project consists of an area ~f land of 2,313 acres 
located north ruid west nf Wilcox, Nebraska, in Phelps County. 
As indicated in the project title, this has been a developmental 
area f~r wildlife cover and to demonstrate the c~mpatability of wild-
li~e management rractices and go~d land management for crop production. 
In June of this year, all specified developments under the original 
project plans had been completed and the area was d~signated as a 
maintenance project. Activities are now carried on for a six-month 
perind, from April through September of each year. 
Maj~r activities consisted of construction of one and one-fourth 
miles of new terrace and maintenance and repair on terraces previously 
built. One and one-fourth miles of multiflora rose hedge and 300 cedars 
were replantP-d. Approximately 10 acres of land was prepared and seed~d 
to sweet cl~ver and min~r amounts cf alfalfa were reseeded. 
General maintenance and repair was carried ~ut on buildings, roads, 
fenc~s, and boundary signs. 
The Project Leader is responsible f~r all project activities under 
the directi~n of the Supervisor ~f Land Management. Field activities 
were carried out by a f~reman with the assistance of one fieldm.an for a 
short time in the srring. 
Indications at the present time are that the arP-a will require 
only maintenance for the imm.ediate future. Min~r activities in habitat 
manipulation may be desirable on non-crop areas to promote desirable 
herbaceous type ccver and pr~sent cropped fields may be r~duced in size 
to provid~ better mixture of cropland habitat. The establishment of 
satisfactory water conditions at some future time may make additional 
devslopment activities advisable for maximum use ~f the area. 
1. DISTRICT NG. I LAND MANAGER 
JOHN MATHISEN, ALLIANCE, NEBRASKA 
This writer assumed the duties and responsibilities of District I 
Land Manager on March 1, 1956. 
The month of March was largely a period of indoctrination. During 
this month, several days were spent with other District Land Managers 
in an attempt to learn as much as possible concerning operating pro-
cedures, Commission policies, present habitat work, and other items 
associat~d with the position of District Land Manager. 
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Activities during the remaindor of the year included: (1) contact-
ing landowners interested in habitat development, (2) inspecting existing 
habitat developments, (3) contacting U.S. Soil Conservation Districts 
regarding 1956 planting operations and future plans, (4) public relations, (5) attending Agricultural Stabilization Conunittee meetings regarding the 
soil bank, (6) survival checking, (7) cooperative work with the Game 
Division, (8) administration of departmental lands, and (9) office 
activities. 
1956 Planting Activities 
The habitat developments planted during the spring of 1956 were 
initiated by the former Land Manager of District I. The following table 
summarizes this year's planting activities: 
Box Elder 
Cednr 
Russian Olive 
Plum 
Sand Cherry 
Quail bush 
Choke Cherry 
Chinese Elm 
N. Cherry 
Rose 
Honeysuckle 
Silverberr;v 
Replant Planted Planted 
Stock By On 
Delivered Commission Contract 
800 
1,195 
450 
500 
810 
95 
300 
610, 
4,160 
604 
1,696 
2,219 
903 
2,760 
985 
1,154 
530 
776 
612 
12,239 
8,280 
9,578 
220 
15,546 
6,480 
12,185 
6,495 
9,630 
4,655 
11,903 
5,460 
90,432 
Total areas planted • • • • • • • • • • 
New cooperators • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Estimated acres • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Areas 
Replanted 
( 4) 
1,058 
1,456 
575 
666 
564 
304 
791 
150 
460 
226 
42 
38 
1,195 
TOTAL 
9,942 
13,530 
1,415 
18,790 
8,549 
16,319 
7,879 
11,875 
5,335 
610 
13,139 
6,298 
113,681 
This year, five of the 11 Soil Conservation Districts in District I 
contracted with the Commission for planting our habitat developments. 
·Thirty-six of the 42 acres were planted by the s.c .s., the remaining six 
were planted by the Operations C~ew of District I. 
Survival in the 1956 habitat plantings has ranged from 4% to 91% in 
District I. Survival checking, however, has not yet been completed for 
1956 plantings. Low survival on these areas is due largelv to: 
(1) inadequate soil moisture conditions, and (2) poor care and cultivation 
· .on th? part of cooperating landowners. 
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Contacts for 1957 Plantings 
To this date, 45 landowners have been contacted for 1957 habitat 
developments. Thirty-one of these have signed agreements. 
District I has been allotted a total of 66,000 trees and shrubs for 
1957 habitat developments. Of this total, 44,450 have been allocated 
to 1957 cooperators. In addition to this, 9,575 trees and shrubs have 
been allocated as replant stock for 1954, 1955, and 1956 cooperators. 
Our new policy regarding 1957 developments, whereby landowners are 
required to arrange for the planting of the trees, is an improvement 
over the former progrrun. A farmer or rancher that expends time and 
money for planting trees received from the Grune Commission, is likely 
to take more interest in the care and survival of the proposed develop-
ment. This Land Manager has observed that few landowners contacted for 
1957 plantings have refused the terms of the agreement on the basis of 
time or money expenditures. 
Public Relations 
This Land Manager is fully cognizant of the importance of public 
education and information as a tool of game management. If we expect 
the people of Nebraska to understand and support the policies and 
activities of the Game Commission, we must supply them with accurate, 
understandable information. 
During the period of this report, this Land Manager has partici-
pated in the following activities related to the education of the 
public: 
(1) Five d~vs were spent at the 4-H camp Qt Mitchell and 
,Chadron State Park. At this time, sever9.l talks were 
given each day on the subject, "Homes for Wildlife n. 
(2) Lectures and slide-talks concerning habitat improve-
ment were delivered to the Alliance Garden Club, a 
high school biology class at Chadron, Nebraska, and 
a class in conservation at Chadron State Teachers 
College. 
(3) A ten-minute radio program concerning habitat improve-
ment was prepared and delivered once each month. 
(4) Several newspaper articles advertising our Habitat 
Restoration Project were written and published in 
District I newspapers. 
It was this Land Manager's observation that one of the most potent 
means of public education we have at our disposal is the game checking 
stations during hunting seasons. The personnel operating these checking 
stations have an excellent opportunity to contact the hunting public in 
an informal manner. 
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Cooperation With Grune Division 
In addition to the regular duties connected with the position of 
District Land Manager, the following activities were required in coopera-
tion with the Game Division: 
(1) 
(?) 
(J) 
(4) 
(5) 
Four crowing-cock routes during the Month of May. 
Four pheasant brood counts during July and August. 
Assisted District I Game nanager in pheasant and grouse 
check stations during appropriate seasons. 
Operated antelope check stations at Bridgeport with 
District V Game Manager. 
Operated deer check station at Crawf'ord, Rushville, 
and Ponca. 
Office Activities 
During this report period, approximately 43 days were expended on 
office activities. Office duties included the following: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) (5) (6) 
Correspondence with prospective cooperators, Soil 
Conservation Districts, and higher echelons at Lincoln. 
Preparation of weekly, monthly, and annual reports. 
Preparation of planting diagrams for 1957 habitat 
developments. 
Preparation of a Program Policy Report. 
Preparation of radio talks and lectures. 
Miscellaneous activities. 
Conferences And Meetings 
Attendance at conferences and meetings regarding wildlife conserva-
tion is both appreciated and necessary for workers in this field of 
endeavor. Knowledge is gained through technical.papers, valuable contacts 
are made with other workers, and they serve to freshen ones outlook on 
problems at hand. 
The following conferences and meetings were attended by this Land 
Manager during 1956: 
National Watershed Congress: This conference took place at 
Lincoln on September 18-20. Its purpose was to bring together the 
many facets of our soil, water and wildlife resources. Emphasis 
was placed on the multiple use and interrelationships of these 
VQrious natural resources. 
Regional Conference of The Wildlife Society: This conference 
was attended on August 13-14 at Gould, Colorado. The conference 
was concerned with the various aspects of game management as they 
exist in the Great Plains - Rocky Mountain states. Many valuable 
contacts were made with wildlife workers in surrounding states. 
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Sectional Meeting of the American Society of Range Management: 
This meeting took place at Bassett, Nebraska, on August 27. Several 
talks were presented on topics relating to range management in the 
Sandhill region. A field trip concerning range plant identification 
was held. 
Land Manager Meetings: Two Land Manager meetings were attended 
during this report period. At these _meetings, program policies and 
other matters relatad to the administration of the Habitat Restora-
tion Program were· discussed. 
2 • DISTRICT NO. II LAND MANAGER 
KENNETH JOHNSON, BASSETT, NEBRASKA 
1956 Cover Development 
Planting Activities: There was a twenty-five percent increase 
in the amount of planting stock distributed throughout the district 
for the 1956 plantings. Most of the Soil Conservation Districts co-
operated with the Game Commission in making the game cover plantings 
for which they received payment from the Game Commission. This re-
duced the number of plantings made by the Grune Commission crews. 
Because of the smaller area served by the Soil Conservation Districts 
as compared with the Game Commission district, a more rapid distribu- . 
tion of planting stock from the nursery to the planting site was 
realized. 
The Land Manager made spot checks of the Soil Conservation 
Service game-cover planting operations and, in most instances, observed 
that a high planting standard was maintained and gocd cooperation was 
realized. 
The drought had its effect on the survival rate of the spring 
plantings; however, this survival was limited more by the lack of land-
owner's interest ar..d care, than by the drought. The effects of adequate 
care and cultivation upon survival is more apparent during drought 
years than during periods of normal moisture~ 
A summary of this year's planting activities can be found in Tables 
I and II. 
Site Selection: Approximately one-fourth of the Land Manager's time 
was devoted to selecting sites for wildlife cover development. Quite 
often persons planting Game Commission.trees are interested in obtain-
ing planting stock for reasons other than wildljj'e benefits; farmstead, 
cattle, and cropland wind protection, erosion control, farm beautifica-.,. 
tion and the life. This is particularly true where the landowners are 
planting the trees themselves. The objection to furnishing stock for 
these plantings is not that the landowner will receive these benefits 
but rather that the site selected is not necessarily the most desirable 
from the wildlife standpoint. The approach in this phase; therefore, 
is to encourage the selection of sites most desirable for wildljj'e. 
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Ground Preparation: With more responsibility for the planting of 
trees and shrubs for the coming year being placed in the hands of the 
la.ndo'W?lers, increased emphasis on site preparation, care of planting 
stock, and proper planting techniques will be necessary, The success of 
planting trees, to a large degree, depends on the preparation of the 
planting site. All landowners were encouraged to prepare their planting 
sites one year in advance of the proposed planting except on the light 
sandy soils. Sites selected on soils that were light and sandy and thus 
subject to wind erosion were left undisturbed. Some of the Soil Conserva-
tion Districts have built a special tree planter for planting in these 
soils. The implement, commonly called a scalper, is built to leave an 
open furrow in which the trees are planted. No cultivation will be given 
these plantings and only trees, such as cedar, capable of growing under 
these conditions nre planted. 
TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF PLANTING ACTIVITIES 
1956 
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~~l 2 3 ~ 5 6 
Cedar 3,087 5,083 5,675 1,177 26,475 38:,410 
Rose 3,175 3,625 6,962 2,212 9,300 22,099 
Honeysuckle 721 1,402 1,625 823 17,930 21,780 
Olive 592 1,245 2,325 396 3,460 7,426 
Plum 2,141 1,387 2,020 1,842 22,185 27,434 
N. Cherry 923 200 600 236 9,550 10,586 
Sand Cherry 1,027 1,055 750 787 12,925 15,517 Quail bush 566 787 950 400 13,250 15,387 
Silverberry 408 1,592 1,688 208 7,600 11,088 
Chokecherr;v 1,113 486 600 967 13,375 15,428 
Chinese Elm 884 700 697 11,9.50 14,231 
Willow 600 400 1,000 
TOTAL 17,746 24,495 9,745 148,400 200,386 
* Not in total -- included in Columns 4 and 5. 
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County 
Blaine 
Boyd 
Brown 
Cherry 
Custer 
Gr~nt 
Holt 
Keya Paho. 
.Y;{*-Logan 
Loup 
~H*-McPherson 
Rock 
Valley 
TOTAL 
TABLE II 
SUMMARY OF PLANTING ACTIVITIES 
1956 
----·~-~----·--· ... ··--.. _.........._.-.. _ .. ____ _ 
CONTRACT TO S.C.S. OPERATIONS CREW 
-··--, ---···---- .. - ---- --· ·----. ·-· ___,..--
I 
·---i 
Areas Acres Plants Areas Acres Plants_~ 
6 
9 
10 
8 
11 
5 
7 
56 
11.5 
26.7 
31.9 
18.8 
30.0 
14.7 
9.6 
13,475 
26,306 
35,400 
15,178 
32,425 
13,385 
12,231 
143.2 148,400 
10.1 9,745 
------- ·-·- .. -·-·- ·• .. ! 
4 10.1 
... _}_! !~~-·- J 
·- ·.-... - .. ~----·~-- -- ..... .., ___ , __ .... -.... ~·-------. - .. -.. -- ... ------· .. -·------------
DISTRIBUTED FOR HAlID PL.ANTING 
-··II>- ~--· _.,._.-... c ...... 
-T-- ·- ·--·-- ... .,.,_ ..... ---- - ........ ~ .. ·-- ---·· ... --- ---"··~-- . -Acres New 
County New Areas Area Replant Areas ~*-Plants 
--·- --··------·-
Blaine 1 .5 600 
Boyd 3 1,225 
Bro'W!l 1 2 1.4 1,325 
Cherry 2 3 1.0 2,655 
Custer 6 • 6 8.5 8,170 
Grant ; 1 1,260 
Holt l 2 9 5.4 19,627 
Keya Paha 3 1,834 
~rLogan 1 1.3 450 
Loup 1 850 
-:Ht-McPherson 1 1 2.8 3,450 
Rock I 3 783 
Valley 8 I 2 5.3 3,912 
TOTAL 22 34 26.2 ~2 _'_ 2_:i:_J 
--~ --- . -- ... ·-··--··--· .. ____._ __ -- ---- --- - _J ___ 
~*" Includes replant stock. 
-~H~ Distributed by District IV, and not figured in totnl. 
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Distribution of Replant Stock: The same method used in past years 
for the distribution of replant stock to cooperators was used this year. 
First, in order to ascertain the amount of replant stock that was needed 
by cooperators, double post cards requesting this information were dis-
tributGd. This year, a ~n within ten days postscript was interject-
ed to encourage a more rapid return of the cards. When this information 
had been returned, the replant stock was allotted. 
Secondly, when the distribution of replant stock was to commence, 
cooperators were notified by mail that they could pick up the replant 
stock at a designated time and place. Centrally located towns were 
selected for the distributing locations and in all except Cherry County, 
one town served for the entire county. 
The distribution of replant stock was accomplished in approximately 
one week. 
Fencing: The Grune Comnri.ssion normally furnishes fencing material 
for the exclusion of grazing from wildlife planting~. The fencing 
material is shipped to the district headquarters and held for distribu-
tion to cooperators by the Operations Crew. Previously, the Game 
Commission constructed the fence as well as .fUrnishing the materials. 
This past year, it became the responsibility of the landowner to con-
struct the fence. Most farmers and ranchers are thoroughly acquainted 
'With fence construction and have done a satisfactory job of installing 
the fence. 
This process of placi.ng more of the responsibility for the develop-
ment of wildlife cover and its protection in the hands of the landowner 
shoUld create more interest and develop a more intimate feeling of parti-
cipating in the program. 
State Lands in District II: The management of Pressey Park was 
assigned to the District Land Manager, and approximately two days per 
month were devoted to this project. This state owned farmer-operated 
land in central Custer County is valuable as a public shooting area as 
well as a favorite camping and picnicking site, The maintenance and 
improvement of this area for public hunting, fishing, and recreation is 
an integral part of the over211 management plnn. 
Eleven recreational areas are located in the area served by the 
district. The preparation of management plans for these department lands 
has been assigned to the District Land ManagerA Some time has been devot-
ed to the preparation of these management plans; however, at this writing, 
the project has not been completed. 
Meetings Attended: Five meetings were attended, two of which were 
Conservation Day programs for grade school students. The assignment of 
Infonnation and Education personnel in each district for better district 
news and progrrun coverage is essential for better public understanding. 
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Th0 N~tional Watershed Congress, which met in Lincoln, was attended 
and whilo the o nphasis was not specifically on wildlife, various wild-
life problems end several importnnt wildlife aspects in watershed manage-
ment were pointed out. The writer also attended a two-day meeting of a 
section of the Wildlife Society held in Colorado. 
Cover Analysis: This year saw the continuation of drought conditions 
in most of the counties of District II. A small portion of west central 
:nd southwestern Cherry Ccunty received normal or above normal moisture, 
In the remainder of the district, moisture conditions ranged from dzy to 
vory dry. Overgrazing, as the result of the drought, is very apparent 
throughout this area. 
Cooperation With Other Divisions: 
15R Approximately twenty-five days were devoted to l~ activi-
ties. Lssistance was given in performing various grouse and pheasant 
pre-season surveys, as well as in gathering hunting season data. During 
the deer season, the Land Manager was assigned to checking stations in 
Harrison and Ainsworth. A total or 548 deer was checked through the 
stations. 
F-4-R Three d~vs were spent assisting the Fisheries Mannger in 
gathering fisheries data. 
3. DISTRICT NO. III LAND ¥.!ANAGER 
JACK WALSTROM, NORFOLK, NEBRli.SKL 
Habitat Development Areas 
Landowners in this district planted n total of 658, 850 trees and 
shrubs on their farms during the spring of 19.56. This figure includes 
533,000 multiflora rose which were planted to serve as living fences. 
i~n estimated 150 acres were planted to wildlife cover in Northeast 
Nebraska, and s0venty new cooperators were signed to Game Commission 
Agreements. · 
Because of the change in our plnnting program for 19.57, in which 
the responsibility for the actual planting was placed on the lnndowner 
instead of with the Game Commission crews, it was decided to make this 
transition with caution in regard to our contract for planting stock. 
From all indications in this district, most landowners are satisfied 
to make their own plantings or to contr~ct with their local Soil Con-
servation District to have the planting done for them. In most cases, 
the Agricultural Stnbilizntion and Conserv~tion (A.s.c.) office will 
pay farmers to plant trees, this payment usually will cover most of the 
cost of planting and cultiv2tion. 
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J.~ t the 1i :ur1e tro.~ report is oeivg prepared, au. o.t.' t,J;'le allotment f' or 
trees and shrubs has been allocated to landowners in this district; how-
ever, a surplus of multiflora rose is still on hand. It is expected that 
last minute requests will come in, as wns the situation le.st year. 
The year 1956 was t~ fifth consecutive year with below normal pre-
cipitation. To illustrate the ·seriousness of the situation in this 
district and as an explanation for statements which are to follow, this 
chart was prepared to show how various localities have fared with regard 
to precipitation in the past several years. The cities and towns which 
appear in this table were chosen as examples because they represent a 
relative~y good cross section of t~ district as a whole. 
1953 
LOCALITY Normal 
Albion 1.37 
Blnir -8.42 
Columbus 
-2.94 
Creighton 2.82 
Hartington 2.52 
Lyons 
-4. 75 
Norfolk 
-3.95 
Wakefield 
- .62 
·west Point 
-1.93 
Average Departure 
-1.77 
1954 
I.Jormal 
-2.99 
-2.88 
-12.06 
2.32 
-1.40 
- .23 
-4.37 
2.61 
-2.04 
-2.34 
1955 
Normal 
-3.16 
-8.92 
-8.81 
-5. 73 
-12.45 
-10.87 
-9.88 
-11.24 
-10.88 
-9.10 
1956 
Normal 
-9.20 
The Norfolk Weather Bureau reports that since 1953, thr'.t station 
has lost the equivalent of one year's total rainfall1 
hS a result of this deficiency, a great majority of plantings made 
last spring will have to be replanted. In soioo cases, landowners will 
be replanting for the third consecutive time. It is esti:rncted that 80 
percent of the planting stock allocat.ed to this district for 1957 will, 
of necessity, be used for replanting. In many cases, cooperators who 
had plantings in 1956 are being as~ed to wait until 1958 when additional 
planting stock will be available. 
Cover Condition Evaluation 
ls has been the condition in past years, much of the winter wildlife 
cover in this district has been put in the silo. Corn and sorghum stalks 
have been cut for silage due to the feed s~t.age caused by the decreased 
grain yield as a result of draught co.rrliti.ons. More and more waste areas 
are being sprayed with the very effective brush sprays which are now 
available to farroors, More marsh areas are being drained with a net 
result being a loss of wildlife habitat, It would appear that we are 
losing ha.bi tat much faster than we can gain it by our present methods. 
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Most conservationists have eagerly aw~ited the forthcoming Conserva~ 
tion Reserve phase of the Soil Bank, but from all indications in this dis~ 
trict, most farmers are not going to participate to the extent we would 
have hoped for. Many are against the idea of tying. their land up for ten 
and fifteen years, but the main criticism lies in the fact that they must 
adhere to acreage crop requirements during this time period. 
Meetings Attended 
Tho personnel of this office have received an ever increasing number 
of requests tor program participation. All managers and the Enforcement 
Chief havo a.greed to help in program presentations whenever possible, and 
it is mybelief that cooperation along this lino has been exceptionally 
good. Most of the progrD.ms presented have been to churches and schools • 
. An effort has been made :to participate in as man.v soil conservation func-
tions ~s is practical. Two radio progrrons were taped to assist the 
Madison County Soil Conservation District. 
Cooperative Work With Game Division 
The: writer assisted the Grune Division whenever necessar.v to obtain 
pheasant crowing-count information and brood counts. Also, time was 
devoted to work on grouse, pheasant and deer checking stations. 
. . 4. DISTHICT NO. IV LAND MANAGER 
DALE BREE, NORTH PLATTE, NEBR!l.SK..' .. 
The writer assumed duties as Land Mo.nagor for District IV on 
April 5, 19.56. The initial week consisted of general familiarization 
and a three-day tour of the district vtl.th the Project Leader. 
April 16th proved to bo an eventful date, as this was the day that 
we moved our offices from the airport to our new building north of the 
fish hatchery. 
Primary activities which were engaged during the year included: 
(1) Periodic visi~s to the Work Unit Conservationists in each of the 
Soil Conserv&tion Districts; (2) Periodic checking of established 
habitat plantings throughout the district; (3) Visits to prospective 
landowners, ranchers, and farmers interested in habitat development; 
( 4) Meeting with various Agriculture Stabilization Commi ttces of the 
Soil Conservation Districts, concerning the wildlife practices in the 
Conservation Reserve Program; (5) Meeting with v~ricus groups interest-
ed in our habitat program and Nebraska Wildlife; (6) Assisting the 
Game Management Division by mnking pheasant brood counts, sex ratio 
counts, crowing counts, hunter bag checks, and check station operation; 
(7) Making surveys of prospective habitat sites, and drawing up plant-
ing diagrams for the areas; (8) Computing survival chocks on 21 habitat 
areas planted in 1956. 
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Wildlife Plantings Established During 1956 
During the past year, a total of 150 cooperators received planting 
stock in Distri-ct IV. 1 ... total of 81 new cooperators were added to our 
district files. Areas that were replanted numbered 69. Rose plantings 
were not numerous; however, 9 cooperators attempted to develop an estimat-
ed four miles of rose hedge. 
Fencing material was distributed to 47 cooperators, and an estimated 
195.25 acres of trees and shrubs were planted in the entire district. 
The 1956 planting program had been developed so as to turn over the 
planting operations to the Soil Conservation Service wherever possible. 
All of the s.c.s. districts were contacted in District IV, and planting 
agreements were obtained in all counties except Dawson, Harlan, and 
Phelps. 
Records indicate that a total of 200,039 trees and shrubs were 
planted in this district during 1956. The 81 newly established areas 
required 138,019 plants. The 69 areas replanted, utilized 62,020 trees 
and shrubs. Stock planted on contract with the Soil Conservation Service 
totaled 136,816 plants. The district operations crew was responsible for 
replanting 10,985 trees and shrubs, Cooperators planted a total of 52,238 
plants themselves. 
Habitat Development Areas For 1957 
During the nine months which have elapsed since the writer assumed 
duties in District IV, man.v requests have come into the district head-
quarters for the development of wildlife habitat areas. Inquiries for 
planting stock were handled as soon as possible, and surveys were made to 
. determine the suitability of these areas for development. 
At the present time, 11 new areas have been contracted for new 
plantings. These contracts call for winter cover plots, rose hedges, and 
simple fencing., A total of 217 replant fo nns have been sent to cooperat-
ors who may desire replant stock in the spring of 1957. To date, 69 of 
these forms have been returned. Fifteen cooperators returning these 
forms have requested enough planting stock to replant their entire areas. 
Due to the extreme dry conditions which have prevailed during the 
past growing season, mu.ch of our planting stock has not been successful, 
therefore, our replacement stock will be abnormally high this next spring. 
Survival checks of 1956 plantings in the district revealed plant survival 
ranging from 1.4 to 71%. Many of the trees and shrubs were destroyed 
shortly after being planted. The loss was gene!'ally due to extreme dry 
conditions and strong spring winds. 
Cooperator interest continues to remain high throughout the district; 
however, it has been necessar.v to limit the number of new habitat plant-
ings for 1957 due to the following factors: (1) The decrease in amount 
of planting stock available for 1957 plantings; (2) The prevailing dry 
conditions, which have caused increased demands for replant stock. 
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Cover Condition Evaluation 
It is difficult for the writer to give a detailed evalu2.tion of 
cover conditions in the district; however, overall conditions can be 
reported on. A major factor at present is the extreme drought condi-
tions within the distz~ct. The drought is responsible for heavy losses 
of planting stock, reduction in the carrying capacity of pasture land, 
loss of native habitat for upland bird populations, an influence on 
the distribution of wildlife, and has left landowners with a dangerous 
fire.hazard. 
Cover conditions in the district vary qonsiderably. These condi-
tions can be based upon the type of topograp~y and farming found in a 
particular area. Wildlife populations are no doubt receiving consider-
able benefits from the progress l-bich has been made through our endeav-
ors, and those of the Soil Conservation Service. It is difficult to 
evaluate the success derived from our program; however, it must be 
understood that these benefits develop slowlv in relation to the size 
of are as that we manage • 
It is logical to conclude that our present habitat program does 
provide a way and a means of alleviating some of the inadequacies 
affecting our wildlife populations. In turn, the ·Land Manager must 
first have the key limiting factor of an environment, and then a poss-
ible remedy can be applied. 
Cooperative Work With The Grune Division 
Assistance was provided the GaJne Division in carrying out the 
following duties: (1) Pheasant sex ratio and crowing counts were made 
in the spring; (2) Random pheasant brood counts were recorded; (3) The 
operation of the Crawford check station during antelope season; 
(4) Hunter bag checks were conducted during the first two week-ends 
of the pheasant season; (.S) The Oshkosh and Hartington check stations 
were operated during the deer season. 
It is through the efforts and cooperation of district personnel 
that factual and reliable infonnation may be obtained. The inf ormr!.-
tion provides the basis for improvement and proper management of our 
wildlife resources, 
Meetings and Programs Attended 
The writer had the privilege of attending the Third National Water-
shed Congress. The conference was held in Lincoln from September 18th 
through the 20th. Highlights of the meeting included talks by the 
following dignitaries: C.A. Davis, Under Secretar,v of the Interior, 
Ezra T. Benson, Secretary, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Major Gen. 
G. E. Callow~v, Division Engineer, Army Corps of Engineers, C.R. Guter-
muth, Vice President, Wildlife Management Institute, Congressmen, and 
prominent conservation authorities. 
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One dav of the conference was devoted to a tour of the Upper Stlt 
area of the Upper Salt-Swedeburg Pilot Watershed Project and the Indian 
Creek Pilot Watershed Project. The tour provided valuable infonnation 
concerning flood water retarding dams and reservoirs; treated and un-
treated watersheds; the effect of land treatment and flood prevention 
structures; a demonstration of water infiltration rates on native grass 
and cultivated land of the sane soil type; and the fishing potential that 
may be developed from farm ponds and watershed reservoirs. 
Various other meetings were attended dµring the past yenr. These· 
meetings were with the following groups: Conservation Agencies, Wildlife 
Clubs, Civic Organizations, and the Platte Valley Power and Irrigation 
Company. 
The writer participated in the following conservation programs: 
Talks were given to science classes at McCcok and North Platte High 
Schools; programs were given to two groups of 4-H young people at 
Ogallala; a program was given to 4-H youngsters at their district meeting 
in Curtis; three radio programs were given on wildlife conservation 
topics; and one appearance was made on the Outdoor Nebraska TV.program. 
Other Activities 
Miscellaneous activities which the writer worked on during the 
past year are: 
1. A preliminary survey. of the leased areas around Harlan 
County Reservoir was made by the Project Leader, 
resident conservation officer, and m.vself. 
2. A survey and management plan was made for a newl.v 
acquired quarter-section of state land in Chase County. 
3. Fencing material was delivered by the writer to three 
cooperators. 
4. The district fisheries manager was assisted on a survey 
project at Medicine Creek Reservoir. 
5 •. An analysis of the existing resto~ation program, and a 
survey of department lands in District rJ is being 
conducted at present. 
5. DISTRICT NO. V LAND MANAGER 
CLARENCE NEWTON, LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 
Wildlife Developments Established In The_l956 Planting Season 
The procedure utilized for the establishment of \Vildlife habitat 
developments was basically that of having the field crew distribute the 
planting stock to the cooperators, and depending upon the cooperator to 
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accomplish the actual planting oper2.tion. Contracts were arranged with 
only four Soil Conservation Districts for the planting of the wildlife 
areas in their districts, and the field crew executed only ten new 
plantings. The field crew was committed, by previous arrangements, how-
ever, to replant several earlier developments. · 
Accomplishments in the 1956 planting season are as follows: 
The Commission field crew distributed to cooperators: 
for 6 new vrl.ldlife areas and 14$ 
new rose hedges ••••••••••• 228,388 plants 
f 0r replanting 2 wildlife areas 
and 52 rose hedges • • • • • • • 137, 239 plants 
to Soil Conservation District crews: 
for wildlife areas, 16 new and 
2 replant • • • , • , • • • • • • • • 
The Commission field crew planted: 
for 2 new wildlife areas and 
8 new rose hedges • • • • • • • • • • 
for the complete re:plant of 
6 wildlife areas and the 
partial replant of 3 • • • 
for the replant of 25 rose 
. . . . . 
hedges • • • , • • • • • • • , • • • 
3 7, 821 plants 
12, 160 plants 
13,767 plants 
53,750 plants 
Total stock utilized for the season . . . • 483,125 plnnts 
The result, in terms of planted or replanted developments, is 37 
wildlife areas covering 37 acres; 239 rose hedges, which would have a 
total length of approximately 72 .5 miles, and hand-planting improvements 
on an undetermined number of earlier habitat developments. 
Site Selections and Inspections 
In field work 0~1 the habitat restoration project, 73 land operators 
were contacted as new or prospective cooperators; and 116 old cooperators 
were contacted. Sites were selected for 54 new developments. The sites 
of 97 existing developments were Visited for inspection or survival checks, 
.md 14 of these developments were approved for replanting, Soil Conserva-
tion Service personnel were indoctrinated with the requirements of site 
selection, and willingly assu~ed the task of arranging agreements with 
many cooperators. Indications are that continued cooperation of this sort 
may be anticipated in considering future plans for the project, 
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A habitat development which may be of particular interest to this 
project is the property, near the Gretna Fish Hatchery, of the Omaha Fish 
and Wildlife Club. The property consists of 200 acres of some of the 
roughest and most exploited farm land in Nebraska, and the Club intends 
·to develop the land for the outmost in wildlife production, 
Activities Related to the Habitat Restoration Project 
Publicity for the project was presented through four news releases, 
a radio program, a mimeographed poster, programs at six meetings and a 
booth prepared for exhibit at the State Fair. 
A meeting was aITanged with Mr, McMeekin of the Department of Roads 
and Irrigation for the purpose of discussing the possibility that his 
department might be able to off er financial incentive to encourage land-
owners to establish permanent living snow fences, It was admitted that 
such a practice might save considerable money for the Department of Roads 
and Irrigation, However, because of the temporary nature of the tenure 
in private lands, that department's policy does not allow an,v investment 
in permanent facilities on private lands, 
A public meeting for the U .s. Arm,v 1 s Corps of Engineers presentation 
of the Little Nemaha River Review Report was attended, and the Third 
National Watershed Congress w~s attended. The proposed Walnut Creek 
Watershed, south of Falls City, was toured with Federal Fish and Wildlife 
Service ~ersonnel. 
The writer participated in six meetings of County Agricultural 
Stabilization and Control Committees for the purpose of explaining and 
encouraging wildlil'e practices which have been included in the Soil Bank 
program. 
Other Duties in Land Management 
One day was spent checking on the amount of corn produced and 
harvested under lease on the Plattsmouth Rifle Range, and two days were 
expended on a survey of the Crystal Lake and Memphis Lake areas. 
Cooperation With Other Divisions 
Cooperative efforts with the Game Division included such activities 
as operating deer and antelope checking stations, conducting pheasant 
survey routes and road patrols for pheasant bag checks, banding ducks, 
assisting in the mailing of hunter survey questionnaires and attendance 
at joint meetings with Game Managers. The total time involved in the 
above activities would be equivalent to approximately 33 eight-hour days. 
Approximately one additional d~v was expended in assisting personnel 
of the Fisheries Division in distributing fish and locating sites and 
cooperators for fann pond studies, 
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Cover Conditions 
There has been little apparent change in the cover conditions 
since 1955; shortage of moisture has been extended for another year. 
The effects of the drouth tended to offset benefits to wildlife, 
which might have been realized in acreage reserve lands of the Soil 
Bank program, as farmers in many of the counties of District V were 
pennitted to graze livestock on these lands. In crop lands other 
than the acreage reserve land, the effects of the drouth again varied 
from those extremely unfavorable to those favorable in relation to 
the game habitat picture. Corn fields may be considered as an 
example. Some were cut close to the ground to provide feed for 
cattle, leaving no game cover. Other fields were grazed heavily 
leaving very scant cover. On the other hand, some fields were not 
harvested or even cut or grazed, because of the low value; and corn, 
scant as it ma:v be, will remain standing to hold food above the 
winter snows • 
Of major importance in the quail habitat picture, is the continu-
ing practice of removing the Osage orange hedges and other woody cover 
on permanent .fence lines. This loss of cover is progressing at such 
an impressive rate that it has caused one Commmission employee of long 
standing to predict that the quail population runy fall below harvest-
able levels in ten years. 
D. State Parks 
There are seven State Parks in Nebraska. Although these areas 
are well distributed as to location, the size of four of them is in-
adequate to penni t the carrying out ot a full park program. 
The following are the activity reports of the indi viduai' park 
superintendents: 
ARBOR LODGE STATE PARK 
Superintendent: Grant McNeel 
Location: Nebraska City 
Miss.ion: 
Preservation, mllintenance and· display of the former ho~ of 
J. Sterling Morton family, and care of the grounds on which are 
growing a large variety of trees, shrubs and flowers. 
Summary of Activities 
January 
Checked fire ~vdrants, all fire extinguishers and thB fire alarm 
system, with the help of Mr. John Buss, Chief Electrician from the 
Notifier Manufacturing Company, Lincoln, Nebraska, who did some repair-
ing of the control paools and gave us his okay as to condition. 
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Some removing of dead and undesirable trees was done in tho east part of 
the park, and all brush cleaned up and burned. The snow was plowed from 
all park roads and removed from gateways; also, the walks around all 
buildings were cleaned out, leaving a clear passage for fire trucks should 
they be needed, and for the winter visitors and business people. The twc 
large bulletin boards were taken down and placed in the paint shop for 
repairs and relettering. Shop work, included tractor, power sprayer, 
tools, etc. Greenhouse plants received the regular care; trimming, 
watering, cultivating, heating, and the like, Two stoves are used during 
the cold weather• rhere is an oil burner for regulated temperatures, 
and an auxiliary wood burner to heat the paint room and also to furnish 
added heat in the greenhouse proper when needed. 
February 
More snow plowing and plentv of shoveling was necessary to clear the 
roads and the areas around buildings. 
Shop: Started repairing picnic tables. 'I'hey were moved from the picnic 
grounds to the concrete slab west of the shop. When the weathe~ wasn't 
too rough, tree work and stump cutting was done, 
Office Work: Records, letters, bookkeeping, bids and requisitions. 
Check hvdrants and all fire equipment. Repaired tools and other 
equipment. 
March 
Repairing and painting the buildings at the picnic grounds. 
Repairing picnic tables mid cleaning them up for repainting. 
Painted concrete wall north of tho stables building with white 
Bondex water-mix concrete paint. Also, painted the steel pipes which 
are used as barricades on the brick drive with white house paint. 
Planted a large amount of bluegrass seed from the 1955 crop gathered 
in the park. 
Repaired and painted all of the lavm benches. Started removing the 
winter covering from the rose beds. Cleanup work throughout the park, 
including windows, brick walks and drives. 
Rewired the electric utility line from the.main distribution switches 
to the outlet receptacle in the reception room. This required removing 
the No. 14 line and replacing· it with No. 12 wires, taking out a four-
circui t panel box and installing an eight-circuit type in order to 
separate the library and reception room from the utilit.v circuit. 
Picnic table work was carried on during rough weather and tree work 
during suitable times. ·Also, painting inside walls of garage was done. 
The greenhouse rafters were caulked and repainted, and the hail screens 
were repainted before replacing them. The bulletin boards were painted 
and re lettered before setting them back in place, Much preparatory 
work was needed in the house before opening da.,v arrivOO.. 
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April 
Snow fence removed and stored. More grass planted and kept wet. 
Plnnted flower seeds in the greenhouse beds to grow the flowers for 
the gardens. 
Shop Work: The new Wisconsin engine for the Whirlwind power mower 
was mounted and run in. Quite a number of changes, adjustments, and 
some new parts had to be installed to make a. perfect job, Repairs 
to other mower, tractor, and sprayer were made and all of them painted. 
Spring plantings included birch trees, Red Barberry, Pfitzer Junipers, 
Spirec, Pin Oaks, Chinese Chestnut, Flowering Crab, Pines, shrubs and 
outdoor plants. 1~11 of them required frequent irrigation. 
The annual Arbor Day festivities were held at the Park with a good 
attendance, about one-half of them arrived after the exercises were all 
over. A 0hinese Chestnut tree was dedicated to the Korean war veterans, 
and a large Austrian pine tree was planted in memory of the late Paul 
Gilbert. Governor Victor Anderson gave the Arbor Day address. 
May 
Among the special groups were three-hundred High School Madrigal Sing-
ers, University, Forestry groups, High Schools, College Campfires, 
Women's Clubs and Boy Scouts. 
Indoor activities consisted mainly of: Reception of visitors, guiding 
and the regular desk work, selling admissions, etc. Other Work: 
General maintenance of gardens, lawns, picnic grounds, monument aren 
and buildings. Also, hedge trimming, irrigating plants, trees and 
grass. The annuals grown in the greenhouse were transplanted into the 
garden beds. Ferns and other house plants were moved to the sun parlor 
and other locations in the mansion. 
Built a new all steel fence across the east end·of the park, using 
steel posts painted aluminum color over the regular paint on the new 
posts. Galvanized barbed wire was tightly stretched at top and the 
bottom. Strongly anchored corners were built at the northeast and tho 
southeast corners of the park. Extra anchors were put near the middle 
of the fence. 
June 
-
Among the visitors were Secretary of Agriculture, Ezra Taft Benson, 
and his party of around thirty dignitaries. 
Dug out the formal tulip bod northeast of mansion to a depth of 18 
inches, sterilized soil, refilled with new soil, and planted with 
geraniums for the summer months. New tulip bulbs to be planted in the 
fall. 
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June - Continued 
General cleanup of park grounds, hedge trimming, spraying and irrigating 
of trees, lawns and gardens followed. 
Repair work on tractor mower, replacing guards, sickle sections, and 
wrist pin bearing. Made new road drag. Road work, general maintenanc~ 
and irrigating occupied much of the remaining time. 
Specin.l groups ranging from scientists to Cub Scouts are frequent visitors 
in the park during the summer season. Ten such groups were in attendance 
during July this year. 
1,052 people were guided through the mansion, and some stu~v groups were 
conducted around the tree trail and among the trees on the grounds. 
Work on the grounds consisted of much the same. type of activities as 
usual: mowing lawns, irrigating lawns, gardens, trees, and other flower 
beds, maintenance of picnic grounds and hedge trimming. 
,. 
August 
Mansion - Cleaning, dusting cases, exhibits, etc. Reception of visitors, 
guiding and desk work. Some show cases were repaired, exhibits changed 
and all of the information signs through the building were reprinted and 
placed in their proper places. 
P~rk work followed about the same routine as usual, except that consider-
~ble, sprnying was done in various places in the park. 
September 
Mansion: Regular house cleaning at least three days each week, reception 
of visitors, guiding and regular desk work. 
The drought condition had reached the point where irrigation of everything 
seemed to be the most important part of our job. We repaired all of the 
old two-inch fire hose (roughly three-hundred fifty feet), made up what 
someone dubbed the Octopus, which is some piping with five branch pipes 
coupled up in such a manner that each pipe end has an individual hose 
adaptor connection, so five sprinkler heads could be used. The pressure 
was ratrer low during the daytime, and we had to do most of the watering 
at night and on Saturdays and Sundays. We soaked most of the more drouth 
tender trees and got along until the aluminum outfit arrived. Other work 
consisted of regular maintenance, picnic grounds' cleaning, road work, 
hedge trimming, tree work, and preparations for rebuilding the east 
entrance. 
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October 
Six schools comprising one hundred forty-eight students and thirteen 
other groups and clubs, including a delegation from the Denver Botanic 
Gardens Foundation came and seemed to have had an enjoyable visit. 
The regular reception of visitors, cleaning mansion, guiding, etc. 
Jl.lso, the daily routine desk job, regardless of how few or how :mnnv 
·came. 
Grounds: Shop work--repairi.ng tools, grader wheels, tractor ~ydraulic 
ram on the hoist mechanism, mower work, etc. 
Lawn mowing, cleanup of park, irrigation work--Pine grove, Spruce 
trees, Paper Birch, Sugar Maples, Sweet Gum trees, Dogwood, Cork trees, 
Spice wood, Douglas Fir, Ginkgo trees, Coster Blue Spruces, Beech, 
Tamarack and others, inqluding three species of Chestnut trees, P0cans, 
Bald CYPress and Lodgepole Pine. Removed geranium plants from the 
tulip bed and replanted it with 400 imported bulbs fresh from Holland; 
also, 400 early tulip bulbs in other beds. 
Some roof repair work on mansion. 
Rebuilt the pillars for the new east entranc.e, spacing. them twenty-two 
feet apart. The iron gates being rebuilt to mntch and fit the opening. 
Installed a new water meter on the six-inch main near the east fence 
and provided a two-inch outlet valve in order to supply water for those 
Sugar Maples and Spruce trees in the east end of Park. 
Painted concrete po:tico steps and foundations around the mansion. 
Painted park culver·i:, railings arid some guard posts. 
November 
Thorough cleaning of mansion, closed rooms and shut off the electric 
switches in the front pa.rt after visitors stopped coming. 
Installed two picnic fireplaces. Completed the east entrance, install-
ed the renewed iron gates and graded tho area around there to conform 
with things. Installed the large culvert extensions and hauled surplus 
dirt onto them and the road shoulders. Hauled gravel to various spots 
where needed. Installed and used the aluminum pipe irrigation outfit 
until the snow put an end to that. However, we hope that the trees are 
sufficiently soaked to carry them through the winter with as little 
damage as possible after all of that dry weather, 
December 
Checked all hydrants, fire fighting equipment and the nlann system. 
Cleaned up all leaves, tro.sh and brush, finished covering roses for 
winter. 
Fence repairing and road work. 
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Decembor - Continued 
Considerable progress has bebn made on the tre0 work--f alling dead nnd 
very old elms along the roads 'Which are breaking down and dnngerous to 
th0 public, besides are a hindrance to sona of the younger important 
trees, Shop work--Grnder repairs, tools, converting a couple of fire 
extinguishers to water-pump type, since we had good ·pumps on hand. 
They crune from a pair of water-pump extinguishers whose sheet iron tanks 
rusted out. 
Stored irrigation equipment, drained all gas tanks on mowers and sprnyer. 
Total number of people who were in the paik during the year, according 
to too traffic counter, 70,4.52. 
CH.'illRON STiSE PARK 
Superi.nt(;ndent: L. M. Snodgrass 
Location: Nine miles south of Chadron, Nebraska 
Mission 
Protection, preservation and display of l;.500 acres of pine Ridge 
area wit hi.n the Park and operating the Federal and State-o"Wned fire 
fighting equipment. 
Operation of all major projocts, park employees, five to fift.aen 
throughout tre year. Rental of sixteen modern double cabins, group camp 
(250) capacity. Swimming pool, boating lagoon, bathhouse, complete 
laWldry, camp grounds, public latrines, store and cafe, office and pony 
rides. 
Activi tics 
Approximately 20, 000 board feet of lumber was harvested from the 
matured pine timber in the Park. This was processed by park personnel; 
the lumber is used here in the Park for building and repairs. A complete 
new administration building was built. As a result of new highw~v, om--
half mile of new fence was built, new garbage disposal was built. A 
concrete base was built at the entrance for the tref.t'.i.c counter. 
Chronological Activities: 
Bey Scouts from New Jersey, and other states as well ns Nebraska 
(camp nnd meeting). 
United Weste111 Chamber of Commerce meeting. 
Knights ot Columbus meeting. 
Bell Telephone meeting and picnic. 
Tri-State Oil Compnn.v meeting arid picnic. 
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Maintcnnnce 
Thirt0en gasoline power units wure serviced and operated at the 
Park, one bridge was rebuilt across the creek to the service area, 
3,000 square feet of painting was done. The creek was stocked three 
times with trout. Drives and yards were repa:ired at new cci.bins; 
also; the entrance, 1,034 ground regulation leaflets were handed to 
visitors (one per car) on July 4. Two-hundred yards of dirt was 
haulod to fill and level front yard. 
Operation 
Office correspondence, mail handling for group camp and cabins. 
Crunp agreements, cabin reservation and genernl inform:ition. Public 
relations appearances nnd general information at high schools, civic 
groups and sport clubs. Rural fire truck and equipment thirty square 
miles. Me.j or water system, rnaj or power system, Group crnnp and co.bin 
maintenance, laundry complote. Over one hundred and fifty water 
heaters, gas and electric ranges, refrigerators, pumps and motors, 
twenty-three thousand feet of water system. Twenty thousand feet under-
ground and overhead power. Fifty-three buildings, boating lagoon, 
swimming pool, bathhouse, chlorinator and circulating pump at pool. 
Store and cafe. First-aid emergency messages to camp and cabins twenty-
four hours a d~v in season, vacation accommodations in the cabin for 
eighty people daily, accommodations at the group camp for two hundred 
and fifty daily. 
NIOBR..Ulil STlTE PARK 
Superintendent: A. . G. NcCarroll 
Location: Ono milo west of Niobrara 
Mission 
Operation and mc..intenance of the rental cabins, group cc.mp, picnic 
area Snd related activities. 
Summar.v of Activities 
All septic tanks were clenned before spring opening. 
All cabins und Youth Gro~p Camp buildings were cleaned b6f oro 
spring opening. 
Finished four cement porchJs on cabins No's. 1, 4, 5 and 9. 
Moved old latrine to headquarters' area to be:; used for shortage. 
Painted superintendents residence, assistc..nt 1 s residence, two-cc..r 
garage, laundry building, two small storage buildings, 
three small pump-houses, and foot bridge across lagoon. 
Painted all park benches £'.nd picnic tables. 
Painted and repaired all screen doors on c;:.bins c.nd Youth Camp 
buildings. 
Instulled now roof on moss hall kitchen and chapel, and porch roof on 
log cabin. 
Repaired west wall of log cabin. 
Novod two 12 x 24 bathhouses to hen.dquarters 1 area for st!Drn.ge buildings. 
Pdnted inside of mess hall kitchen. 
Now flags, poles, and cups were purchased for golf course. 
Laid perforated Ora.ngeburg pipe from Cabins No's. 2, 3, and 8 to 
septic tank. 
Lcid 82 feet of perforated Orangeburg pipe as lateral from septic tn.nk on 
Cabj_ns 12 and 13. 
Pullod 51 dead trees from park area. 
Sawed winter supply of wood. 
Ivlowed golf course on tim.:3 each week during the summer months. 
Mowed the north park area eight tim:;s during tho season. 
One new water well put down at No. 2 pump house. 
Ten stacks of wild hay were put up. 
OnG smoll stack of alfalfa was put up for winter feed for the deer. 
Combined approximately one bushel of alfalfa seed on park area. 
Constructed new vshicle bridge across lagoon on park areQ. 
Hauled twenty-five loads of mixed dirt nnd gravel on the roads in pnrk. 
Cleaned area south of headquarters of brush, and leveled same for spring 
seeding. 
Two small areas were plowed in south. park aron for spring plarrting to · 
mile for feed for quail, pheasants crid deer. 
A now swimming pool was constructed here at the Park in 1956. 
PONCA STATE PARK 
Superintendent: Dallas Johnson 
LocQtion: Two miles north of Ponca 
Summary of Activities 
January, we painted picnic tables. Ripped somo logs and cleared 
snow from the roads several ti.mes a week. 
In February, we cut trees tc1 clear tho west lookout for n better 
view of the river. Trimmed trees along the roads; also, pulled some 
of the trees to be trimmed for firewood over by the pump house. Pooled 
posts to be used as a guard on the fills. Cleaned out the· shop. 
Installed wash trough in the bathhouse. 
Again, in Ho.rch, we peeled posts, chopped down some trees. Raked 
now fill nt the pool site. Hauled firewood. 
In April, we worked diligently at the pool anticipating the opening 
the first of June_ There was plenty of general cleanup. 
May, again, we worked at the pool, planted multiflora rose on the 
bnnks. General cleanup. Hauled dirt filled in around the pipe nt the 
pool, leveled dirt west and north of the pool and bathhouse. Mowed the 
entire ar·ea. Put posts south of the pool, and north of the pool. 
There were man.v sightseers in nnd out of the Park. 
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In Juno, we wJrk~d finishing up the pool. Tb::re were many last-
minuto jobs, painting signs, arranging baskets, and unexpected chores. 
As the opening day for the pool was set for June 24, the new pool was 
named "Centennial Pool", as Ponca celebrated their Centennial in 1956. 
We hnd a full pool and a most successful day. 
In July, we mowed weeds nnd general cleanup. Operated the filter-
ing systom at the pool which was new to us and quite a job at first. 
Graded roads and had deep well troubles. Pulled the well and repaired 
it, Filled ditches and mowed weeds. 
During August, we mowed weeds nnd grass. General cleanup. Ran 
the filtering system at tho pool. Graded roads and finished the 1,000 
car count. Worked the slopes for seeding grass. 
The pool was closed in September, which ~roved most successful, 
and run suro the Northeast Nebraska area enjoyed it. Mowed hay and 
hc.ulod it in to put on the slopes. Mowed brush. Moved the diving 
boards and generel cleanup. Removed the filters, and watered the grass 
around the pool. 
In Octo bcr, we removed the screens from the doors an:i windows of 
various buildings. General cleanup. Watered the grass at the pool, 
filled ditches and washouts. Drnined the water lines from the ca.bins, 
mess hall and pool. Made signs for closing roads due to fire hazards. 
Removed old trail signs. 
We took our vacation in November, from the 13th to tho 24th. Haul-
ed in the garbage ~ans and picnic tables. Trimmed trees out for fire-
wood and ricked the firewood to be buzzed. Repainted the merry-go-
round, graded roads, and general cleanup. We put up a stand outside 
the shop for our gasoline barrels. 
December, again, we cut trees and trimmed them for firewood, hauled 
them in, and buzzed some firewood. Repaired screen doors, Graded roads 
and removed snow from the roads, and the general cleanup. Took 
irrventor,v. 
STOLLEY STATE PARK 
Superintendent: John J, Tooley 
Location: Grand Island 
Summary of Activities 
We took advantage of the open weather during tho first two weeks 
of January by obtaining the sorvices of an operator of a six-foot chain 
saw and with a few extra man-hours, we were able to fell, trim and cut 
up twenty-two large dead trees. These tre€s, around seventy to eighty 
years old, were some of. the early plantings of William G. Stolley, and 
had '.r·sached their span of life battling the drought years. 
Februari 
Snow, ice and cold weatr..er continued through this month. 
We did some tree trimming, and overhauled equipment. 
March 
Weather opened up, though still chilly. 
One week spent in hauling used brick and celrent blocks for the 
construction of a modern rest-room and cesspools; one week in trimming 
and sawing trees and cleaning up wood piles. We cleaned up extra dirt 
piles, filled holes and graded the roads; hauled broken rock for the 
construction of additional fireplaces; painted the exteriCF of the school-
house (historical building) and repaired picnic tables. 
The last week warmed up, and we drilled a well for the new rest-
rooms and dug the water ditches for same. 
Though weather was not in our favor, we accomplished much spring 
work. 
All areas needed an intensive raking and cleanup this spring, and 
we cleaned the irrigation ditches as we went along. This work took many 
manhours. 
The roads were in bad shape after the snows melted, requiring much 
work. 
We moved a building to be used as a ladies modern rest-room, repair-
ed the building and installed the fixtures. The completion of this 
modern restroom took considerable time and labor. 
Planted additional shrubs and roses. 
The traffic counter was in use this month showing that we had 3,365 
visitors, including a Cub Scout excursion and several school groups. 
Weather was not conducive to outdoor cleanup work which was needed 
so badly. 
Planted shrubs, trees, canna bulbs, flower seeds and 400 chrysanthe-
mum plants. Started mowing on May 10, continuing on through the month. 
Cultivated and weeded the rose and shrubbery beds. 
Completed water lines to the new rest-rooms and picnic areas. 
Completed the ladies modern rest-room. 
Built three new fireplaces; ran the footings for the men's rest-room; 
started the work on the cesspools for same. 
Cleaned out the back garden which entailed a great amount of work, 
cutting dead trees and shrubs, cleaning and grading the gravel walks. 
In mid-May, the apple orchard was in full bloom; the lilacs did not 
bloom as heavily as usual. By the end of the month, everything was green 
and looked good. 
May - Continued 
Estimated attendance at school picnics, 1,500; Presbyterian 
~.·roup, 100; Senior Hi-Y, 50; Scouts, 75. 
Overnight campers group two with seven people. 
All available tables and fireplaces in use on Decoration Day, 
May JO. 
Rainfall 2.84 in. with deficiency 1.44. 
June 
Mowing, combating weeds and general summer daily maintenance of 
picnic areas took ma~y man-hours. 
Bricked up three cesspools, using 3,100 brick for men's rest-
room; laid up the cement block side walls and completed the building 
except for the floor and fixtures. 
Completed two more fireplaces and an incinerator. 
Established a new picnic area at the edge of the orchard. 
Mowed and put up alfalfa hay. Transplanted volunteer flowers, 
350 chrysanthemums, 675 petunias, 200 phlox, and 200 goraniurn plants 
donated by the Bartz Floral. 
Wired and co::mected the new east irrigation well. 
Overnight ca~psrs groups 23, with 85 people, 14 nights. 
We missed the Girl Scout Day Camp this year but happy for t.he 
girls that they have their own camp now. 
Normal precipitation for June. 
In the general summer maintenance of all areas, we were concern-
ed with mowing, combating weeds and irrigating night and da;v for the 
entire month. 
Completed the men's modern rest-room. 
Replaced and put in guard posts; built new gravel walks to the 
rest-rooms and culverts in the irrigation ditches; completed the 
fifth new fireplace and second incinerator. Moved a latrine to new 
location, repaired it and built a walk to it. 
Put into operation the east-end irrigation well using the 
portable aluminwn pipe. 
Started gru.l•bing stumps in an area where vre later established 
a new picnic grounds. 
The Presbyte1~ans inaugurated a day camp for small children, 
having 35 - 40 children each day for eight days. 
Overnight camper groups 41, 161 people, 23 nights. 
Rainfall only &94 inch for the month. 
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August 
Irrigated in the west end night and day until the last week of 
the month when the large well gave out. The water level had gone down 
to where the centrifugal pump would not lift it, meaning that we must 
have a new well with deep-well turbine. All during this summer while 
it did operate, we were getting onl.Y 40% of the normal output which 
greatly slowed our coverage. 
Bv using the east ir.rigation well, we tried to reach as many areas 
as possible with the portable pipe and hose. 
Hewing and sunnne r maintenance consumed much time. 
Cleaned out stumps and trees for a new picnic area and extended 
the water line to this area. This project consisted of clearing some 
400 trees and stumps from a two-acre tract that was overgrown and 
could not be mowed nor used for picnics or recreation. 
Overnight CaL~pers' groups 48, 191 people, .20 nights. 
August was the hottest and driest month of the summer. 
Rqinfall only .77, Deficit 1.62 
Rainfalf. January 1 - .[l.ugust 31, 11,29 
Deficit.January 1 - August 31, 6.02 
September 
Completed the new picnic area, leveling the ground and seeding; 
also, reseeded some of lawn areas; built two more incinerators; broke 
up and hauled rock to the site of the Fort Independence memorial. 
Still some mowing to be done and cleanup of weeds, 
We were definitely concerned about the trees in the west end and 
the orchard, since the well gave out. The trees were looking badly 
from the lack of water. Much time was spent in trying to get water to 
all areas within reach of available water. 
The peak of visitors was over. 
Only .76 inch of moisture this month. 
October 
We were deeply grateful for the efforts of townsfolk and.the 
Chamber of Commerce in promoting a means of getting irrigation water 
to the Park. Thrcugh the cooperation of the neighbor, we obtained 
water from his well across the road and by laying 1,800 ft. of eight-
inch aluminum pipe, loaned by several neighbors, we kept the ditches 
full for twelve days, twenty-four hours a day. 
Our centrifugal pump for the house and lawn system failed due 
to the drop in water level which necessitated the purchase and installa-
tion of a jet conversion unit~ This entailed much digging and cleanup 
work. 
Thoroughly irrigated the east end before shutting dovvn the pump 
and draining the lines for winter. 
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October - Continued 
Drained the water lines and stored the aluminum pipe. 
Hauled fertilizer and spread on new lawns and seeded areas; built 
a compost pile and raked leaves; cut down dead trees. 
li.ttended the Park Superintendents 1 meeting in Chadron. 
Many sightseers during the period of irrigation because of the 
newspaper publicity on "Good Neighbor Policy". 
October rainfall .92-, Deficit .39 
January 1 to October 31, Rain 1312, Deficit 8.07 
November 
Weather did not permit a full wor~ing schedule this month. 
Lll the time was spent in cutting down dead trees, sawing the wood, 
storing irrigation pipe, digging and storing flower bulbs, winteriz-
ing flower beds, hauling fertilizer and a general winterizing of 
entire grounds and buildings. 
Precipitation .27, Deficit .69 
December 
Finished up with fertilizer for lawns. 
Little activit;r, few visitors. 
Cold but little moisture. 
Precipitation .24, Deficit .31 
Precipitation January 1 to December 31 - 13.63 
Deficit January 1 to December 31 - 9.09 
Driest year in sixteen years -- only five years since 1809 
had less. 
SUMMARY 
We closed this past year with a feeling of accomplishment, 
satisfied that the whole area looks and is in better shape than 
previously. 
Our day use se-t~ a record high, our overnight campers totaled 
122 cars, with 468 people, 66 camper nights. We were interested 
to note that the average of 3.9 persons per car figured out almost 
exactly on the overnight campers. 
iis we all know, this part of the country is suffering for lack 
of water and our water levels have dropped~ It was our constant 
struggle this year to get enough water on all of the Park to combat 
the deficiency in moisture. We sincerely hope that through the 
efforts of townsfolk and good neighbors that we have saved most of 
the trees by obtaining water from the neighbor's irrigation well. 
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SUMV.i.A.RY - Continued 
We are proud of the new mode:rn rest-rooms and the visitors are 
gratefuJ • We were able to keep t.his building cost at a minimum, much 
below the original estimate. We now have safe drinking water with 500 
feet of new water line, and six fountain bubblers installed through 
the picnic areas. We built five new fireplaces and five incinerators 
during the year. The irrigation well in the cast end was put into 
operation. Two new picnic areas were established and the ground work 
for the Ft. Independence memorial was made. We hope to complete this 
memorial as early as possible. This capital improvement, along with 
general maintenance, kept us extremely busy. 
I attended the successful meeting of Park Superintendents ~t 
Chadron in October. The fellowship and the talking over of our mutual 
problems definitely makes for better park service. 
Our major problem the coming season will be to obtain a new 
irrigation well with deep-well turbine for the west end of the Park. 
The one big event coming up in 1957 will be Grand Island's 
Centennial Celebration, which directly affects us here, inasmuch as 
William G. Stolley was among the first settlers here. In 1857, he took 
up 320 acres and established his home on this site, Forty-three acres 
of this, in 1927, became the State Park. A part of the superirrtendent•s 
home is the original log cabin, built in 1857. 
We anticipate many visitors during this celebration and undoubtedly 
some ceremony will be conducted here. 
It is our hope to continue during the coming yoar to increase the 
beauty and maintain the historical value of this Park. 
May we have the pleasure of personal1y greet.jug you all here· during 
this next year? 
VICTORI£ SPRINGS STATE PARK 
Superintendent: Howard E. Jones 
Location: Six miles east of Anselmo 
Mission 
Operation and maintenance, rental cabins, picnic area, boats, relic 
house, and log cottages. 
Summary of Activities 
Victoria Springs State Pnrk is located six miles east of Anselmo; 
therefore, we do not have the trc'Sl.ffic that some of the Parks have in the 
winter months although the Park :is open throughout the year, and on warm 
days during the winter we do have several visitors. 
This fall, we paiuted both of the houses, put in new guard posts 
in the lower pipnic area, cut dead trees and sawed wood, 
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Late fall, is leaf time as it talces several weeks to rake, burn 
and haui off the leaves. We go over the area several times. 
During the winter months, we work in the shop repairing tables, 
screens, clean and repair the equipment. This winter, we built two 
new tcilets to b0 put in the area south of the lake, cut the .lumber 
for the pump house, and finished the assistant's house. 
Spring is the time for a general clennup, to have the Park ready 
for the summer visitors, planting trees, flowers and shrubs. 
During the summer months, the large number of visitors require 
constant service, maintenance and cleanup work. Mowing operation is 
heavy throughout tho summer. 
New im.provemeLt was a foot bridge across the creek that runs 
through the Park. The old one was washed out in the Spring. 
FORT KE!~NY STATE PARK 
Superintendent: None 
Location: Newark 
This l.i.O-ncre historical site was maintained in 19.56 as a 
general picnic and recre~tional area, as in past years. 
The nrea is maintained during the heavy use months by a priv~te 
individual on a contract basis. This method has proven much more 
satisfactory than periodic maintenance by departmental crews. 
Somo new tables, fireplaces, and playground equipment were 
installed in 1956, and a traffic counting device was placed in use 
to detennine usage more accurately as well as use patterns. 
FORT ROBINSON DEVELOPMENT 
The major construction and rehabilitation phases of this 
development were completed as far as funds were available in the 
Fall of 19.56. 
There is a great deal of public interest in the area, and it 
is believed that it will prove a popular recreation spot when opened 
for use in 19.57• 
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DIVISION STATISTICS 
l'i.. Income 
Several sources of income are available to the department through 
the operation of division facilities and areas. These revenues are 
derived from concession, agricultural, organized camp sites, private 
cabin sites, rental cabins, rental camps, etc. 
Income from these sources are shown on a comparative basis in the 
following table: 
Typo Of Area 1954 1955 1956 
Miscellaneous Areas $14,376.74 $12,808.98 $13,467 .90 
Reservoir Areas 20, 723 .06 18,480.56 21,031.09 
State Parks 19zl20.54 22z423~56 28z609.76 
$.54,220.34 $53,713.10 $63,108.75 
In spite of the continued drouth which affected agricultural forms 
of income, overn.11 income was up. This rise is reflected primarily in 
state park income which was up 15% over tho previous year. 
Much of this latter gain was accounted for by the new pool at Ponca 
State Park, but the remainder further indicates the continued upward 
trend in the use of state park facilities. 
Income was up at all state parks with a revenue potential, with the 
exception of Niobrara where the group camp facilities were not in use in 
1956 due to the housing of pris·:m labor which was used in the coIJst.rrn.;tion 
of tho pool. 
Comparative park receipts are shown in the following table: 
State Park 1954 1955 19.56 
Arbor Lodge $ 3,962.15 $ 4,009.95 $ 4,222.90 
Chadron 8,736.39 10,002.44 12,0.59.54 
Niobrara 4,812.8.5 6,571.10 5,580.32 
Ponce:"'.. 1, 511. 75 1,197.00 6,138.00 
Victoria Springs 17.59 595.45 609.00 
$19,040.73 $22,375.94 $28,609.76 
In the three-year pLriod 1954 - 19.56, state park income from opera-
tions increased 34%. This is due to three factors: (1) increased use; 
(2) improved facilities; (3) in.creased ~oes. 
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B. Ponca State Park Swimming Pool 
Tho yC::ar of 1956 was the first year in the history of the state 
that a completely modern swimming pool was operated in a Nebraska 
State Park. 
For some time, the di vision has pointed out a need for such a 
service at paxks having rental cabin and organized youth camp 
facilities. 
In 1955, the Legislature appropriated funds for modern pools at 
Ponca and Niobrara State Parks, specifying the use of institutional 
labor. 
The Ponca pool was completed at a cost of $47,000 in the spring 
of 1956, and was in service during the summer. The Niobrara pool 
will be completed and in service in 1957. 
The records for Ponca state Park for 1956 indicate the following: 
(1) Total park attendance for the months of June, July and 
August increased 55% over the same period in 1955. 
(2) There were 10,429 paid admissions to the pool during the 
months of June, July and August. This figure represents 
18% of the total park attendance for those months. Of 
the 10,429 admissions to the pool, 72% were children, and 
28% were adults. The 10,429 persons does not include the 
registered persons attending organized youth camps in the 
park whose daily camp fee included one swim at the pool 
at a scheduled time. 
(3) Total receipts at tho pool (less the appropriate percent-
age of the group camp fees) amounted to $2,528.45 for the 
71 d~ys the pool was in operation. This amounts to an 
average of $35.61 per day. 
Pool use was curtailed in late August by an unusually 
cold, rainy period. 
(4) OporQtion expenses at the pool for the 71-day period, 
plus chemicals purchased in advance, amounted to $1,780.00, 
or an average of $25.07 per d~y. 
Operation expenses include salaries, chemicals, electrical 
ener&v and similar items. 
(5) The pool operated at a profit of approximately $7$0.00 
during the 1956 season. 
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(6) If the use rate continues at the 19.56 level, or increases, 
receipts will continue to exceed operating expenses and 
may, in fact, amortize th8 construction costs within the 
life expectancy of the pool. It is too early to predict 
use patterns at this stage of operation, however, in the 
light of the 1956 data, there appears to be some cause 
for optimism. 
c. Attendance 
The subjuct of attendance is a fascinating one, and is a facet of 
park management that requires a great deal more study. 
Tho word 11 attendance" or "visitation", when applied to park or 
recreation areas, is professionally construed to mean the total visits 
of individuals, rather than the total number of individuals who 
visit such areas. Thus a family of four which visit a park area five 
times during a summer boosts the attendance of that area by 20, when 
nctuall.Y only four individuals are involved. 
This may appear incongruous to the casual observer, however, in 
terms of maintenance, utilities, and wear and tear on facilities, there 
is no appreciable difference between the 11first-timer 11 and the "repeater". 
To illustrate repeat attendance, there is no better example than 
the tota} attendance at all state areas in the United States which was 
183,187,000 in 19.55, a figure that well exceeded the U.S. population. 
In Nebraska, as in other st<B.tes, attendance at state-owned or 
controlled recree.tion areas is c~.lculated by three methods: (1) actual 
count, (2) sample and estimate, (3) estimate only. 
Only in systems where entrance to the grounds is by paid admission, 
are attendance figures absolutely reliable. Such systems are in a 
distinct minority. The great preponderance of attendance figures at 
state areas in the nation is calculated by the sample and estimate method 
which is primarily used in Nebraska. 
As nearly 100% of the access to recreation areas is by vehicle, 
probably the best "yardstick" of attendance is the number of vehicles 
entering such areas in a given period. 
On a nation-wide basis, it has been established thnt each vehicle 
carries about 3 .5 passengers (National Park Service). This number varies 
on a local basis, and is affected by tho distance of the area from 
centers of population, the facili.ties the area offers, etc. Thus a 
state park offering swimming facilities near a center of population 
w.i.11 show a higher person per car rate than a park without such a 
facility and located in an area of low populGtion. 
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In 1956, the p0rson-per-cur ratio w~s surveyed ut 0ach of the 
six stntc parks having permanent personnel. This survey covered en 
nvoragc. of ovor 1,000 cars per state pnrk, mid was conducted on both 
week d~ys and holid~vs. 
The survey indicated the following person-pcr-c~r ~verQges for 
the stato parks: Ponca - 4.48; Chadron - 3.86; Arbor Lodge - 3.78; 
Niobrara - 3~46; Stolley and Victoria Springs - 3.40. The survey 
further indicated that approximately 65% of the total attendance occurs 
on Sundays and holidays. 
Automatic traffic counting devices are used at all st3.te parks and 
scme recreation areas. Estimated attendance at state parks on a co~ 
parative basis is shown in the following table: 
Park 1945 1950 1955 1956 
Arbor Lodge 5,673 ?4, 707 58,843 69,204 
Chadron 21,020 61,842 84,780 132,550 
Niobrara 23,300 48,300 91,170 107 ,186 
Ponca 14,925 47,300 62,963 92,068 
Stolley 13,300 27,930 40,463 66,948 
Victorin Springs 3,778 9,645 29,584 27,967 
Fort Kearny Unk. Unk. 15~000 15~205 
81,996 219,724 382, 803 511,128 
Total attendance at all state-owned or controlled areas in 1956 
was estimated to be as follows: 
State Parks 511,128 
State Recreation Grounds 700,000 
Reservoir Areas 300.?000 
1,511,128 
Of the state parks, Chadron again assumed the load in attendance. 
While this was anticipated, it seems almost inevitable. that with im-
proved facilities at Niobrara, eventually that park will lead all 
others in attendance. Primarily, this is based on the premise that 
Niobr~ra is 200 miles nearer Nebraskats metropolitan eroas than 
Chndron is, and is, in fact, within "week-end" range. 
Whon will it end? This is a quostion that park administrators 
have been asking themselves for the past decade. In 1946, attendance 
at the soven state parks in Nebraska was estimated to be 122,310. 
In 1956, the attendance at Chadron State P.:..rk alone exceeded this 
figure by 10,000, and 1956 overall attondanco was over four times 
greater. 
6~ 
The Nebraska trend is in keeping with national figures. In 1946, 
total attendance at all state-sponsored areas in the United States was 
92,506,662. Ten years later, the national figure had climbed to 
183,187 ,643. Those figures pertain to state areas only, and do not 
include National Parks, Monuments, or Forests. 
The answer to the question of when the upward trend 'Will end is 
probably that there is no end in sight in the foreseeable future. 
Mnn 1s increased life span, the shorter work weok, improved highways 
and cornmunicnticns, increasing family incomes, nnd continuing higher 
standards of living all tend to increase leisure time and enhance out-
door recreation. 
With Qn cstimQted U.S. population of 230,000,000 people by 1975, it 
becomes increasingly clear that we must propare for the future with a 
methodically planned progrrun of acquisition and development if we are 
even to hope for outdoor recreational opportunities, even as we know them 
today, for the next generation of Nebraskans. 
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FISHERIES DIVISION 
Glen R. Foster, Supervisor 
Lucille Brazil, Secretary 
~RODUCTION 
The following reports outline the activities and accomplishments of 
all sections of the fisheries division. This division is responsible for 
all matters pertaining to fish within the state. 
The division operates with 40 permanent employees. Some seasonal 
help is used when necessary. 
Organization of the fisheries division consists of four main 
sections as shown below: 
1. Administration - Headquarters Lincoln 
Two employees 
2. Seining Crew - Headquarters North Platte 
18 employees 
3. Fish Hatcheries: 
Gretna Hatchery - 3 employees 
Valentine Hatchery - 3 employees 
North Platte Hatchery - 4 employees 
Rock Creek Hatchery ) 
Benkelman Sub-station) 5 employees 
4. Research - Federal Aid (Dingell-Johnson) 
Five districts -·5 employees 
A complete personnel list including names, addresses and titles of 
fishery employees may be found in another section of this report. 
DIVISION ACTIVITIES 
ADMINISTRATION 
310-50 
Personnel of this section consists of one supervisor and one 
secretary with offices in the State Capitol building. The supervisor is 
responsible for planning and.directing all activities pertaining to fish 
within the state, and keeping detailed records of activities. Monthly 
and annual reports are prepared for the information of the Director and 
the Commission, as well a.s special reports on many varied t::tc_t~ vi ties. 
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Reports from the fish ~tcheries, seining.crew and research sections 
are reviewed, compiled and recorded, Detailed cost accounting reports on 
fish production and distribution of various fish species, aa well as 
seining and other projects, are sent in by each superintendent so that 
monthly and year to date costs are available for each job or species of 
fish. Commercial fishermen reperts on fish caught and sold are compiled 
annually by this· office, and copper tags assigned for each net used. 
During 1956 the supervisor also acted as project leader for the re-
search division.. In December of 1956 Or'tly Orr, district 5 fishery manager, 
was appointed as project leader for Dingell-Johnson projects, and will 
also act as district 5 fishery manager until a replacement can be found. 
The first half of the year.· the fishery supervisor also served as 
acting director for the department during the illness and after the death 
of Paul T. Gilbert. After the appointment of M. o. Steen as director on 
July 1, the fishery supervisor served as assistant director. 
Fishery management plans are prepared by the supervisor for all 
waters of the state, Information from research findings and from seining 
reports is used in preparing fish stocking plans, and in general manage-
ment of waters of the state, The supervisor Ir.akes periodic inspection 
trips to district headquarters, hatcheries and seining crew headquarters. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Drought conditions over a big percent of the state during 1955 and 
1956 was hard en fish in lakes and streams. Me.ny of the natural lakes, 
especially in the northern part of the state, went into the winter of 
1955-56 with low water levels. The 1955 annual report predicted a possible 
winter kill and this did occur in many sandhill lakes. There were few 
lakes, however, that experienced a complete winter kill and many of them 
came through with enough fish for good repz'Oduction in the spring. Because 
of this kill many fishermen did not w..ake their annual trip to the sandhill 
lakes, and fishing pressure continued to be l~w in that area. 
In other parts of the state the lack of rain lowered the water level 
in many streams. Pumping of irriga.tinn water along the streams lowered 
the water still further, and in some cases - as in the Blue River system -
some sections were pumped dry. 
Fishing in the Platte and Republican river reservoirs c~ntinued t~ 
be good. Fishing pressure on McConaughy reservoir was low as the water 
level was the lowest since the lake was constructed. This discouraged 
many fishermen from too.king the trip. 
The ttput and take" bullhead and carp project continued to be popular. 
More carp and bullhead lakes are being constructed each year by cities 
and clubs, mostly in the eastern part of the state. Without an increase 
of men and equipment on the seining·crew the result will be less fish 
per lake each season. 
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Conditions in natural lakes and streams are not gocd again this 
winter due to lack of rain. 
A new system of stocking walleye was initiated this year, consist-
ing of rotational stocking. Under this plan the major walleye lakes 
(consisting mostly of Platte and Republican river reservoirs) are 
divided into three groups. This year.group I received all walleye 
fingerling produced. In 1957 all walleye will be stocked in gr°-~P. I!_ ··-r 
lakes,. and group III "!ill rec~ive all the walleye produced 1.l1 i·.195g:~!::~.:~r·: 
~.trn ·.1·959 1tha ~a:'t1~\le !proc~dure starts over again. By this plan it .is 
possible tp ,s.t.ock more fish per surface acre and d:;t should gi v..e 'oetter 
results friem: s·tocked fish. It also gives the fishery managers a chance 
to study tl,le lakes not stocked to determine any natural reproductiotl~:1·<' 
. •. ~ ·~· .. ·1··· ' Under the former stocking plans some fish were stocked in all wa:t~s · ~-·'.. 
thought sui:table for walleye and thi·e resulted in stocking less :ttuin 2o.· 
fish per s\irface acre in most years. · Indications are that· ... ;·ao 'to'· 200' · . 
finger lings per surface acre is necessary to produce good fishin:g ,froin " 
stocked f~pgerling in lakes already contining large and predacious ·. fis~~ 
Below··~a:re the three groups listing the major walleye waters in each: 
....... GROUP I. GROUP II GROUP III 
Stocked in Snring 1956 To be stocked 195? To be stocked 1928 
1. Minatare reservoir 1. Box Butte reser. 1. Whitney reservoir 
2. Dewey lake 2. McCona.ughy reser. 2. Kimball W, reservoir 
J. No. Fork Elkhorn riv. 3. Medicine Creek " 3. Johnson reservoir 
4. Swanson reservoir 4. Jeffrey reservoir 4, Gallagher Canyon res. 
5. Harlan County reser. 5. Midway reservoir 
6. Enders reservoir 
7. Maloney rese,rvoir 
6. Sutherland re~ervo~r 
... : 
The aboye. li.§!ts. will l:?e adjuste4 from time to time, depending .. c?ri · ··: . 
conditions and production, 1 • : ' • i '.:: 
·;:it-.\:~ ~ ~: 
Special permits issued by the: fisheries administration seciHo·~ d~ring 
1956 are as follows: 
Commercial seining-vendor permits 315 
Bait vendor permits 300 
Private Minnow Hatchery permits· ~'t)' 
Private Game Fish Hatchery permits\ 10 
> • ·, • ~ • • ... ' ' I A ,• 
Following is a graud ;total sheet shuwirJg totaJ.s of 1111 fish handl~d: : 
by the fiahery'division for the calendar year of 1956. ~'- ..... , ... < 
.. , .. 
\t·t· , .... ,."•••'•·~· 
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1956 GRAND TOTALS 
PRODUCED AND S'IDCKED FROM HATCHERIES - All Species ••••••••••• 1;362,840 
Species En Eing. Asi\11~ T2tal 
Bass 53,899 600 54,499 
Crappie 15,81? 15,S17 
Bluegill 53 ,890 1 53,890 
Channel Catfish 12,610 12,610 
Bullhead 61,5J6 61,536 
No. Pike 18,400 8,393 6 26,799 
Walleye 
18,400 
1.1J?.~2 606 _1.1J:Z.689 1,34.3,8.34 1,362,940 
Rainbow Trout 74,400 49,610 124,010 212,252 
Brown Trout 50,654 9,215 9,933 69,802 
Brook J8,11Ja0 18 16.1.P 
50,654 SJ,615 77,98.3 212,252 
FISH SALVAGED AND STOCKED - All Species •••••••••••••••••••••• 60,603 
Catfish 9,932 3,254 1.3,186 
Walleye 622 622 
Bullhead 16, 900 12,749 29,649 
Perch 5,984_ 5,984 
Crappie .3,200 4,500 ?,700 
Bluegill 100 1,810 1,910 
B. Baas 81 81 
White Bass 3,408 3,408 
Cnrp 200 
30,)32 30,271 60,60.3 
FISH SEINED-TRANSF'El'-{RED AND STOCKED •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 941,378 
Crappie 50 35, 123 35,1?3 
Sucker 195 195 
Bullhead 10,000 861,653 871,653 
Catfish 446 446 
Bluegill 1,000 4,920 5,920 
Northern Pike 337 337 
Black Be.as 89 89 
Perch '6:,7.~~2 -~~ 
11,0;0 930,328 941,J7S 
FEDERAL FISH STOCKED BY VALENTINE HJ~ TCHERY. , , ••••••••••••• , •• 114,449 
Rainbow Trout 23,?00 32,249 55,949' 
Brown Trout 20,500 9,000 29,500 
Brook Trout 1s.~oq 10._200 22.000 
62,700 51, 749 114,449 
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1956 GFAND TOTALS (Continued) 
CATFISH TRAPPED FROM MISSOURI & NIOlRARA RIVERS - Stocked...... 28,988 
. 
Catfish Trapped in 1955 
Catfish Trapped in 1956 
4,859 
~~ 
.28,988 
FISH RECEIVED FROM OTHER HATCHERIES & STOCKED •••••.•••••••••••• 25,550 
Catfish 
Bass 
Fing. 
20,900 
4,650 
25,550 
~ 
20,900 
4,650 
25,550 
FISH STOCKED BY FISHERY MANAGERS.............................. 6,250 
Bluegill 6,250 6,250 
GRAND TOTAL FISH STOGY.ED IN 1956 ••• ,........ 2,752,310 
69,054 Fry 
1,563,331 Fingerling 
1, 119,925 Adult ..... . 
2,752,310 Total 
TOTAL ROUGH FISH REMOVED FROM LAKES AND STFF.AlflS 
STOCKED, SOLD, AND BURIED OR f!IVEN AWAY: 
Carp 
Buff a lo 
Shad 
Quill back 
Of this total: 
Sold 
Stocked 
Buried/G.A. 
414,565 # 
37,535 
40,010 
70,412 
563,425 # 
245,895 # 
186,175 
llL122 
563,425 
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FISH STOCKING RECORDS 
1945-1956 
1945 ••••••••••••••. • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
No breakdown on si~e 576,856 Trout 
2,126,016 Warmwater 
1946 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2,118,811 Fry 396,572 Trout 
2,839,110 Fing. 4,912,436 Warmwater 
351,467 Adult 
194 7 •••• · ••••••• '. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• t •••••••••••••• 
1,097,916 Fry 
1, 775 ,367 Fing. 
301,679 Adult 
275,952 Trout 
2,899,010 Warmwater 
1948 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
366,974 Fry 
1,124,244 Fing. 
554,058 Adult 
405,709 Trout 
1,639,567 Warmwater 
1949 •••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1950 
951,424 Fry 
2,950,274 Fing. 
273,759 Adult 
332,346 Trout 
J,843,111 llarmwater 
...................................................... 
64,000 Fry 
1,587,990 Fing. 
437,996 Adult 
297,995 Trout 
1,791,991 Warmwater 
1951 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
17,457 Fry 
1,239,324 Fing. 
465,733 Adult 
351,027 Trout 
1,371,487 Warmwater 
1952 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
118,178 Fry 578,384 Trout 
2,178,270 Fing. 2,596,835 Warmwater 
878,771 Adult 
1953 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
145,240 Fry 
2,437, 142 Fing. 
830,916 Adult 
372,696 Trout 
3,040,602 Warmwater 
1954 • ••••••••••.••••..••.••••.•••••••.•••••.•••.••••••••.•• 
1,059,967 Fing. 
1,288,990 Adult 
268,465 Trout 
2,080,492 Warmwater 
1955 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
634,066 Fing. 203,354 Trout 
1,225,303 Adult 1,656,015 warmwater 
1956 ...................................................... 
69,054 Fry 326,701 Trout 
1,563,331 Fing. 2,425,609 Warmwater 
1,1191925 Adult 
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2,702,872 
5,309,388 
3, 174, 962 
2,045,276 
4,175,457 
2_, 089, 986 
1, 722,514 
3,175,219 
3,413,298 
2,348,975 
1,859,369 
2,752,310 
SALVAGE AND DISTRIBUTION 
310-53 
1956 
Paul Todd, Superintendent 
This section of the fisheries division, commonly called the state 
seining crew, operates all over the state from a headquarters near 
North Platte. The crew during 1956 consisted of a total of 17 men, 
which includes one superintendent, 3 foremen, one of which acts as 
caretaker for the headquarters building, 3 Fieldman I and 10 Fieldman 
II. 
Activities of this erew cover a variety of jobs as shown below in 
a brief summary of work accomplished during the year. 
One of the major jobs consists of removal of bullheads and carp 
from lakes that are over-populated and transporting them to public lakes 
near centers of heavy population where fishing is scarce. The number 
of fish transferred has continued to be high for the past several years. 
More carp and bullhead lakes are being built each year by cities and 
clubs, thus requiring more fish. This work has about reeched its 
limit during 1956. Any substantial increase in this work will require 
more funds than are now available each year. 
Salvage of fish from low lakes and irrigation canals was down 
again this year. During the last two years a smaller number of fish 
have entered the canals from the irrigation reservoirs, even with a 
lower drawdown than norxoo.l in many of the reservoirs. 
Coarse fish removal work increased to some extent due mainly to a 
larger crew than in the past. A considerable number of small carp and 
other coarse specie.a were sold this year as they were not suitable for 
stocking in the carp lakes. 
Minatare lake in Scotts Bluff county wns very low during the fall 
of the year, and an effort was made to remove as many coarse fish as 
possible. A crew of 5 men spent about 6 weeks at the lake, resulting in 
removal of 115,440 pounds of fish. This work was stopped in the latter 
part of October due to the forming of ice on the lake. Income from 
coarse fish that were sold amounted to approxiw~tely one-third times the 
cost of seining and transferring the fish. This phase of the work pays 
its own way, and also pays for part of the other work done by this crew. 
The catfish trapping program was more successful this year than in 
1955, due to a more stable flow in the Missouri and Niobrara rivers. 
More experienced help was also availeble this year. 
One load of catfish trapped from the Missouri river were delivered 
to the state of Minnesota in exchange for walleye eggs for the North 
Platte hatchery. 
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SALVAGE AND DISTRIBUTION - Continued 
Many of the crew members become skilled workmen at a variety of jobs 
in addition to seining and hauling fish. All nets and seines are made up 
by the crew me.mbers. Webbing of various sizes is purchased, along with 
rope and floats. The crew members then hang the webbing on the ropes with 
just the right amount of slack in the webbing to make them fish success-
fully. For the larger nets, the webbing is made up into 250 1 lengths so 
that a net for any size lake could be made by connecting the sections. 
For hoop nets, the hoops and webbing is purchased and the webbing sewed 
on the hoops. Throats are made up by hand and sawn in. During the year 
3000 feet of new webbing has been ma.de up into seines to replace worn out 
seines, and 32 hoop nets were made. 
New fish transportation tanks are built by the crew members, including 
installation of the piping, valves, etc., for the aereating system. Many 
of the repairs necessary on equipment are made by the crew members, as well 
as constructisn of boats, live boats, live boxes, etc. 
A new hAadquarters building was completed this spring, and the transfer 
of nets and equipment from the old home-made quonset headquarters building 
was madeo The new building has made it possible to catch up and keep up 
with net making and repair work as this work is generally done during bad 
weather. Before the building was available, all such work was done outside 
· where extremely bad weather slowed up the work. The new building also 
provides ample space for net storage where they can be kept dry, and away 
from the sm:i. Nets and seines lr-st much longer with proper storage. 
There is generally a period each winter when it is not possible to 
seine. This is when ice covers the lakes, but is not thick enough to work 
on. This year, during that time, .in addition to working with nets, much 
work was accompli~.i:1ed in and around the headquarters building. A long work 
bench was built in the shop and cabinets and perforated hardboard installed 
for small hand tools. Shelves were built in the storage room and on the 
second floor for supplies and seine webbing. A concrete drive 16' x 64' 
was put in between the concrete raceways to provide a place for draining 
the trucks, and also for washing trucks and nets. A 2t-inch water line \.las 
installed from the main water supply line to the new building, a distance 
of 80 feet. 
Other work completed during the year consisted of the following: 
One large fish transportation tank was constructed and installed 
on a new 3-ton truck. 
Assistance was given to other stations as follows: 
Three loads of yearling trout were stocked in the Fremont and 
LC'uisville lakes for the Rock Creek hatchery during spring 
distribution. 
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S~LVAGE AND DISTRIBUTION - Continued 
Northern Pike spawners were seined for use at the North Platte 
hatchery, and for the State of Colorado. 
Walleye spawnera were seined- this year from Maloney reservoir 
for the North Platte hatchery, 
One man assisted at the North Platte hatchery for two months 
dur~ng their busy season. 
Fish we~~ ·~g~in collec'ted and transported to the State 'Fair .. Fisn·· 
Exhibit this year, and two men were on duty at the exhibit during the 
F'air. ·· :· .. }~_ · ·· · 
A tota}·of 9 days were spent in assisting the Lincoln C8'linty':Sh~riff 
and Gothe,.1burg. fire department in on attempt to recover the body of· a • · 
drowning victilJlat Jeffrey reservoir. The body has not yet been ·recover-
ed, as of this date. 
Assistanc~ was given in removing two cars from the canal at the· in-
let to Maloney lake. Dykes on the holding ponds at Maloney lake were 
rep81r~d, and. the spillways on two of the holding ponds at the head-
quarters site were raised to improve drainage~· The concrete floor of· the 
old headquarters building was broken up and used for riprap on the 
holding ponds. Three concrete dri.veway approeches to the new buiiding 
were constructed. 
. . 
With the assistance of Vic Forney, an expert welder, from the North 
Platte hatchery nine new seine reels were built and inste.lled on the 
second floor of .the headquarters building. Seines can now be reeled up 
directly ~:rom the trucks or cen be lowered on to the trucks through trap 
doors in the floor. Electric hoists have also been instelled in the shop 
for working on trucks and instclling tanks, and on the upper floor for 
moving supplies up for storage. 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT 
Some complaints have been received from' sportsmen due ·to the'·fect· 
that some carp and bullhead.lakes receive more fish than others during the 
fishing season. Plans are being imde to operate the "put and te.ke" carp 
and bullhead project in a more systematic manner. It is hoped that all 
lakes can be stocked about the same number of times each year, although 
the larger. J.p)qs~. J..r~:I-1 ~~ntinue to receive more fish at ench stocking than 
the smnller ones. Since, under this project, the fish ere being brought 
to the fis.hermen instead of the fishermen going to where the fish are, 
some method should be worked out to take ce.re of the added· expense for 
such.~~project if 0 'it,is. toco!ltinue. 
The present sc.lary schedule~ continues to be a big .. reason for the 
large turnover of personnel on the- crew. The sche.dule now r~quires 12 
years to reach the top of the Fieldman I bracket, with a $5.00 per.month 
· .. an~~l ·increase. A $10.0Q per month e.nnual increase is reco~ended. 
i -r "~"Following is a record of all fish handled by the crew,- and the costs 
· ·. ·for the ·various phases of work. A list ~f all waters seined:'· is included. 
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SALVAGE AND DISTRIBUTION 
310-53 
FISH SEINED AND TRANSFERRED ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 924,424 
Soocies Fing. Adult !,otal 
Northern Pike 337 337 
B. Baas 61 61 
. Bluegill 3,720 3,720 
Crappie 33,698 33,698 
Bullhead 860,803 860,803 
Perch 2~.8Q~ _ 2~ 1 so~ 
924,424 924,424 
FISH SALVAGED AND STOCKED •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 21,9.33 
Catfish 
B. Bass 
White Bass 
Bullhead 
Perch 
Crappie 
Bluegill 
Walleye 
549 
81 
3,408 
4,979 
5,984 
4,500 
1,810 
622 
21,933 
549 
81 
3,408 
4,979 
5,984 
4,500 
1,810 
622 
21,933 
CATFISH TRAPPED FROM MISSOURI & NIOBRARA RIVERS-Stocked •••• •. 28,988 
Catfish (Trapped 1955) Stocked 
Catfish (Trapped 1956) Stocked 
4,859 
24.129 
28,988 
4,859 
u..129 
28,988 
FISH STOCKED FOR FEDERAL HATCHERY(Crawford)................... 150 
Rainbow Trout 
ROUGH FISH REMDVED FROM LAKES AND STREAiv:S 
STOCKED, SOLD AND BURIED OR GIVEN AWAY: 
Carp 
Buffalo 
Shad 
Quill back 
414,565 Ii 
37,535 
40,910 
70,412 
563,425 # 
71 
150 150 
TOTAL FISH STOCKED 975 1495 
or this total: 245,895 # Sold 
186,175 #Stocked 
131,355 #Buried or 
Given Away 
56.3,425 # Total 
SALVAGE AND DISTRIBUTION, Continued 
PRODUCTION AND OTHER WORK COSTS: 
(a) Trapping 28,988 catfish@ ~51.41 Per M ••••••••••• $ 1,493.83 
(b) Cost of Rough Fish Removal ••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 5,063.94 
(c) Income from sale of rough fish ••••••• $6,592.58 
Carp 175,345 # 
Buffalo 37,535 # 
Quillb, 33,015 # 
245,895 # 
t; 5,145.65 
1,311.40 
. 135.2~ 
$ 6, 592.58 
(d) S&lvage and transfer of fish from overstocked lakes, 
test seinings ard miscellaneous jobs, •••••••••••••• $ 70,569.85 
( e) New Eauipment and Improvements ••••••••••••••••••••• $ 3 ,-483. 70 
Aluminum lids and bottoms for tank truck 
Rope for seines •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Air blower ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Gas motor••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Reels for seines and nets •••••••••••••• 
Electric hoist•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Lumber for shelves in new building ••••• 
New seines and rope ••••••••••••••••••• 
Cement drive ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TOTAL.......... $ 
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$99.94 
272.64 
129.00 
45.50 
413,55 
484.20 
153 ,42 
1,573.07 
312.38 
3,483.70 
SALVAGE AND DISTRIBUTION 
Lakes Seined - 1956 
1. Shell Lrke, Sheridr:n County 
2. Swan Le.ke; Holt County 
3. Crystal Lake, Dakot~ County 
4. Lake Minatare; SCotts Bluff County 
5. Trumbull Lake, Scotts Bluff County 
6. Dewey Lake, Cherry County 
7. Alkali Lc.ke, Grant County 
8. Swan Leke, Holt County 
9. Shell Lake, Sh8·:idan County 
10. E. Cassell Lake, Cherry County 
11. Mothers Lc.ke, Cherry County 
12. Clear ll:.ke, Cherry County 
13. Dewey Lr.,ke, Cherry County 
14. Maloney Lcke, Lincoln County 
15. Maloney Lake, Lincoln County 
'16, Big Alkali Lake, Grant County 
17. Swan k ke, Holt County 
'18. Alkali Leke, Grant County 
19. Ravenna State Lcke, Buffalo County 
20. Goose Lnke, Rock.County 
21. Otter Creek, Rock.County 
22. Wolf Creek, Rock ·county 
23 , Dora Loke, Holt Go~ty 
24. Swan Lake, Holt County 
25. Dad's Lv ke, Cherry ~<?1;1Ilty 
26, M8.loney Lake, Linc61??-. Qqunty 
27. Longfellow Lake, Grant County 
28, Alkali Lake, Grant Co:un_ty 
29, Clear Leke, Cherry tounty 
30, Sutherland Reservoir, Lincoln County 
31. Maloney Lake, Lincoln County 
32. Moran w.ke , Gro.nt County 
33. Sutherland Reservoir, Lincoln County 
34. Round Lcke, Cherry County 
35. Hooo Valley Lnke, Cherry County 
36. Gothenburg Ditch, Dawson County 
37. Hall's Pond, Sioux County 
38. S-wnn Le.ke, Holt County 
39. Kimboll Lake, Kimbell County 
40. Fremont Rod & Gun Club Lake, Doage 
41. Suth€rland Reservoir, Lincoln County 
42. Johnson Reservoir, Gosper Cotmty 
43. Louisville State Lcke, Cass County 
44. Dora I.nke, Holt County 
45. Minatare Lrke, Scotts Bluff County 
46. Whitney Reservoir, Dawes County 
4 7. Spring Valley Lake, Grant County 
48. Spring Valley Lr. ke, Gre.nt County 
49. Kimbe.11 Reservoir, Kimb!>.11 County 
50. Mcfjona11ghy Bny, Keith County 
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Transfer Fish 
Transfer Fish 
Remove Rough Fish 
Remove Rough Fish 
Remove Rough Fish 
Remove Rough Fish 
Transfer Fish 
Remove Stunted Fish 
· Remove Stunted ]ish 
Transfer Fish 
Transfer Fish 
Remove Rough Fish 
Remove Rough Fish 
Remove Rough Fish 
Walleye spawners 
Tro.nsf er Fish 
Transfer Fish 
Transfer Fish 
Seine for Goldf'ish 
Test Seine 
Remove Rough Fish 
Test Se.ine 
Transfer Fish 
Transfer Fish 
Test Seine 
Remove Rough Fish 
Transfer Fish 
Trc.nsfer Fish 
Remove Rough Fish 
Remove Rough Fish 
Test Seine 
Trnnsf er Fish 
Remove Rough Fish 
Test Seine 
Test Seine 
Salve. ge Fish 
Salvage Fish 
Transfer Fish 
Transfer Fish 
State Feir Fish 
Transfer Fish 
Transfer Fish 
State Fair Fish 
Transfer Fish 
Remove Rough Fish 
Salvage Fish 
Test Seine 
Transfer Fish 
Transfer Fish 
Salvo ge Fish 
SALVAGE AND DISTRIBUTION - Continued 
51, Minatcre Cnnnl, Scotts Bluff County 
52. Sutherland Reservoir, Lincoln County 
53. Missouri River, Knox County 
54. Minatare I.eke, Scotts Bluff County 
55, Spring Valley Lake, Grant County 
56. Niobrara River, Knox County 
57. Missouri River, Knox County 
58, Smithfield Canal, Gosper County 
59. MDloney-Sutherland Canal, Lincoln Co. 
60. Bostwick Canal, Webster County 
61, Pawnee Loke, Webster County 
62. Lake Minatare Cutoffs Scotts Bluff Co. 
63, Smithfield Canal, Gosper County 
64. Bridgeport LPke, Morrill County 
65. Maloney Lnke, Lincoln County 
66, Spring Valley Lcke, Grent County 
67. Club House Lnke, Grant County 
68, Spring Valley Lcke, Grant County 
69. Dora Lake, Holt County 
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Salvage Fish 
Salvage Fish 
Trap Catfish 
Transfer Fish 
Transfer Fish 
Trap Catfish 
Trap Cntfish 
Salvage Fish 
Salvage Fish 
Salvage Fish 
Test Sein~ 
Transfer ish 
Salvage Fish 
Test Seine 
Remove Rough Fish 
Transfer Fish 
Salvage Fish 
Transfer Fish 
Test Seine 
GRl:.TN.h HATCHERY 
310-54 
Gerhard Lenz, Superintendent 
Gr~tnc hotchery is primarily e. wermwater fish hctchery, elthough 
so!Jl(; trout nre produced each year from eggs taken from the large trout 
hf:ld for show purposes. Warmwater fish production was about normal 
with the exception of channel c~tfish. The hatching and rearing of 
cotfish to fing~rling size was more successful than in 1955; as 250j000 
w~rc produced. Just before they were to be stocked a few dead fish wer~ 
noticed Pnd before corrective measures could b& tcken, in a matter of 
only ~ few days most of the fish were dead. It was found upon investi-
gotion that the remaining fish were covered with pnresites, and so far 
gone thnt treatment did not help. The parasite found breeds very rapidly 
in sewers.and in warm, polluted waters. Water from the Plr.tte river is 
used for catfish production. The dry weothcr had caused the Platte to 
become very low so at that time' the water temperntures were high. 
~ollution in the water undoubtedly bed some effect on the rcpid increase 
of parasites in the water• 
Most of the cctfish stocked this yocr wer€ fish held over from 1955. 
Thirteen salvagG and seining jobs were taken c~re of during the 
ycnr and the fish trcnsferred to more suitable: waters. Five seining jobs 
wero completed to remove rough fish from some of the lurge;r sandpit 
lnkes in er stern Nebrnskn. 
~ssistrnce wns given to the s.c.s. in the renovation of o sandpit 
lr.k0 nenr Wahoo. 
Two deer were picked up thnt were killed on Highway # 6. 
Four trips to check ponds were made, and recommendations given, and 
thrG~ trips were made to check on fish kill reports. 
The goldfish at the Kearney City Pork are picked up in the foll of 
th~ yeor and returned in the spring as a public service, and during 
regular distribution work. 
A live fish display was furnished for the I.W.L. of Lincoln for the 
junior members. 
The superintendent of this strtion is in charge of the State Feir 
Exhibit each year, with the help of the other hatcheries and the seining 
crew. Considero ble time is spent getting the building rE:,ady and keeping 
the exhibit going during the Fair. 
One load of catfish fingerling were transferred from the Pratt, 
Kf·nsas Stc.te. Fish Hrtchery to the Gretna Hetohery for distribution. 
Three loads of creel size trout were transferred from the Federul 
Hr-+.chery at Neosho, Mj.ssouri to our Grove Lake J1orth of Royal, Nebrasko.. 
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GRETNA HATCHERY - Continued 
One lood of adult bullheads were transferred from the State of 
Minnesota to the Omaha City Park ponds for fishing for the Omaha 
youngsters. The Omaha Fish and Wildlife Club paid for the fish and 
also the actual costs of transporting them, 
Three trips were made in delivering trout from Union, Nebraska to 
the Omaha Fish and Wildlife Sports Show, The Omaha Fish and Wildlife 
Club paid for the fish and the actual cost for transporting them. 
Other improvements at the hatchery consist of the.following: 
Painted the exteriors of the superintendent's house, one tenant house 
and hatchery signs and trellises. Built three new park tables. Treated 
and repaired seines. Replaced swing ropes in the perk e.rea.. Papered 
five rooms in three dwellings. Painted distribution tank truck compart-
ments and insto_lled new pressure gauge. Thirty new ce tfish spawn nests 
wer€ made and a new screen box for the wheelbarrow. Inst£lled an oir 
compressor in the work shop. 
The old hot water furnece and registers were removed :£hem the hatch 
house and the interior was painted, An oil burner is nov being used for 
bent in this building. 
Remodeled an old fashioned cupbaord to a short bnthroom on the rrnin 
floor of the superintendent's house, instrlling a closet and lavatory. 
Rebuilt and put crushed rock ~::m park driveway. The park driveway 
was repaired and crushed rock hauled for it. The main hntohery driveway 
wes regre.veled, 
§.YGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS 
This station hc,s been developed ns much as possible without addition-
al land and water, Improvements in operation can be made each year. 
Following are a few suggestions for improvement. 
Construct n rock retaining wall and new sidewalk on the west side of 
the hatch house, This will help control the pond bank and keep the house 
from settling, 
The small recreation park area used by thousnnds of people throughout 
the sum_mer is in need of more picnic tables and ov0ns. 
The upper tenont house should heve a new kitchen cabinet sink. 
The lower tenant house should have a small addition built on the 
north side for a bathroom on the main floor. The present bath is now in 
the basement. 
The public toilets should have two new closets and one lavetory. 
The catfish spawner pond should be cleaned and deepened, and an 8'1 
drain installed. 
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GRFTN.h HATCHERY - Continued 
The hatchery is in need of a microscope to help determine the presence 
of parasites and disease. 
Concrete and rock retaining walls along the pond banks should be 
repaired. 
A one-room addition to the upper tenant house is needed for an extra 
bedroom. 
A new pumping unit for pumping river water to the catfish rearing 
ponds will be needed in the near future. 
Following is a record of the fish produced and handled during the 
year, along with production and other costs. 
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GRETNA HATCHERY 
.310-54 
GAME FISH PRODUCED AND STOCKED •••.•••.•• o··············· 
Species Fing. Adult ~ 
Bass 2, 175 2, 175 
Crappie 5, 125 5,125 
Bluegill 9,372 9,372 
Channel Catfish 12,610 12,610 
Bullhead 100 100 
29,382 29,382 
Rainbow Trout 12,950 12,950 
FISH SALVAGED AND STOCKED •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Catfish 2 2 
Bullhead 17,000 17, 000 
Creppie 3,200 J,200 
Carp 200 200 
Bluegill 100 100 
20, 502 20,502 
FISH SEINED .AND TRASNFERRED ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Crappie 
Bullhead 
Bluegill 
50 
10,000 
. _1,oor 
11,050 
50 
10,000 
_1.000 . 
11,050 
FEDERAL FISH STOCKED (Neosho, Missouri) BY GRETNA.: ••• 
Rainbow 5,024 5,024 
FISH RECEIVED FROM OTHER HATCHERIES .AND STOCKED •••••. 
Bass 
Ce.tfish (Kansas) 
' 5' 150 
gQ.t.200 
26,050 
5,150 
20.900 
26,050 
... TOTAL FISH STOCKED BY GRETNA ••••• 
•I-, I I'"• 
It ..... 
29,382 
12,950 
20,502 
11,050 
5,024 
26,050 
104,958 
1700 BulJheads were transpCrrted from Minnesota to the Omaha 
Fish and Wildlife Club, and 1517 adult trout were trans~erred 
from the Spr:iugdale Hatchery at Union for the Omaha .I:iish and 
Wildlife Club. 
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GRETNA HATCHERY - Continued 
PRODUCTION AND MISCELLANEOUS WORK COSTS: 
(a) Channel Catfish 
Producing 12,610 Fing. @ $33.72 per M •••••••••••••••••• $ 4,252.61 
Stocking 12,610 Fing. @ J.89 Per M. ••••••••••••••••• 49.07 
(b) Warmwoter Fish 
Producing 29,382 Fing. @ $ 89.68 per M. 
Stoc ing 29, 382 · Fing. @ 3. 85 Per M. 
(c) ~ - Rainbow 
Producing 12,950 Fing. @ $ 28.40 Per M. 
Stocking 12,950 Fing~ @ $ 4.04 Per M. 
...... , ........ . 
. .............. . 
•••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••• 
(d) Fish Salvaged, Trans'rerred, Misc. Trips, •••••••••••••••• 
(Salvaged 1?,000 bullhead, 2 catfish, 3200 crGppie, 
200 carp, 100 bluegill. Transferred 50 crappie, 
101 000 bullhead and 1000 bluegill). 
(e) State Fair Exhibit (Expense Gretna Budget) ........ , .... , 
Labor ••••••••••••••••••••••• 319.00 
Supplies •••••••••••••••••••••. 36.04 
Travel Expense.,............. 71.49 
Materials.................... 13.00 
Telegrams.................... ,75 
$440.28 
2,635.31 
113.25 
367.80 
52.34 
759~60 
440.28 
(f) Cost of Stocking Other Fish ••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• 556.81 
(g) Picnic Grounds, , Aquariums ................................. 4, 691 • 99 
(h) Properties, Improvements and Equipment................... 584.37 
Boat • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • t 22 5 • 00 
Meat Grinder..................... 130.00 
Bathroom - residence............. 224.37 
Book (Diseases of Fish).......... 5.QQ 
$ 584.37 
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VALENTINE HATCHERY 
310-55 
Jim Gray, Superintendent 
This station experienced a very successful year in fish producti~n. 
The total fish produced was triple the production of 1955. · 
In 1955 a start was made on northern pike production at this 
station by stocking spawners in the ponds. This year more ponds were 
used for northern pike, and a battery of jars was set up to hatch 
northern eggs. The f-ry were then stocked in the rearing ponds. Some 
ponds were also stocked with spawners. Over 25,000 northern fry and 
fingerling were produced and stocked this year. The hatching of north-
ern eggs is limited at this station due to a limited water supply. 
An experiment was carried out on the hatching and production of 
muskellunge this year. Approxinn tely 55, 000 eyed eggs were obtained 
from the State of New York. Excellent success was had in hatching the 
fry as a hatch of 90-95% was obtained. The fry were stocked in rearing 
ponds, but no fingerling were obtained for stocking. Both the northern 
pike and musky experiments were carried out by the District 2 fishery 
manager,. with·.the assistance o·f hatchery personnel, It is pl8llned to 
carry on more experiments in the spring ~f 1957. A complete detailed 
report was made by the District 2 fishery manager. 
Sauger spawners were obtained during the fall and are being held 
~t the hatchery for experimental hatching and rearing during 1957. 
Brown trout eggs were obtained this yeer from the Fish and Wildlife 
Service. Most of the trout are stocked out at this station as finger-
lings due to unsuitable water temperatures for holding over winter. 
Brown eggs were also obtained during the winter and have hatched out. 
rhese fish will be released in the sp~ing of 1957. 
All yearling trout stocked along the northern part of the state are 
produced by the Fish and Wildlife Service at their Crawford, Nebraska 
hetphery. These fish, as well as fingerling trout surplus to their 
needs, are transp~rted and stocked by the Valentine crew. 
. Several spring ponds are used by the hatchery which are loccted on 
the Fort Niobrara Federal Game Reserve. Trout fry are stocked, and 
advanced fingerling - 6 to 8 inches in length - are removed and stocked 
each year. 
Other work and improYements made are as fo1lows: 
With the aid of the construction division, the old drop logs on 
the water supply dam for the hatchery we.re removed and a steel screw 
lift gate installed in concrete. 
The tenant houses were cleaned and redecorated. 
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VALENTINE HATCHERY - Continued 
New screen boxes for the drains were built for rearinr ponds. 
Test hauls were made at the request of the fishery manager, to 
determine winter kill in Long, Rice, Duck, Watts, Hackberry, Clear, 
Enders, Long, Hofelt, Big Alkali and Rat lakes. Other seining jobs 
were done to some of the above lakes to determine spawning success and 
survival. Some salvage work was also necessary. 
Drains and dykes were repaired on the rearing ponds. 
Fish were collected and transported for the State Fair Fish Exhibit 
and one man assisted at the EKhibit during the Fair. 
Assistcnce was given by the hatchery crew in fighting a. prairie 
fire at Ballard's Marsh. 
A new water supply well was drilled for the eest tenant house, 
but is not completed. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
A new steel gate set in concrete should be installed in the water 
supply dam to replace another drop log gote. 
A complete new steel pipe line from the water supply lake to the 
rerring ponds is needed. The present supply line is part concrete pipe 
and part old steel pipe. The water supply now runs from pond to pond, 
making it necessary to drain the ponds below be£ore any ponds e.bove c.an 
be drained. The new pipe line would allow the draining of each pond 
separately nnd provide n sepcrate water supply to each pond. 
Experiments ~hould be continued in the hatching and reering of 
predacious fishes such as northern pike, walleye and sauger. There is 
less need for pan fishes for stocking and more need for pFedacious fish 
to assist in keeping down pan fish populations. 
The musky experiments should also continue when eggs ere available. 
Control of cattails, lilies and other water weeds will aid in 
the rearing of fish, and chemical control should be tried next spring. 
New fencing is badly needed on the boundery line of the hetchery. 
Following is a record of the fish produced and handled by the 
Valentine hatchery, along with production costs. 
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VALENTINE HATCHERY 
.310-55 
GAME FISH PRODUCED AND STOCKED •••••••.•••...•••••.••••••••. 194,066 
§12~ En Fing. Adult Iotal 
Crappie 10,692 10,692 
Bass 51,224 600 51,824 
Blu€gill 44,518 44,518 
No, Pike 18,400 7, 190 6 25,596 
Bullhead 
-
611~J6 ~l§ 
18,400 . 175,060 . 606 194,066 
FISH .SEINED-TRANSFERRED AND STOCKED •••••••••••.•.••..•.•. 
Bullhead 540 540 
Sucker 195 195 
Bluegill 1,200 1,200 
Bass 1,425 1,425 
Crappie 28 28 
Catfish _ __!Z2 J72 
3,767 3,767 
FISH SALVJ~GED AND STOCKED •••••••••••••••.•••.•.•. • •.•.•..••••. 
Bullhead 
Catfish 
2,000 
2.705 
4,705 
2,000 
.k.2Q2 
4,705 
TRC· UT PRO DU CED AND STOCKED ••••••• I ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Brown 
Rainbow 
50,654 
50,654 
300 
300 
50,654 
_--1QQ 
50,954 
FEDERAL FISH STOCKED BY VALENTINE •••••••.•.••••••.••••••• 
Brown 
Rainbow 
Brook 
20,500 
23,700 
18,.~9.Q 
62,700 
9,000 
27,075 
~2.QO 
46,575 
29,500 
50,775 
~9.00Q 
109,275 
TOTAL FISH STOCKED •••••••• 
3,767 
4,705 
50,954 
109,275 
362,767 
VALENTINE HATCHERY - Ccntinued 
PRODUCTION AND OTEER WORK COSTS: 
(a) Producing 194,066 Warmweter Fish @ $ 37.71 Per M ••••• 
Stocking 194,066 Wermwater Fish @ 9.69 Per M ••••• 
(b) Produci~g 50,954 Trout·@$ 42.35 Per M ••••••••••••••• 
Stocking 50,954 Trout@$ 9.31 Per M ••••••••••••••• 
(c) Cost of Stockirlg 109,275 Trout (Crawford) ••••••••••••• 
(d) Cost to January 1, 1957 of trout to be stocked in 195? 
(e) Salvage, Transfer and Miscellaneous Work •••••••••••••• 
(f) Picnic Grounds and .:Aquariums.·'· ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(g) Property, Improvement and Equipment ••••••••••••••••••• 
Tractor/Mower ••••••••••• 1,965.00 
Well.................... 324.00 
t 2,2s9.oo 
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$>?,319.05 
1, 881 .15 
2,157.28 
474.04 
1,348.93 
6?9.56 
1,821.45 
48.47 
NORTH PLATTE HATCHERY 
310-57 
H. C. Howard, Superintendent 
The North Platte Hatchery is used primarily for walleye production, 
although some northern pike are produced each year, and occasionally 
black bass or crappie when necessary. Fish production in 1956 was 
almost equal to the record production in 1953, although still not up to 
the expectations of a hatchery of this caliber. Good progress was made 
· in experimental work this year. Heavy algae growth, which has been a 
problem in the past, was practicelly eliminated. Better control of 
algae will help increese production in the future. A plr.n for checking 
food production in each pond at regular intervals during the growing 
season was started this year and provides informe.tion for the management 
of each pond separately. De.ta concerning each species produced in 1956 
is discussed below. 
liQB!HERN PIKE 
Egg taking operations started March 26th. Spawners were tRken from 
Mother's lake and Big Alkali lake in Cherry county. A total of 28 
quarts of green eggs were tfken, and from this number 10 quarts rec-chod 
the eyed stage. Size and number of eggs vary considervbly depending on 
the size of the fisho Number of eggs per quart runs frcm 60,000 to 
?o,ooo. 
On April 7th, the Platte Valley Public Power and Irrigation District 
dre ined their pen stock for repairs and this ope::,:; tio::J. shut 0±.'f tho 
water supply for the hatchery, mnking it ne0essc:r1y to 'L:se ou::' emergency 
well water. About ?5% of the eyed northern pike eggs were killed due 
to the sudden change in temperature from lnke water to well wcter. 
Enough northern pike fry were hatched to stock three renring ponds 
which produced 746 fingerlings. This is just another of the nnny 
hazards encountered in fish productionq 
One two-acre pond was used this yenr for nntural reproduction where 
ten northern pike males and 25 females were stocked just before spawn-
ing season. Observations indicated that most of them spewned, but only 
45? fingerlings resulted from this project. Total northern pike 
fingerlings raised ct this hatchery this year wns 1,203. 
Exceptionnlly good success was hnd with walleye eggs this yenr as 
2,20?,924 fry were hatched from 56 quarts of green eggs obtained from 
Ohio; 1,137,916 fry from 12 quarts of eyed eggs received from Minresota; 
and 2,035,044 fry hatched from 54 quarts of green eggs taken by the 
hatchery and seining crew personnel from Meloney lake. In addition, 
528,000 of the eyed eggs from Min~esota were token to the Valentine 
hatchery this year for hatching. Walleye eggs generally are srr.aller thon 
northern eggs, running anywhere from 120,000 to 150,000 per liquid 
quart. 
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NORTH PLATTE Hl~TCHERY - Continued 
This is the first year of any real success in obtaining eggs from 
fish taken from Nebraska waters. The seining crew seined the spawners 
from Lake Moloney just before spawning time. The lake water temperature 
was 44 degrees at that time. Spewners were transferred to the hatchery 
and held in well water with a tempereture of 58 degrees. This change to 
warroor water stimulated the spawners and the eggs were easily taken. 
Eoch week, plankton tests were run in ell reering ponds to study food 
conditions. Fish were taken from each rearing pond once each week for 
the study of growth. 
Pl\EPARATION FOR 1957 
This year after the ponds had been drained and dried, all pond 
bottoms were disked and seeded to rye and vetch. A good stand resulted 
in all ponds. Next spring one half of the ponds will be filled with 
water eerly (Mnrch 1), and the other half filled late (last week of · 
April). Raw sheep manure will be used as fertilizer in-half of the 
ponds filled early, and in half of the late filled ponds. Commercial 
fertilizer will be used in the remaining ponds. Through such experiments 
the best management of the ponds will result. Soil samples have been 
taken from each pond and tested by the fishery manrger for organic matter. 
This will give an indication of the nmount of fertilizer needed for each 
pond next spring. 
RECOMMENDATICNS AND SUGGESTIONS 
This hatchery hos had high production of walleye fingerlings from 
its beginning through 1953. During this period the ponds were filled 
one week and stocked the next. The past three years the ponds have been 
filled six to ten weeks before fry were stocked. The last three years 
hove been poor production yeors compared to pest production. 50% of the 
production during the lest three years hes been from four or five ponds 
where northern pike were raised first. The ponds were drRin6d, refilled 
with water and stocked with walleye fry on the srme day. From past 
experience and records, it is believed that better results will be ob-
tained if the rearing ponds are filled later in the season. Experiments 
next spring should give additional information. 
The hatchery needs a full time fish biologist during the busy season 
(March 1 to August 1) to check pond conditions and fish growth each day. 
ht. the present time the District 4 fishery biologist helps as much as 
possible, but his other regular duties prevent full time help at the 
hatchery. 
Experimental work is essential and necessary in fish production. 
A few ponds should be used eech yenr for experimental work. Satisfactory 
methods that are worked out and proven should then be adopted for all 
ponds. 
8) 
NORTH PLATTE HATCHERY - Continued 
Improvements o.t the hatchery end outside work by hatchery employe~s 
consist3d of the following: 
Three men assisted the seining crew at various times throughout the 
yePr, for 0 total of Bot men days. 
One man assisted at the fish exhibit at the Stet~ Fair from 
August 15 to August 24. 
A boat trailer was built for the fisheries manager in District 4. 
Two men with trucks helped salvage fish from irrigation canals in 
Hitchcock county in October. 
All paint wos removed from1the woodwork in the living room of the 
state residence, and woodwork wE1s refinished. The floors were sanded 
and refinished. The outside of the residence was given two coats of 
paint and storm windows were repaired and painted. 
Doors, windows end trinrwere painted on the inside and outside of 
the hatch house. 
The exact, water volume of each rearing pond was measured and 
recorded. 
400 cedar trees were- planted on the grounds. 
The water supply line was connected to an old line for watering 
the grass area north of the powerhouse, 
The walkway leading to the me.in valve of the w£ter supply line on 
top,.of the powerhouse penstock was rebuilt. 
FollowinP is the .fish production and cost records for 1956. 
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NORTH PLJ.TTE HLTCHERY - Continued 
NORTH PLATTE HATCHERY 
310-57 
1·956 
GJil-iE FISH PRODUCED ./;ND STOCKED •••••••••••••••• , ............. 1 , 13 8, 892 
Species 
Walleye 
NorthErn Pike 
__ Fing. 
1,137,689 
1.203 
1,138,892 
!otal 
1,137,689 
1,203 
1,138,892 
FISH SALVAGED AND STOCKED •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Chnnnel Ce.tfish 9,930 9,930 
PRODUCTION AND OTHER WORK COSTS: 
9,9.30 
(&) Producing 11 138,892 Fing. @ $ 16.73 Per M •••••••••••••• $ 19,062.85 (b) stocking 1, 138,892 Fing. @ $ .46 Per M. • • • • • • • • • • • • 463.37 
(b) Miscellaneous, Salvage, Etc............................ 121.28 
(c) Property, Improvemen~ and Equipment.,.................. 3,621.10 
Mower ••••••••••••••• 466.75 
Troctor •••••••••••• 1690.00 
Well ••••••••••••••• 1464.12, 
$ 3621.10 
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BENKELMAN AND ROCK CREEK Hli.TCHERY 
310-58 
Frank Weiss, Superintendent 
The Rock Creek hatchery is the one major trout hatchery of the 
department. Wcrmwoter fish - bass, bluegill, crappie ond rock bass -
ere produced also to tcke cnre of needs in the southwestern part of 
the state. 
The Benkelmcn sub-stction provides living qunrters for the super-
intendent nnd hns six warmwnter fish re&ring ponds. The cool spring 
water is nlso used to hatch trout eggs. 
Trout at the Rock Creek st~tion are generclly stocked as yenrlings 
for riput and take" fishing. This year, how~wer, around 70,000 trout 
fing€rlings were stocked in the fall for experiment~l work, and ulso 
some to eupply spnce for the trout to be held over. 
There were no warmwater fish produced at either stction this yec.r 
cs all ponds were drained and the bottoms frozen through the winter 
months. All of these ponds hnd filled up with silt and muck deposited 
over the last thirty yeors. The gredual accumulation of muck from 
deco.ying vegetation-and silt from heavy rains made much of the area of 
each pond unsuitable for fish production. With the nid of the 
construction and engineering personnel nnd equipment this work is being 
done as time permits, but a large number of ponds were completed this 
yee.r. As much as four feet of muck hos been removed from some ponds, 
and channels have been straightened to facilitote seining and removal 
of fish. This work will continue in 1957. · .. · 
Three ponds were de~pened and cleaned ot the Benkelman stetion, 
and three ponds at the Rock Creek stntion, by the use of Ford trrctors 
and dirt slips. The balance of the work was done by scoop and dragline. 
The drain pipes were reploced and lowered on two ponds. Two old 
spillways were removed nnd replaced with one new concrete structure. 
The hatching and feeding of brine shrimp was continued this yenr 
with excellent success, and plans are to continue this practice. The 
newly hatched trout take to this live food much better than they do 
ground livers and the result is a much faster start and better growth. 
Painting of hatchery buildings was not completed during the year 
due to lack of funds. The funds available were used on the pond clean-
ing work, since this can only be done when pond bottoms are dry. 
li new and larger water line was instr lled to supply wnter to the 
extra hatching troughs purchased in 1955. 
Most of the time, other than regular fish production work, was spent 
on the pond cleaning project. 
Other work consisted of rout:ine repairs necessary eech yeer on 
fish hatcheries. 
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ROCK CREEK AND BENKELMAN HATCHERIES - Continued 
Continue experiments in the use of chemicals for control of excess 
algae and water weeds. 
The painting of the hatchery buildings on both stations should be 
completed in 1957. All shingle roofs need restaining. 
Fencing around the hatchery is in need of repair. 
Continue the cleaning ponds. 
Following is a report on fish produced, and costs of the various lots.. 
GAME, FISH PRODUCED AND STOCKED ••••.••••.••••.•••••••••• 
Species 
Brown Trout 
Rainbow 
Brook 
Fing. 
9,215 
61,450 
70,665 
~ 
9,933 
49,310 
18,440 
77,6S3 
Total 
19, 148 
110, 760 
- 18,M.0 
148,348 
FISH SALVAGED AND STCCKED -- Bullheads --- •••••••••••••• 
PRODUCTION AND MISCELLANEOUS WORK COSTS: 
148,348 
5~6?0 
(a) Producing 77,683 Year. Trout@ $345.40 per M. ····~····$ ?.~,831.99 
( Stocking 77,683 Year. Trout@ 21.36 per M ••••• ~.... 1,659:58 
(b) Stocking 54,000 5 Mo. Trout@ $43.40 per M. ••••••••••• 
(c) Stocking 16,665 9 Mo. Trout @ $135.62 per M •• •.• ••••••• 
(d) Cost to"Jan. 1, 1957 Trout to be stocked in 1957 ••••••• 
Cost to Jan. 1, 1958 Trout to be stocked in 1958 ••••• , 
(e) Properties, Improvement and Equipment, ••••••••••••••••• 
Spot Light •••••• , •••• , ••• ,.•.•.. 22.75 
Seines and webbing ••••••••••••• 326.20 
Electrical supplies •••••••••••• 32.84 
Couplings •••••••••••••••••••••• ~9.08 
$ 440.87 
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2,343.60 
2,260.11 
23,759.32 
2,938.60 
440.87 
U. S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE HATCHERIES 
The U. s. Fish and Wildlife Service personnel have been very co6perative 
with the Nebraska fisheries division for many years in helping to solve 
the many problems that arise. Many thousands of fish produced by their 
hatcheries are furnished and delivered to private pond and lake owners 
in Nebraska, as well as to public waters upon request. An agreement 
between the Service and the fisheries division provides that all Federal 
applications for fish to go into Nebraska waters shall first be approved 
by the Nebraska fisheries division. This not only saves the Service in 
making many unnecessary trips, but allows the fisheries division to 
better control the management of most of the waters in the state. 
Also, under agreement, Nebraska receives all yearling trout produced at 
the Federal Fish hatchery station at Crawford, Nebraska, and in addition 
the surplus fish produced over and above what is needed to fill appli-
cations. In return, Nebraska fishery personnel assist in transportation 
of fish from the Crawford station to both public and private waters in 
the state, The Service, upon request and· when possible, furnish fish 
from other Federal fisheries stations. For the past several years 
yearling trout have been obtained from the Neosho, Missouri station for 
state-owned Grove lake in Antelope county. 
Trout eggs are received each year from the Service without cost for our 
Rock Creek and Valentine hatcheries. 
Trout fingerling and. adult were supplied by the Federal station at 
Spearfish, South Dakota for an experimental stocking program below the 
Gavina Point reservoir. This experiment was started in the spring of 
1956 and will continue for a three-year period. 
The Crawford station is the only Federal hatchery in Nebraska and suppJies 
IDB.ny fish each year for Nebraska waters. Below is a record of all fish 
stocked in Nebraska waters during 1956 from this station. 
Rainbow Trout 
Brown Trout 
Brook Trout 
Bluegill 
TOTALS 
Fingerling 
No, Weight 
57,875 1,853.4 
55,280 652.4 
29,740 600.5 
250,7'50 98.0 
39.?,64? 3,204.3# 
Adult 
No. Weight 
23,650 11,062.6 
11,835 4,215.0 
15,868 2,920.9 
51,353 18, 198.5# 
The above figures include the fish stocked by the Valentine hatchery 
as shown in their report above. 
Total Fish Stocked ••••••• 444, 998 
Total Weight Fish Stocked. 21,402.8 # 
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FISHERIES RESEARCH 
DINGELL-JOHNSON 
100 - F-4-R 
The fisheries research section continued to operate under the district 
plan during 1956. This section consists of five fisheries managers, each 
with an office in the district headquarters building. During 1956 the 
Supervisor of fisheries also acted as project leader, The entire research 
section operates under the Dingell-Johnson Act (Federal Aid to Fisheries). 
Definite jobs are.assigned to each manager for study, and each job is out-
lined and approved pefore work is started. Job outlines are rewritten and 
adjusted eaoh year. In ~ddition to the regular· job assignments, the 
fisheries manager partic~pat~in public relations work in his district and 
keeps in touch with all matters pertaining to fish. Assistance and tech-
nic~l information is furnished upon request to private pond owners and vari-
ous wildlife clubs. This work takes a considerable amount of time away 
from. the regular job studies, but is a necessary and valuable part of the 
overall fisheries work. 
District 5, with headquarters in Lincoln, was again short a fisheries 
manager most of the year. In September, Orty Orr was transferred to 
District 5 from District 4 and spent the balance of the year in becoming 
familiar with the district and job assignments. In December, Mr. Orr 
was appointed as. project leader and will also act as District 5 manager 
until a new biologist can be hired. 
Robert Thon:e.s started with the fisheries section in June, working 
with other fisheries managers during his training period. He was assigned 
to District 4 at North Platte in September. 
\Teekly activity and cost reports are submitted by each n:anager as 
well as monthly reports. Detailed annual reports are prepared covering 
each job assignment for submittal to the Dingell-Johnson officials in 
Minneapolis •. These reports are of a technical nature and too lengthy to 
include all data in this report. Any interested individual may review 
these reports either at the main office in Lincoln, or at any of the 
district offices. 
As the fisheries managers continue their studies and the information 
collected and reported, a continual change is made in ~snagement practices 
of the various streams and lakes. This information is valuable in 
determining management r1ans and also in setting up regulations and laws 
regarding fishing. 
A brief summary of the activities on each job by districts is 
presented below; covering the calendar year of 1956. 
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FISHERY RESEARCH 
DISTRICT I 
SUMMARY 
Headquarters: Alliance 
Fishery Manager: Jack Heaton 
Dingell-Johnson Job Assignments: 
-· 
Job No. 1 - Trout Stream and Lake Survey and Management 
During 1956 the major portion of the fisheries work was devoted to 
two Dingell-Johnson research projects with some work done on two 
additional projectso The data collected are available in the Dingell-
Johnson reports submitted or are on file in District I, A brief summary 
of the w~rk accomplished is presented in the following sections. 
SUMMARY OF JOB NO. 1 
During 1956 the major emphasis was placed on obtaining samples of 
the fish populations in the trout streams by means of a backpack electric 
shocker. Samples were made in a majority of the streams in the district 
with over 30 streams sampled. Samples were made throughout the streams 
in order to learn the distribution of trout, and other fishes, as well 
as obtaining data on the numbers and weight of trout, growth rates and 
natural reproduction. 
Marked fingerling trout were introduced into· three streams in order 
to determine growth rates. 
At this date there has been insufficient time to tabulate and 
prepare the data collected during the year but this work should be 
completed during the winter months. Certain facts have been discovered 
which are worthy of noting. Trout were found in all streams which have 
~dequate spawning gravelo Natural reproduction of brown trout has been 
found in at least 18 streams, rainbow spawning has been found in three 
streams and brook trout spawning in 6 streams. Natural spawning was 
found to maintain excellent trout populations in several streams and makes 
substantial contributions to almost every good trout stream. These 
surveys show that the brown trout is best adapted to a majority of 
Nebraska streams. 
Preliminary work with fingerling stocking indicates both brown and 
rainbow f~ngerlings have excellent growth rates in certain streams and 
suggest the need for more careful studies of the role of fingerling 
stocking in Nebraska· streams. · 
Experimental stocking of a sandpit lake at the Bridgeport Recreation 
area was carried out in an attempt to determine the suitability of these 
lakes for trout. The pit was rotenoned in 1955 to remove a stunted pan-
fish population. Rainbow trout fingerlings which were 3.5 inches long, 
when stocked in March 1956, reached lengths averaging 11.6 inches by 
September and this is considered excellent growth. A second sandpit 
lake was rotenoned in the fall of 1956 in preparation for further 
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DISTRICT ~ - Continued 
SUMMARY OF JOB NO. 1 - ·Continued 
experimen~s. with fingerling trout. 
Recommendations for the stocking of both adult 11 put and take" trout 
and fingerlings were prepared. An effort was ma.de to place the adult 
trout in the better streams, easily accessable to the fisherman, to 
insure a better harvest of these fishes. As the surveys of the streams 
are completed stock~ng plans for adult and fingerling trout will be revised. 
SUMMARY OF JOB NO. 2 - Sandhill Lake Investigations 
Little work was done on the sandhill lakes in the district. During 
the spring net samples were wsde in Crane, Island, Hackberry and Smith 
lakes in the Crescent Lake Wildlife Refuge in cooperation with the U. s. 
Fish and Wildlife Service. All but Smith lake have high corp populations. 
Assistance was given in an application of toxaphene to Crane and Island 
lakes in an effort to kill the carp. Subsequent netting indicated the 
concentrations used were too low·o 
SUMMARY OF JOB NO. 6 - Public ~ower & Irrigation Reservoir Investigations 
During the year the physical and chemical characteristics and samples 
of the fish populo.tions·were collected in Box Butte, Minatare, Oliver 
(Kimball) and Whitney reservoirs.· These surveys and collections were 
designed to provide information which mny be used in the formulation of 
future management plans for these reservoirs. 
The observations included water flucutations, turbidity, temperatures, 
dissolved oxygen and alkalinity of the water. It was found that soil 
turbidity was excessive only in Whitney reservoir and in Box Butte during 
the late summer drawdown. Water temperctur(S of the reservoirs were 
generally below 80°F. in the summer except for Whitney which was warmer. 
The lakes failed to stratify ther:mo.lly. The latter condition was reflected 
in the dissolved oxygen content of the water, which was generally adequate 
for fish at all depths. The waters of the reservoirs were hard with the 
total alkalinity of the waters in the range of 130 to 220 ppm. 
The fluctuations in water level undoubtedly contributed to the scarcity 
of aquatic vegetation in the reserv~irs. 
Bottom organisms were scarce und were limited to a few species able to 
withstand the viclent fluctuations and definitely limit the production of 
fish foods. 
Plankton populations appear good with microcrustaceans abundant and 
utilized by many fishes for food. Heavy blooms of blue-green algae were 
noted and these forms are indicators of waters which are rich in nutrients. 
Fish populationE were sampled by means of gill nets and seines during 
1956. Gill net samples were made at two periods in Minatare. Oliver and 
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SUMt~ARY OF JOB NO. 6 - Continued 
Whitney and at five periods in Box Butte. Seining operations of the state 
seining crew were observed at Minatare and Kimball reservoirs. Seine 
samples were made in each reservoir during the late summer to check on 
spnwning success. Scale samples, for age determination, as well as 
lengths, weights, sex and stomo.eh contents were taken from the fish 
taken in these samples. 
During the fall and winter months all scale samples of game fish, 
collected during 1955 and 195q, were examined to determine the age and 
growth ra~Jes. · Scale samples of cerp, carpsuckers and suckers remain to 
be examined. Approximately 1,700 seal~ samples have been examined. 
The net and seine samples combined with age end growth work provide 
the first inforwntion available concerning the OV6rall fish popul~tions 
of these reservoirso The details of this work ere presented in D-J 
rerorts for 1955-56 and only a brief discussion is included in the 
following sections. 
Hg_lleye: 
Walleye were taken in each reservoir with the best population in. 
Minatare, Whitney andJ3ox .. Butte:' Growth rates 'fNE-re slow, except in 
Minatare where excell~mt growth rates were fou:.:id~ · An excellent population 
of young walleye in Whitney appeers to be growing vell. Natura~ repro-
duction was found in all but Oli·...-n!' and it is inc.Lated that native 
spawned fish rather than stocked fish produce the .:·1'.':;hable populations of 
walleye" It appeEirs that the s-i.:,ocking of fingerli:.:.gs into reservoirs with 
high populations of other fishes rray merely be suc0easful in introducing 
the species but does not produce enough fish for good fishing. 
Yellow Perch: 
Perch were captured in each reservoir and high populations were 
found in all except Oliver. The growth rates wero 2low; except in 
Minatare, although the growth rate:s increased :!.n vb:i_·:,ney .follow~ng drain-
age of half of the lake. Large perch over 8 incheE were found only in 
Minatare and were scarce there. Perch were short-lived in these reservoirs 
for no fis~ over five years old was captured. 
Black Cr0ppie: 
Black crappie were present in high numbers in all but Minatare reser-
voir. The fish of the latter were the only ones with good growth rates. 
Ex:treme stunting wns found in Oliver. Increased growth rates were noted 
following tho drainage of half of Whitney re5ervoir in 1954. None of the 
populati0ns appear to be harvested adequately. 
White Crappie: 
White crappie were found only in Minatare where a low population of 
fast growing fish were present. 
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SUMMARY OF JCB NO. 6 - Continued 
IJargemouth Bass: 
A fishable population of bE:.ss was found only in 01 iver. Apparently 
natural reproduction maintains this _population. In the remainder of the 
reservoirs heavy stocking hos been ineffective in maintaining bass 
populations. 
Sunfish: 
Bluegill and green sunfish were rare in the reservoirs. A smnll 
breeding population of bluegill were found in Oliver and green sunfish 
were scattered in each lake. Stocking of bluegill failed to maintain 
fishable populntions in the reservoirs. 
:White Bass: 
White bass have been introduced into each reservoir. They hnve main-
tained low populations in oll except Box Butte, but the numbers are so low 
as to make no contribution to the fishery. 
!forthern Pike: 
Pike have been introduced into MinatarG and Box Butte, but due to 
a lack of adequate spawning areas have failed to maintain fishable 
populations. 
Channel Catfish: 
Catfish have been stocked into each of the reservoirs. Good po.pu-
lations were found in Whitney and Box Butte and some natural reproduction 
was found in the reservoirs. It appears that few catfish are harvested 
under the present restrictions on the number of hocks used. 
Bullhead Catfish: 
Bullheads were taken in each reservoir although the numbers of fish 
were low. In these reservoirs bullheads are not able to maintain high 
populations as a result of competition and predation by other species. 
Carp were captured in each reservoir and domi~ated the fish popu-
lation in Box Butte and Minatare reservoirs. In the other reservoirs 
they did not appear to be a serious problem, There was practi.cclly no 
utilization of this species by the fishermen. 
It is obvious that carp removal by the stcte seining crew has been 
oolliplet8ly ineffective in controlling the species in the reservoirs. 
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SUMMARY OF JOB NO. 6 - Continued 
Suckers: 
Common suckers were present in each reservoir. Only in Box Butte 
were suckers present in high numbers and were undoubtedly serious 
competitors for food. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Thcs~ investigations have shown that in two reservoirs, Minatare and 
Box Butte, there is a serious rough fish problem. Carp removal by the 
state seining crew has been ineffective in controlling these fish in 
Minatare. The sports fishery is practically non·-existent for the rough 
fish species. 
It is recommended that in certain fluctuating reservoirs that an 
applicatio~ of a fish toxicant and subsequent restocking offers the bes~, 
and probably only, ~anagement measure which may improve the fishing 
success. In Minatare an increased effort by the seining crew in rough 
fish removal might help the lake temporarily, but it appears doubtful. 
The sampling has revealed a general failure of largemouth bass, 
bluegill and bullheads in these reservoirs. 
It is recommended that stocking of these species, as well as craprie, 
should be halted unless careful investigation precedes such stockings. 
Studies of the walleye indicate that the stocking of fingerlings in 
reservoirs with high population of fish are merely .successful in intro-
ducing the species while it is natural spawning which supports the sports 
fishery. 
It is recommended that the rotation plan of stocking of fingerlings 
should be continued while investigations continue to learn whether or 
not such stocking is necessary a~er walleye are,established in a reser-
voir~ Stocking of walleye fry and fingerlings should be concentrated in 
new waters. 
Age and growth studies show the perch and crappie populations are 
slow growing, indicating over-population. 
It is recommended that the creel limit on crappie should be in-
creased in the reservoirs. The present "no limit" on yellow perch 
should be continued. 
It appears that present hook and line regulations for reservoirs 
discourage the harvest of channel catfish. 
It is recommended thst the use of more hooks on float and trot lines 
should be allowed in the reservoirs. 
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SUMMARY OF JOB NO. 11 - Ferm Ponds and Small Lakes Investigations 
During the year two small farm ponds containing bullhead, green 
sunfish and goldfish were rotenoned in preparation for restocking. 
. A 40-acre lake south of Melbeta was sampled, sounded, ~~pped in 
preparation for renovation. The Western Nebraska Sportsmens Associ-
ation was responsible for the project since they provided the rotenone, 
furnished boats and applied the rotenone to the lake. The lake is to 
be restocked with bnss, bluegill and channel catfish. 
OTHER ACTIVITIES: 
In addition to the fishery research and management work there were 
numerous other.demands upon the time of the fishery IJE.nager. The 
following list indicates the varied list of organizations and clubs 
where talks on fishery ~anogement were presented: 
KCOW Alliance - 12 rndio programs 
Chndron Ste. te College - Field Day 
Chadron State College - Career Day 
Extens ion clas~ in conservati~n at Hyannis 
D.A.R. - Hyannis 
Alliance High School - 5 biology classes 
Hunting end Fishing Club - Alliance High School 
Western Nebraska Sportsmen's Associetion 
Morrill County Wildlife Club 
Boy Scouts, Mirage Flats 
Four H Camp - Mitchell - One day 
Four H Camp - Chadron - Four days 
Rotary Club - Alliance 
Lions Club - Alliance 
In addition, other meetings were attended or information given to 
people who wrote or came to the district office. 
During 1956 two reports were prepared and presented at fisheries 
workers meetings. A paper on the walleye in Nebraska was given at the 
Great Plain Fisheries Workers Conference at Minot, North Dakota and a 
report on Nebraska reservoirs was presented nt the Midwest Wildlife 
Conference at Lansing, Michigan. 
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SlM'ARY 
Headquarters: Bassett 
Fishery ?v'Janager: Bruce Mccarraher 
Ding~ll-Johnson Job Assignments 
Job No. 1 - Trout Stream and Lake Inventory Management 
Job No. 2 - Sandhill Lakes Survey 
_ .The following is an abstract from detailed project reports cover-
. ing the calendar year of 1956. The complete project activities reports 
are on file in the Lincoln office and the district fisheries managers 
office at Bassett. 
The sandhill region of Nebraska comprises an area of approximately 
20,000 square miles of dune-type topography. Sandhill lakes are 
formed by a high ground water table in dune depressions and in closed 
valley dninages. Many lakes are continually fed by springs and seeps. 
In general, most sandhill lakes are alkaline eutrophic; however, some 
that are extremely alkaline are classified as dystrophic. The 
alkaline compounds found in these lakes are mostly of the sulphate 
type. Sodium chloride was not considered abundant in those lakes 
'· investigated. The lakes are relatively shallow, The mean depth of 
· twenty-six lakes was 4.2 feet with an average size of 235 surface 
acres, Submergent aquatic vegetation is dense in those lakes of 
moderate alkalinity and not having a rough fish population. Ga.me fish 
have been found to survive in alkaline waters up to 690 ppm. total 
alkalinity. Major game fish found in sandhill lakes are: northern 
pike, Esox lucius; largemouth bass, Micropterus ~!de~; bluegill, 
Lepomis ma.crochirus; black crappie, Eomoxis nigro-macul~!:,y.§,; yellow 
perch, Perea flavescens; and black bullhead, Ameiurus melas melas. The 
walleye, 9iizostedion vitreum vitreum, has been recently introduced into 
a sandhill lake and promises to play an important role in the future 
sport fishery, Sandhill lakes support above normal pounds of fish per 
acre, Big Alkali lake (mean total alkalinity 470 ppm.) is now pro-
du9ing between 300 - 400 pounds per acre. Hackberry lake (mean total 
alkalinity 245 ppm.) produced between 400 - 500 pounds of fish per acre 
during the period of 1950-1954. Implications are that fish carrying 
capacities are closely correlated with total alkalinity. Plankton and 
bottom fauna populations are considered abundant in most lakeie 
. §UMMARY OF JOB NO. 1 
The following streams were investigated for biological, chemical and 
physical inforni~tion: Long Pine, Plum,Short Pine, Elkhorn, Calamus, 
Gracie, Fairfield, Rock and Snake. Sectfons of the above streams were 
sampled by an electric shocker to determine stream. species composition 
and species abundance. Those streams found not to be suitable for a trout 
fishery were.recommended to be removed from the annual trout stocking 
program. 
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SUMMARY OF JOB N0,_1 - Continued 
A summer creel census has been initiated on Long Pine Creek in 
order to determine trout catch per hour and species composition. This 
voluntary creel census is being conducted by the Long Pine Tourist Camp. 
It is anticipated that a more intensive stream survey will be 
attempted when additional biologists are available to the district. The 
present District IV fisheries manager assisted on several of the above 
stream surveys this year. 
fil[MMARY OF JOB NO. 2 
During the year the following sandhill lakes were investigated for 
biological, chemical and physical data. Some lakes were investigated 
more intensively and are so indicated by an asterisk. 
Cherry Co. Dewey*, Long, Watts*, Big Alke.li*, Clear, Hackberry,* 
Homestead*~ Ball.s.:"."ds M~··.:-sh, l·1ule, Round*, ShelP·, Cotton-
wood*, Pelican*, Little Alkali, Red "Willow, Litt.le Ha.y* 1 
White Willow, Schoolhovse, Duck*, Punch Bowl, Steverson, 
Trout. 
Brown Co., Long*, Enders Overflow, Cl€ar, Moon*. 
Rock Co,, Cameron*, Fish*, Smith. 
Small impoundments surveyed include: Horseshoe Bend and Mud Bayou 
(Loup county), Victoria Springs Lake (Custer Co. ) a.r.id Hull Lake (Boyd Co.) 
Present investigations suggest the following conclusions and conse-
quent reco~mendations in regnrd to several of the above sandhill lakesand 
impou..i.-idments. 
BIG ALKALI LAK1£, Cherry County 
The winter of 1955-56 provided an extended ice fishery on this lake~ 
Creel census results reveal that 21 perch per fisherman hour were 
ha::';.'-.sste:l (avercge sh:u 7 .4 inches) while the northern pike catch was 
es'G::_FJ.'.3.ted. at 0.2.3 fish per ho~r~ Northern pike are fcGt growing here, 
ex0ceding growth rates for such states as Minnesota, Iowa, Michigan and 
Wisconsin. The 1952 year class is now averaging 32.0 inches in length. 
The summer of 1956 provided a good bullhend fishery in Big Alkali 
(average size 9~0 inches). !-C is estimatE:1 th_it over 30.2 pounds of 
bullheads were removed per acre f!"om Big Alkali in 1956, T~1e lake is 
producing between 300 - 400 fish pc:u:nds per acre, Public a(;cess from 
the north greatly e-:.1hanced the fisn harvest from the lake this year. Big 
Alkali remains as one of the best sandhill fishing lakes in Nebraska. 
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SUMMARY OF JOB NO. 2 - Continued 
- -
mwEY LAKE, Cherry County 
Dewey Lake experienced a heavy fish winter kill during the winter 
of 1955-56. Following this drastic reduction of its fisheries re-
sources (mostly carp) the lake was restocked with 51,000 walleye 
fingerlings (2.5"). By fall some of these walleyes were measuring 
6.5 inches. Some of the adult.crappie which survived the effects of 
winter-kill conditions successfully spawned and produced a great 
quantity of progeny. It was apµ1rent that ~ stocking of crappie was 
necessary. Dewey Lake will oe closely watched in regard to the walleye · 
and crappie growth rates. It is expected that by 1958 this lake will 
once again furnish a good sport fishery. 
BOUND LAKE, Cherry County 
Recent test netting data reveals that this lake is entering a 
period of low sport fishing value. The resident thriving carp popu-
lation precludes the continuance and increase of a sport fisheries. 
To this end, it is therefore recommended that Round Lake be eradicated 
of its present· fish population at the earliest possible date. 
This lake holds great promise as an excelle.nt northern pike area 
namely because of its inflow ditches which should provide abundant 
spawning grounds. It is suggested that the lake would sustain, over u 
period of years, _a better northern sport fishery than walleye. 
WATTS LAKE, Cherry County 
The 1955 fish population structure of Watts lake was materially 
changed by the winter fish kill catastrophe. ·Nine species of fish 
were reported from this lake in 1954-55 while fishery investigations 
during 1956 reveal only five species present. ~umerically, golden 
shiner and black bullhead are th~-. dominant fishes. 
The decreasing dissolved oxygen and increased carbon dioxide 
values were recorded for the winter of 1955-56. 
PERCH CAUGHT PER 
DATE 02.J.l2nm) C02 ( nnm.) FISHERMAN HOUR 
9-19-55 9.2 o.o 
12-27-55 4.4 11.0 11.0 
1-28-56 2.5 11.0 4.9 
2-2-56* 1.0 19.0 
2-18-56 0.4 19.0 o.o 
-
* Dead perch and crappie found 
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Following the fish depletion through winter-kill conditions, Watts 
lake was restocked with northern pike fry and fingerling. Recent pike 
growth studies reveal a mean length of 13.8" by October, 1956. Tentative 
plans call for L. M. bass releases in 1957. HQ. future stocking of 
~rappie, yellow perch, or black bullhead is recommended. 
SUMMARY OF OTHER ACTIVITIES' (D-J and State) 
Pond eradication work was conducted on five farm ponds and gravel 
pits, Proper fish stocking recommendations were suggested following the 
removal of the fish populations. 
The fish-killing toxicant, toxaphene, was experimentally tested on 
five Valentine Refuge lakes by the U. S. Fish & Wildlife Service. The 
district fishery nianager conducted post eradication sampling of the 
lakes for fish survival. No live fish were found in any of the treated 
areas. 
Partial vegetation control work was initiated on the Victoria 
Springs Park pond. Full control of submergent aquatics will be 
attempted during 1957. 
Visits to the Snake River proposed dam site and the Milburn Dam 
(Middle Loup) were made with personnel from the u. s. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, River Basin Studies Office, Grand Island, Nebraska. 
Inspected proposed lake site (21 s/a) on Oak Creek in Keya Paha 
and Doyd counties. 
Met with a Kansas fishery biologist at the Bassett office in regard 
to cultural and management methods employed for northern pike. 
Preliminary inspection trips were made to 24 ranch and farm ponds 
within the district. Pond owners were· contacted regarding fish manage-
ment practices, vegetation control and· the aspects. of water fertiliza-
tion. · 
Assisted the District III fisheries manager in successfully netting 
sauger at Gavina Dam (tailwaters). Sauger are being held at the V~lentine 
Fish Hatchery for egg stripping in 1957. 
Assisted in the Island and Crane Lakes (Crescent Lake Refuge) 
renovation project. 
Spent considerable time at the Valentine Fish Hatchery working 
with hatchery personnel on incubation and rearing problems in regard to 
northern pike, walleye and muskellunge. 
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SUMMARY OF OTHER ACTIVITIES - Continued 
Prepared formal paper titled 11Some Chemical, Physical and Bio-
logical Characteristics of Severe.1 Nebraska Sandhill Lakes 11 for 
publication in the American Fisheries Society Transactions. Salient 
features or this pa.per were presented to the annual Fisheries Societies 
meeting at Toronto, Canada. 
Inspected muskellunge cultural and rearing facilities at the 
Bemus Point, New York muskie hatchery. Discussed· northern pike 
propagation with personnel at the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Hatchery, 
Guttenberg, Iowa. 
Prepared Federal Aid preliminary project statement for the 
rehabilitation of Moon lake, Brown county. Refusal of one landowner to 
agree to public utilization of the lake has delayed action at this 
time. 
During the year severai meetings were held with u. S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service ~rsonnel from Minneapolis, Minnesota, Game Colillllission 
personnel, River Basin Studies biologists, and Soil Conservation 
Service technicians. 
SUMMARY OF THE 1956 MUSKELLUNGE PROJECT 
The initial objecti~es 6f 'the muskellunge project were: 
1. To undertake a study of the propagation, rearing and conse-
quent introduction of the Chautaugua.Muskellunge into large 
sandhill lakes. 
2. To uaintain a hatchery brood stock of muskellunge at the 
Valentine Fish Hatchery. 
J. When, if successftil in propagation and rearing, to establish. 
this fish species as a major game fish in the waters of 
Nebraska. 
Eyed eggs (55,000) arrived from the Bennis Point, New York hatchery 
by air, and were immediately placed on the battery at the Valentine fish 
hatchery. On June 2, seven days after being placed on battery, 25 oz. 
of sac fry (50 1000 muskies) were stocked in a hatchery rearing pond. 
Periodic checks on the pond failed to record any fingerling 
'lunge, so on June 30th the pond was consequently drained. No muskies 
were found upon draining though several top minnows and bluegills were 
observed. In view of the above infornation the following conclusions 
were presented in regard to the project: 
1. The movement of eyed muskie eggs by air from New York state 
is economical and feasible. 
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SUMMARY OF THE 1956 MUSKELLUNGE mm - Continued 
2. Incubation methods at the Valentine Hatchery appear satisfactory. 
3. It is entirely probable that the sac fry were removed from the 
jar four to six days too early. 
4. A possibility exists that the fry were not tempered slow 
enough into the rearing pond water (hatch house water, 50°F; 
pond water 1 76°F. ) · · 
5. The pond failed to fill; poor water circulation resulting. 
6. A heavy filamentous algae bloom developed, thus coupled with 
high water temperat'1res (80°F.) and night-time carbon dioxide 
release in the water could have created an instantane.ous 
dissolved oxygen depletion in the pond. 
7. Fish foods remained good during the life history of the pond; 
zooplankton and insect larvae were abundant at all times. 
It is recommended that an attempt be made to secure eyed muskel-
lunge eggs from the New York Conservation Department in 1957. Specific 
cultural and rearing recommendations in regard to future muskie work 
is on file at the Lincoln and Bassett offices. 
1956 NORTHERN PIKE SPAWN-TAKING OPERATIONS AT BIG ALKALI LAKE, CHERRY 
Q.OUNTY, NEBRASKA 
A total of 133 adult northern pike were successfully trapped at 
Big Alkali lake during the period of March 20 through March 25. Most 
of the female spawners were between 30-35" in length and comprised 
the age Class IV group. The males were smaller in size, around 23-27u 
in length. All spawner pike were transported to the Valentine Fish 
hatchery for the actual spawn-taking operations. 
The total number of eggs placed on the battery was estimated at 
742 1 000. The resultant sac fry removed from the jars was measured at 
123,700, the percent of hatch being 16.7%. Over 106,200 fry were 
stocked out into threeone-acre rearing ponds while 18,700 fry were 
placed directly into a winter-kill sandhill lake. These ponds yielded 
a total of 1~493 fingerlings (2.0 - 4.0 inches). Adult spawner pike 
were placed into two rearing ponds for natural spawning results. These 
two ponds produced a crop of 6,750 pike fingerlings 1 1.5 - J.O inches 
in length. · 
Recommendations for operations in 1957 include: 
1. To ripen ma.le spawners in circular raceways; assure riper 
males for fertilization. 
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NORTHERN PIKE OPERATIONS - Continued 
2. To chemically treat fry rearing ponds for predacious insect 
control. 
3. More careful tempering of fry in the ponds. 
4. It is very strongly recommended, that if at all possible, 
to crop the reoring ponds as soon as the northern finger-
lings have reached 1.5-2 inches. From this years and 
1955's experience, therei is a definite decrease in the 
total number of fingerlings per rearing unit a~er the 
2~0 inch size class has been obtained. 
A eomplete report covering the above information is on file at 
the Lincoln and Bassett offices. 
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FISHERY RESEARCH 
DISTRICT III 
SUMMARY 
Job No. 3 - Grove Lake Studies and Management 
Job No. 4 - Crystal Lake Studies and Management 
Job No. 5 - Cevins Point Reservoir and-Investigations 
The following-. is a brief summary of the work accomplished on the 
above Jobs, Nos. 3, 4 and 5 for the calendar year 1956 .. A c.omplete 
detailed report is on file in the Lincoln office and the district office 
at Norfolk. 
SUMMARY OF JOB NO. 3 
The study on Grove lake was begun in 1954 with the primary purpose 
of gaining knowledge about the lake and following the fish population 
growth of the first Dingell-Johnson fishing lake from its inception. 
It is felt that the study carried out during the period 1954-56 has 
done much to shed light on the lake conditions. 
The lake had a surface area of sixty-one acres in 1954. Since then 
two and one-half surface acres have been lost to fishing by siltation. 
The lake was built as a trout lake. No trout reproduction has been 
recovered by test seining, and chemical analysis has shown that much of 
the water is presently unsuited to trout because of the deficiency of 
oxygen. A total of 43,000 trout worth $15,500 have been stocked in the 
lake on a put-and-take basis. Creel census has shown that the recovery 
of these fish to the creel has been very good. These fish are U. s. Fish 
and Wildlife Service fish and the only cost to the people of Nebraska is 
that of hauling the fish from the hatchery to the lake. 
Species stocked in Grove lake which are expected to form the bulk of 
the fishery are black bass, black crappie, blue catfish and channel cat-
fish. The bass and crappie reproduction in 1956 was very good. 
Fish native to the creek and present in the lake are common suckers, 
black bullheads, and green sunfish. Test netting results indicate a 
tremendous population of common suckers. In the light of these findings: 
l. that trout do not successfully reproduce to any extent in the lake, and 
2. that a vast poundage of suckers exists which UJaY be considered excellent 
northern pike forage, a number of northern pike fingerlings will be 
introduced in 1957. 
Sucker fishing in upper Grove lake has become a sport which previously 
was practically unknown in this part of the state. 
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The extensive siltation in Grove lake has resulted in various types 
· of efforts to slow siltation and prolong the life of the lake. The long 
range objective in silt control is to eventually acquire the tributary 
which feeds the lake as well as the immediate watershed. Stream 
stabilization and improvement has already been undertaken on the present 
state-o~ed stream area above the lake. It is presently believed that 
after the tributary is acquired, Grove lake will serve the public as a 
warmwater fishery and the creek will furnish an excellent trout fishery. 
§UMMARY OF JOB NO. 4 
Little has been done concerning Crystal lake in 1956 because it is 
felt that renovation of the lake is necessary as a first step in proper 
fish management. In latter years the lake has fluctuated greatly 
causing mud flats to occur along the shoreline. Vegetation has not 
followed the water level and the wave action on the shallow lake causes 
much silt turbidity. 
The past two seasons the lake level dropped to such an extent that 
mud flats appeared in the center, forming two lakes. · 
The east lake portion had a maximum depth of two ·feet during the 
summer months with at least six feet of .soup;- muck below the lake bed. 
The major portion of the west lake area had a maximum depth of four 
feet, however, an area of approximat~ly two acres had a maximum depth of 
eight feet as a, result of Game Commission dredging operations carried 
out in 1951. 
H~ommendations: 
In the light of present conditions it is recommended that for an 
optimum long range fishery to be established in, an economical manner, 
the lake must be dredged. Much can be learned from the dredging 
operation carried on by South Dakota with partial help from Corps of 
Engineers funds on McCook lake located eight miles from Crystal lake. 
As Crystal lake remains today, some six feet or more of muck must 
be removed before the lake will return to the game fish producer it was 
thirty years ago9 Before such dredging operations are begun it is 
recommended as a result of seining operations carried on in the lake 
over a number of years that the lake first be eradicated of all fish 
life because carp, buffalo, quillback, shad, gar and white crappie 
form a large percentage of the fish population. 
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2lM·1ARY ~E.2QB NO" 5 
During 1955 and 1956 Nebraska a~d South Dakota have combined efforts 
to eliminate dup~ication of reservoir investigations. 
Nebraska's contribution to the Gavina Point reservoir project in 1956 
has been the undertaking of a creel census of the lake and tailwaters. 
Fishing has been spotty throughout the entire year. The extremely 
light fishing pressure on the reservoir, coupled with the lack of personnel 
to effectively cover the reservoir, resulted in most of the intensive 
censusing being carried out in the tailwaters. 
Weekly counts ma.de by Corps of Engineers personnel combined with our 
bi-weekly census periods give us an estimate of 9,000 fisherman days being 
spent on the reservoir in 1956~ The majority of the fishing occurred in 
the area from Niobraru to Springfield, South Dakota. Good success was 
reported by fishermen spearing carp in the spring. ~.uger, catfish, perch, 
crappies and largemouth bass were the principal species taken in the lake. 
One brown trout was also taken. 
Greatest fishing pressure in the Gavina Point area is exerted on the 
-cailwaters. 
During 1956 a total of 1,564 fishermen were personally interviewed on 
the tailwaters~ The estinnted fisherman days were 37,400. The total 
estimated number of fish caught was 42,000 or approximately 50,400 pounds 
of ga100 fish. 
The principal fish caught month by month were as follows: January, 
sauger; February, sauger; Mlrch, burbot; April, burbot; ~..ay, seuger; June, 
drum; July, catfish; August, carp; September, carp; October, sauger; 
November, sauger; and December, saugt!r. 150,000 largemouth bass fing·erling 
from the u. s. Fish and Wildlife Service were stocked in the reservoir in 
1956. Eighty sauger were netted in the tail-waters in the fall of 1956 to be 
used for spa'Wtl-taking in the Valentine hatchery. Two seuger tagged at Fort 
Randall reservoir in 1955 were found in the Cavins Point teilwaters in 1956. 
One crrp tagged in Missouri was.also found in the tailwaters. 
Recommendations: 
A more intensive creel census with the effective us or more traffic 
counters is reconnnended for the reservoir and tailwaters. A tagging 
program to determine the fishing pressure on the sauger population should 
be attempted in the tailwaters. 
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Present intentions are that three million walleye fry be stocked 
in the reservoir in the spring of 1957. 
From the fish management viewpoint it appears that the sport 
fisherman should be allowed to snag paddlefish with a daily limit of 
one. A paddlefish population occurs below Gavina Point but it is not 
available to the fisherman because the paddlefish will not take bait. 
SUMMARY OF OTHER WORK ACCOMPLISHED 
Pi be 1 La Y.fl 
Pibel lake which was eradicated and renovated in 1952 indicates 
that an excellent game fish popul.ation is fast becoming available in 
this lake. Test seining carried out during the past season showed a 
heavy population of bass and bluegill with an approximate 50-50 makeup. 
An excellent fishable bullhead population also occurs in the lake. 
Golden shiners were netted in 1956. This species was one of the primary 
reasons for eradication in 1952. It is believed that the present hevvy 
bass population will keep the shiners under control for some years in 
the future. 
Recommenda tiQ.Il.§,: 
It is recommended that Fibel lake be extended high priority as a 
Dingell-Johnson project for the next biennium. Much can be learned 
about the fishery during this period. 
Thirteen news rele~ses .were put out by the District III fisheries 
manager. 
Eighteen programs were given for public relations. 
Technical advice was given to a number of individuals interested in 
improving their fish ponds. 
A c~3el census symposium at Ames, Iowa was attended. 
. One day was spent with D-J inspectors observing the D-J projects 
·currently undertaken in this district. 
SUMMARY OF OTHER WORK ACCOMPLISHED 
A 20-foot wooden boat was renovated with the help of the operations 
crew as a work boat for Gavins Point reservoir, 
One day was spent at the Valentine Hatchery taking northern pike 
eggs. 
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Rowells lake was rotenoned and restocked with bnss ond bluegill. 
Assisted on the Crescent lake toxaphene eradicatio~ project. 
A private sandp:it lake wrs rotenoned at Central City. 
An investigation and report was made on a bullhecd nortality at 
Hord State lake. 
An investigati~n and report was made on a fish mortality at David 
City. 
An investignti~n and report was made on fish mortality in the Blue 
river at Bentrice. 
A pollutiPn problem on the Blue river near Surprise in District V 
was investigated. 
Two doys were spent on the Salt Wahoo watershed project. 
Dredging Pperations ~urrently underway in ~~Cook lake, South Dakota, 
was observed. 
Stovens~n 1 s lake at Petersburg was test-netted. 
District II fishery manager assisted in shocking Gracie Creek, 
Burwell, for trout reproduction. 
Investignt.ions were :m.E·de on Gcose lake, Holt County, b€fore it dried 
up. 
Fingerling trout strckings were cerried out on Taylor Creek, ~&disnn, 
One day was spent obse~ving the new.University experiment farm in 
northeast Nebraska. The possibility was suggested to representetives of the 
University of Nebraska that a well managed fcrm pond be included in the 
planning of the farm~ 
The Niol?rara Stete PPrk lagoon was sounded and topographicelly mapped. 
Some time was spent in laying groundwork for possible acquisition of 
the James Reefe area above Grove lnke. 
Three meetings of District fishery managers through the year were 
et tended. 
A totnl of eleven ponds and srrnll lakes were studied with recommenriati oris 
IOOde for imJ,Jrovement. Two pheasrnt crowing counts were cnrried out fo:!:' P-R., 
and one day was spent with Officer Shaffer during opening of pheasant season. 
Five days were spent operating deer checking stations under P-R. 
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FISHERY RESEARCH 
DISTRICT IV 
SUMMAHY 
Headquarters: North Platte 
Fishery Mnnager: Orty E. Orr 
Robert E. Thomas * 
Dingell-Johnson Job Assignments: 
Job No. 6 - Public Power and Irrigation Reservo~r Studies 
* Orty Orr was fishery manager ~or District IV until September, 
1956 when he was transferred to District V. Robert ThoITa3 began work 
in June, 1956, and assumed the duties of District IV in September, 1956. 
SUMfv'ARY OF JOB Nr 4! 6 (To September, 1956 - by Orty E. OIT) 
study of the public power and irrigntion reservoirs show simi-
larities in some respects and divergency in others, emphasizing the 
premis that each is a separate entity. Genernlly, the watershed of the 
reservoirs are elkcline and productive end, consequently, the waters 
of the lake3 produce good crops of plant and ani:mnl matter. The size 
of the standing fish crops seem lorge, though adequate information to 
make reliable estiw.ates are difficult to obtain and the snmpling should 
be continued and increased if possible. The data collected to date 
indicates a general under-harvest of both game and rough fish crops. 
Though the trend has been toward relaxation of regulations, it is 
believed that further relaxati~n is necessary. The rough fish popu-
lations which are dominant in most reservoirs, according to the srimple 
data, is n resource that is largely going to waste. Some progress hns 
been made toward educating anglers to toke and use rough fish by the 
creation of "corp lnkes" in the eastern pert of the state; however, a 
'!put and tnke" fishery of appreciable magnitude is not economically 
feasible. Harvest of the fish crop then apparently is our most urgent 
consideration of management. We believe that there are a few methods 
that could be more vigorously pursued. 
1. During maximum draw down of some· of the smnller reservoi.rs, 
such as Box Butte, renovation could be done r..t moder:ate cost. 
2. Fishermen nrust be educated to take and use more fish, 
pnrticulnrly·such species as carp ond carpsuckers. 
3. More harvesting techniques must be made availab~ and 
Tegulations should be further relaxed. -
4. Establish a closer liaison with agencies that impound and 
manipulnte water so that opportunities for better fishery 
mnnngement mny be maximized. 
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DISTRICT IV - Continued 
SUMMARY OF JOB NO 6 - Continued 
The effect of fluctuating water levels is generally considered to be 
detrimental to fish populations. The pattern of fluctuution as occurs in 
~Conaughy reservoir, for example, nny not be as harmful to the fish 
populations as is often believed. The reservoirs fill gradunlly from 
stream flow during the winter end are lowered gradually during the summer 
by evaporation and water drawn off at the bottom for irrigation. The 
loweringweter level may tend to increase predation by forcing small 
fishes into open wotsr. 
. - ., 
More intensive study is needed to evaluate the effects of fluctunt-
ing water levels on fish populations. It is expected thnt the job 
description will be shifted to give m:>re considerction to those conditions. 
From the sample of the fish population taken to date, it appeors that 
certain sun fishes are probably unfrvorably affected by fluctuation. In 
the older reservoirs with sandy bottoms croppie, bluegill and other sun 
fishes are not present in large numbers. Reproductive success seems poor 
for nest building species. The species that are random spa.wners such as 
walleye, yellow perch, white bass nnd many rough fish seem to enjoy good 
reproductive success in most of the reservoirs. Successful reproduction 
of walleyes has been found in Mcconaughy, Maloney, Box Butte, Whitney, 
Minctare and Kimball reservoirs, and is believed to occur in many others 
where evidence is lacking at present. Continued study i$ expected to show 
natural reproduction to be supporting the walleye populations where thef 
species is present in numbers sufficient to provide a fishery in lakes 
where fish.populations are established. In Harlan County reservoir, the 
1953•year class white crappie is so large thet competition for food has 
caused severe stunting and predation on following year classes mey 
account for their absence in the sample. This is a notable exception to 
succession in new reservoirs. Vigorous continuation of fish population 
sampling will provide infonoo.tion that should be helpful in future 
management. 
SUMMA.RY 0F JOB NO. 6 (From September, 1956 to December 31, 1956, by 
Robert E. Thol'Jl)s) 
ti Since joining the Nebraska Cllme, Forestation and Parks Commission . 
in June, 1956, some weeks were spent with the District I, II, and IV 
fishery managers before taking up the duties of fishery nnnnger in 
District IV. In addition to helping the district IV fishery mnnager 
with work on Dingell-Johnson Job No. 6, ccnsiderable time was spent 
becoming familiar with the district. Inforin£1.tion has also been collected 
on water level fluctuation in Maloney end Sutherland reservoirs. Maloney is 
a relatively non-fluctuating reservoir, whereas Suth~rlend reservoir 
fluctuates widely through the year. Present limited informvtion of the 
fish populations of the two reservoirs show little difference in the rough 
fish populations; however, the game fish populetions vary widely. A 
greater number of game fish species is found in Maloney with the yellow 
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§~Y OF JOB NO, 6 - Continued (Thonns) 
perch and wo.lleye· being particuls.ry numerous. In Sutherland reservoir~ 
according to date from seining, the channel catfish is the most 
numerous g~me species. The seines are quite selective against smnller 
species, ond it is likely thE..t the yellow perch is much more numerous 
thnn indic~ted by the seine snmples. During the coming year, it is 
proposed that a more dete:iled study be made of the fish populntions of 
lJ.nloney (1.nd Sutherlnnd reservoirs• A more intensified study of these 
two reservoirs will limit time for work on lakes toot hnve received 
major attention the lest two years; however, work will continue.on the 
lakes previously studied. 
OTHER WORK ACCOMPLISHED.: 
Assistcnce was given in seining for young-of-the-year fish in 
several reservoirs ond in sc.mpling trout streams with shocker in 
District I. 
Several private ponds were inspected to determine suitability for 
stocking fish. 
Assistnnce was given in the salvage of fish from irrigntion system 
structure nlong the Culbertson system. 
Organic rnntter content of North Platte hatchery pond soils were 
tested using the Walkley Black mathod. 
Some time was spent with law enforcement personnel during the 
pheasant season and ossistE.:nce was given in collecting ph~.asa.nt. <la~'l 
in Chase nnd Perkins counties. 
Investigated reports of fish kills. 
t..Torked at the North PlE!tte checking station during deer season. 
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I. 
Headqunrt6rs: Lincoln 
Fishery Mnnoger: Orty E. Orr 
Dingell-Johnson Job Assignments: 
FISHERY RESEARCH 
DISTRICT V 
SUMEARY 
----
Job No. 9 - Gravel Pit L&kes - Studies ana Improvement 
Job No. 10- WE1tershed Development Studies aI"d Mnnagement 
Job No. 11- lnke Mancgement and Service 
SUMMARY OF JOB NO, q 
The gr~vel pit lakes studies and improvement project has received 
little study. Work has been confined to reconnnissrnce of pits in the 
Fremont and Louisvil1e areas, In addition, some informetion hns been 
gathered from the Fhh and Wildlife Service River Basin Studies office 
nt Gr~nd Island. Personnel of that office in the pest have gathered 
some limnological date of sand pits in the Grnnd Island area, Also, 
inforlll£l.tion has been mnde o.vailc.ble from o. manPgement project at 
Gibbon, Nebraska where a group of pits were renovnted end restocked by 
the Game Commission. Local groups heve carried on a fertilizing program 
through 1956 which has been highly successful. Bluegill up to 5 inches 
and bcss to 9 inches in length were taken as yecr-old fish by fishermen 
in the late summer of 1956, 
. SUW.AHY OF JOB NO. 10 
In mid-September, work was resumed on District V projects, and of 
the three projects assigned to the district, the Watershed Development 
·Studies and Management (Job No. 10) project has received the most 
attention. Reports have been reviewed which were prepared by a joint 
effort of River Basins and Game Commission personnel. The National 
Watershed Congress and ·tour was attended and considerable information 
acquired. Liasion is being established with the Soil Conservation 
Service and Army Engineers to insure the best understanding of the water-
shed program and to be cognizdnt of considerations for wildlife manage-
ment, Considerable work has been done locating and inspecting sites on 
which Army Engineer impoundments are propo~ed. Also, some work has been 
done with the Soil Conservation Service office reviewing rresent and 
proposed plans for watershed development and in inspecting sites. Ml.ch 
more time must be spent in study· or the various areas having wildlife 
development potential in order that Federal Aid projects may be prepared 
efficiently. 
SUMMARX OF JOB NO. 11 
The approach to this new job has been, at the out-set, to select new 
farm ponds which have been constructed by the Soil Conservation Service; 
consequently, some uniformity exists in construction, Ponds of over one 
acre are being selected, and at present the selection is not complete. 
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DISTRICT V - Continued 
SUM}AARY OF JOB NO, 11 - Continued 
It is anticipated that perhaps a r.alf dozen ponds will be as many as 
the fishery manager will be able to investigate in compliance with the 
job description and his other job commitments. The new ponds are being 
stocked both by the State Game Commission and Fish and Wildlife Service. 
Plants mada by the state will be varied as to species and number ratios. 
One of the most pert~nent questions in farm pond management is nwhat is 
the best ratio for stocking under given conditions~n The fish 
populations are to be sampled to gain information of growth and 
development, habitat conditions investigated and harvest data will be 
taken. The potential of farm pond fishing seems considerable in 
District Vo 
In addition to Dingell-Johnson projects, time has been spent on a 
number of tasks which included deer checking station, participation in 
management of private fish ponds, presenting a paper at the 18th 
Annual Midwest Wildlife Conference, and writing news articles. 
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ANNUAL REPORT 
YEAR 1956 
INFORMATION AND EDUCATION DIVISION 
Robert L. Munger, Supervisor 
Information & Education 
PREFACE 
For The Year Ending 
December 31, 1956 
It has long been axiomatic that one picture is worth 1,000 words. 
But it is also just as true that it is better to offer the 11 000 
words than nothing at all. 
While operating on an extremely restrictive budget, the Information 
and Education Division has done its best to acquaint the sportsmen 
of the state of the activities of the N€braska Game, Forestation and 
Parks Commission., We have tried to get to the public either the 
picture or the 1,000 words. 
The Division of Information and Education is set up to do a specific 
job. In essence this consists of (1) disseminating, through the 
various media of communication, information relating to the policies 
and activities of the Game Commission; (2) fostering bEtter relations 
between the public and the Commission and between landowners and 
sportsmen, and (3) creating a public consciousness to the principles 
of sound management and conservation. 
The Information and Education Division, consisting of one journalist, 
one artist, one circulation manager and on€ secretary, has employed 
the standard media of communication for the dissemination of informa-
tion and for public education. A brief resume of the Division functions 
follows: 
MAGAZINE 
One of the best methods of communication is the quarterly publication 
of our 28-page magazine, OUTDOOR NEBRASKA, the only magazine published 
in Nebraska for Nebraska sportsmen. At the end of 1956, OUTDOOR 
NEBRASKA had a circulation of nearly 20,000 per issue, or 80,000 per 
year. 
The editorial policy of OUTDOOR NEBRASKA is to publish information 
rElating to conservation, protection and restoration of timber, soils, 
-vrnter and wildlife. 
The editorial hopes are to turn out an interesting, easily readable 
wildlife magazine of an even better quality than has been done in the 
past. This Division feels very strongly that "If You Like Nebraska's 
Outdoors You Will Like OUTDOOR NEBRASKA." 
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NEWS RELEASES 
A sometimes relatively unexplored feature of the Information and Edu-
cation Division is the issuance of a number of news releases to the 
news media of the state. During the spring of 1956 this program was 
stepped up considerably, and during the period from that time until the 
end of the year the Division avEraged more than a story a day printed 
in the newspapers of the state. These releases go out in several ways, 
A number of news releases were given directly to the Associated Press 
and the United Press where they were distributed to the newspapers, 
radio stations and television stations of the state. Some, of more 
than ordinary interest, were carried in publications outside of Neb-
raska. 
By far the greater percentage of news releases were sent out from the 
offices of the lnf ormation and Education Division in the Wildlife 
Building at the State Fairgrounds at Lincolno These were mimeographed 
and mailed to every n6Wspaper and othGr media of news dissemination in 
the state. 
Throughout the fishing season th€ Conservation Officers reported faith-
fully each week on the fishing picture in their area, and this informa-
tion was incorporated into a regular news release. Also a syst€m of 
regular bi-weekly reports was set up, with every field worker in the 
Game Commission expected to report on some item during that p~riod. 
By thBse methods a great deal more feature stories were gathered and 
sGnt out, as well as a more than average amount of news stories. 
Throughout the: fall hunting season communication was mainta'ined with 
sevGral national huntJ_ng and sport magazines, and a number of items 
from Nebraska were carried in th€ir pages. 
RADIO 
A number of ptrsonnel changes resulted in the Information and Educa-
tion Division being given the responsibility of preparing·and broad-
casting the weekly radio show of the Commission, 11 0utrioor N€br~ska of 
The Air. 11 Subjects as varying as the Soil Bank to a regular news pro-
gram have been aired during the year. 
The ordinary format of the show is an interview, with personalities 
both from witbin the Game Commission and from without as guests. The 
moderator or master of oeremonies in each program has been the super-
visor of the Division of Information and Education. 
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OUTDOOR NEBRASKA OF THE AIR 
Co-operating radio stations whic"h carry the regular weekly program of 
the Nebraska Game, Forestation and Parks Commission are as follcws, 
in order of broadcast during the week: 
Station Location Time Kilocycles 
KCOW Alliance Thurs. 7:30 p.m. 1400 
KBRL McCook S~3t, 9:00 a.m. 1300 
KOLT Scottsbluff Sat. 12:45 p.m. 1320 
KCSR Chadron Sat. 1:30 p,m, 1450 
KWBE Beatrice Sat. 5:00 p.m. 1450 
KGF'W Kear:ney Sat. 5:30 p.m, 1341 
KUVR Holdrege Sat, 5:45 p.m. 1320 
KHAS Hastings Sat. 5:45 p.m. 1230 
wow Omaha Sun. 7 :1.5 a ,m, 590 
KXXX Colby, Kansas Sun. 8:15 a.m. 790 
KNMJ Grand Island Sun, 10:15 a.m, 750 
KODY North Platte Sun, 10:45 a.m. 1240 
KOGA Ogallala Sun. 12:30 p.m. 930 
KAWL York Sun. 1:00 p.m. 13 70 
KCNI Broken Bow Sun. 1:15 p.m. 1280 
KFGT Fremont Sun. 4:45 p,m. 1340 
KFOR Lincoln Sun. 9:15 p.rn, 1240 
t~JSK Columbus Mon. 1:45 p.rn. 900 
KSID Sidney Mon. 5:15 p.m. 1340 
Other radio and television work has been done and is teing done by 
Commission personnel, but their work is not supErvised by this Divi-
sion. 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Early in the summer a workable darkroom was activated at the Wildlife 
Building and a number of photographs have been produc6d. 
Nearly all of these photographs have been used in the ~UTDOOR NEBRASKA 
magazine, but some have been sent to persons requesting their use. 
During th6 summer a revision was attempted on the slide filss "'f the 
Division, A new series was made up of thG seven state parks, as well 
as a great number of other slides of varying subjects. 
FILM LIBRARY 
The Information and Education Division now owns 12 movie films on 
various wildlife subjects. These films are serviced and kept in ste-
wardship by the Visual Aids Department of the University of Nebraska, 
and may be borrowed from this department, 
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The list of movit~s includes Yours Is The Land, Prairie Wings, Steady Now, 
Biography of a Fish, Th6 Beaver, Trout Factory, Shooting Safety, Phea-
sant Fever, Trigger Happy Harry, Sunrise Serenade, Bobwhite Quail and 
The CottontDil Rabbit~ · 
SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS 
Personnel from this Division presented more thnn 40 programs of differ-
Ent sorts at public gatherings during 1956. The Division also assisted 
p€rsonn€l throughout the Game Commission in preparing for speaking cn-
gagem0nts. 
EXHIBITS 
The Information and Education Division planned and prGparcd an exhib-
it at th.:., State Fair which consist€d of sections on hunter safety, 
waterfowl ~.identification, management practices and displays of native 
animals and birds. 
During 1956 the Division also prepared a display at the Omaha Sports, 
Vacation and Boat Show and assist0d in supplying matcri~ls for sGvcral 
oth6r displays thro~ghout the state. 
MISCELLANEOUS PRINTING 
Copies of Hunting Regulations nnd Fishing Regulations were printed 
during 1956, aftor designing nnd planning was done by the Information 
and Education Divisionu Other printings werG also done: Nebraska 
Recreation Guide, Lct!s Face the Truth by Mel StGon, and a great deal 
of mimeographed articl~s~ 
Oth~r printings ar0 planned for th~ future, but a cramped budget 
crimps our printing ambitions for the present. 
MISCELLANY 
Several other activities of a miscellaneous nature wer~ handled by 
the Information and Education Division. All of the mimeographing 
ordered by District V personnel Dnd Game Commission employees in the 
Statehouse was handled by this Division. 
Correspondence was also e big item, More than 20,000 inquiries of 
all sorts wcr€ an~wcred by the Division secretary and the total mail 
sent by thG Division amounted to more than 50,000. 
During the year a lending library ~·as set up at the Game Commission 
headquarters in the Statehouse, to be available for use by all em-
ployees of the Commission. Several new books have b~Gn purchased, 
and the library is in thG process of building up a good list of ref er-
ence bookso 
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~ DIVISION 
Administration 
Lloyd P. Vance - Supervisor 
Jean Marie Clark/Esther Plett - Secretary 
Game Farm 
Orden E. Allen - Superintendent - Norfolk 
John F. Stephen/Orvid L. Lynch - Sacramento 
Federal Aid 
Pittman-Robertson 
Phil Agee - Project Leader 
J. Bailey, Jr. - Game Manager - District 
Harvey Miller 
- Game Manager - District 
Gordon Heebner - Game Manager - District 
I 
II 
III 
Dan Heyl/ - Game Manager - District IV 
George Schildman - Game Manager - District 
Special Pheasant S+.udy 
Ray Linder 
Max Hamilton 
Janice Bacon - Secretary 
Erma Jensen/Joanne Nagel - Secretary 
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PERSONNEL CHANGES 
Mr. Raymond Linder accepted transfer to the pheasant research 
project in January. Prior to this time Ray was employed as District 
Game Manager in the Norfolk office. 
Miss Jean Clark, who served as secretary to the Supervisor of Game 
since 1949, terminated her employment with the Department in March to 
accept a position in the office of the Attorney General. 
Miss Esther Plett began work as secretary to the Supervisor of 
Game in March. Esther, who is a native of Kansas, came to Nebraska 
from Chicago where she did secretarial work for a manufacturing company. 
Mr. Gordon Heebner occupied the position of Game Manager in District 
III in April. Gordon, who is a native of Imperial, returned to Nebraska 
from the University of Idaho where he completed graduate studies in wild-
life. 
Mrs. Erma Jensen resigned her position as Pittman-Robertson 
secretary in September to accompany her husband to Creighton where he 
is presnetly employed by the Soil Conservation Service. 
Mrs. Joanne Nagel began work as Pittman~Robertson secretary in 
September. Having been formerly employed as District Secretary in the 
Commission 1s Norfolk office, Joanne accepted the position in the 
Lincoln office when her husband entered the University of Nebraska. 
Mr. Daniel Heyl, who served as Grune Manager in District IV since 
July 1954, resigned in October to accept a position in Pennsylvania. 
Dan was responsible for many of the refinements in our program of 
pheasant inventories. 
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1956 PUBLIC APPEARANCES 
Phil Agee 
(Radio Programs 
Orden E. Allen 
Bill Bailey, Jr. 
(Radio Programs 
Max Hamilton 
Daniel Heyl 
Ray Linder 
Harvey Miller 
Gieorge Schildman 
L. P. Vance 
Game 
Federal Aid 
Times Number in 
~area ~tt~ndance 
7 
4 
0 
7 
11 
0 
3 
0 
1 
7 
19 
OUTGO ING MAIL 
121 
339 
0 
417 
() 
132 
f"! 
11 
273 
2188 
24,943 pieces 
26,_6J_~ pieces 
51,557 pieces 
PHEASANTS - EXTENSIVE SURVEYS 
Each year, pheasants, like other wildlife, gain or lose as dictated 
by the complex set cf conditions we call environment. To fellow these 
changes several surveys and censuses are conducted throughcut the state. 
The following resumet presents the findings of some of these surveys 
made in 19560 
FOTENTIAL BREEDERS 
In April, 1956, reports from more than 600 rural ma.il carriers 
throughout the state showed the over-wintering population of pheasants 
to be approximately t,hirty percent higher than in 1955. These records 
also showed that nea~ly two-thirds of this increased population was hens 
indicating a reproductive potential ·substantially improved over 195.5. 
Year-to-year trends in the breeding population are shown in the 
graph below, These figures were obtained from mail carriers' counts 
made each April. 
PHE-~SANTS 
SEEN PER 
40 
30 
1()0 MILES 20 
OF DRIVING 
10. 
145 '4l 147 14S 149 r50 151 152 153 '54 '55 '56 
YEAR 
Trends in Pheasant breeding populations in Nebraska (1945-1956) 
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SUMMER SURVEYS 
Broods aged by the district game managers showed that the hatch was 
in full swing through the first three weeks of June and apparently pro-
ceeding in a normal fashion. Records of broods observed by officers 
also suggested that reproduction was not significantly different from 1955. 
By this time, the increased number of breeders was no longer apparent. 
Preliminary tabulations of the mail carriers' SUIDmer survey showed the 
number of pheasants seen per hundred miles to be down by six percent while 
the·number of young per adult hen was up ten percent~ again suggesting 
little or no change from 1955. 
'I'HE HUNTI~G SEASON 
During October it became apparent that reproduction in most parts 
of the state had not reached previously indicated levels. Roadside 
observations of broods were relatively infrequent and hunters met 
difficulty in finding birds. But information gathered during the hunt-
ing season showed the picture even mnre clearly. 
The Statewide Picture 
From checks of more than 5300 hunters, success was found to be 
significantly lower than last year. Forty-six percent more time was 
required for the average hunter to bag a cock in 1956 than in 1955 (See 
Table I). Examination of more than 2500 pheasants taken during the 
sea.son showed that there were 214 young cocks for each adult cock while 
in 1955 there were 2.7 young per adult. Calculated production, based on 
the age ratio of bagged birds and adjusted for the sex ratio of the 
adult birds (taken the preceding January) showed that each hen raised 
about 2.7 young birds. In 1955 this figure was 3.8. 
A Comparison of Key Areas 
Obviously, data from the entire state do not give us the full 
story, for there were noticeable differences between certain parts of 
the state. To get the greatest understanding of these differences, 
roadside checking stations were established for the purpose of gatherin~ 
information from several key parts of the pheasant range (see map below). 
This information is shown in Table II. 
From an examination of the various hatching curves, it is apparent 
that only the Panhandle area shows a smooth, well-shaped curve. It 
does not suggest interrupted hatching or extensive mortality of chicks. 
Of the five areas checked, this is the area in which reproduction was 
most successful and in which hunting was most rewarding. The cal-
culated pToduction was 5.7 young per hen. 
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TABLE I 
HOW THE HATCH PROCEEDED __ _ OTHF:B fERT.lNEN.T INFDRMATION 
--· - ~--.;:-··- ---Jun~ . July 1 Aug.!'. 
11 1 i STAT~~TIDE ~ 1956 
20 i, I (Based on ages of 1052 birds) I I 
11 
· Adjusted Sex Ratio (January, 1956); 
. I ./ ""'-... ! I 56 cocks per 100 hens II : o ·~ . ....._ : I ~ lO Ii A \,l 1. :::c~!::~~::::::::~:::c::~: 
~ ii ! 1 <--......... l 2. 7 young reached hunting season 
~ ' I f .,;_;) __ o+~, Time Spent to Bag One Cock: 
~ n i 1 o 6.0 gun-hours 
~ i ! 
i STAT*~TIDE . 1955 * 
f:; 20 ! (Based on ages or,· 560 birds) I • • ( 
E-4 i l AdJusted Sex Ratio: January, 1956 ~ ! / 0 · i 67 cocks per 100 hens ~ y-· "\, I 
10 /I 0 +-0 
() 
0 I . i \ 
I l "-~, 
i I -......... , ! 1 °-t o_ 
i (Hatching information 
i 
not availabl~) 
I 
STATf'WIDE 
! 
I 
Age Ratio of Harvested Cocks: 
2.8 young per adult 
Calculated production per Hen: 
3.8 young reached hunting season 
Time Spent to Bag One Cock: 
4,1 gun-hours 
• 1951 * 
Adjusted Sex Ratio: (January, 1956) 
89 cocks per 100 hens 
Age Ratio of Harvested Cocks: 
4.7 young per adult 
Calculated production per Hen: 
8.4 young reached hunting season 
Time Spent to Bag One Cock: 
3,9 gun-hours 
* Data frorr. the 1955 and 1951 seasons are presented for purposes of 
comparison. 1951 was our most recent year of spectacular reproduction. 
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'1ABLE II 
HOW THE HATCH PROCEEDED OTHER PERT NENT INFOffiiiA.TION 
f! May~~ _ June Jul 
--!-.-
Ii ST 
20 j; (Based on ages bf 243 birds) l Adjusted Sex Ratio (January, 1956): 
I 
, ; 4 9 cocks per 100 hens 
I \) - 0 , · iJ Age Ratio cf Harvested Cocks:  1"\ ,.
II II \ / . f II 2. 3 Y.oung per adult 
10 :.· : . :', ... o . I Calculated Production per Hen: 
,, 
0 
· \/ "1---o~o'\. . . 2.J young reached hunting season 
· '"' · "-·0 . . ) 0 . . 1
1
. Time Spe~t to Bag Orie Cock: 
I\ '---ni' '\ 7 .6 gun-hours 
-· - o,i PF LE 
20
1
1\.:, (Based on ages :of 264 birds) 1 
1
1 Adjusted Sex Ratio (January, 1956): 
-" -u ! 1 77 cocks per 100 hens 
jl '. / ' "" I Age Ratio of Harvested Cocks: 
! /( 0 j 3. 7 young per adult 
loll 0 · ""' ! Calculated Production per Hen: 
,! 0 ~ ! 5. 7 young reached hunting season 
j! ' o i Time Spent to Bag One Cock: 
0 
ii / \
0
,....... 0 .........._ i J,2 gun-hours 
---~- -+-·· 0 - 0 -u 
20 IJ (Based on ages lof 218 bi.i.'ds) l ~ I• ~o\ I ~ :I o 1 
~ i1 A; 0-,J\ i 
E-i 10 I j .! ~ I : ~ 'I / j 0 '1' /"o i 
L 
Adjusted Sex Ratio (January, 1956)! 
61 cocks per 100 hens 
Age Ratio of Harvested Cocks: 
1.7 young per adult 
Calculated Production per Hen: 
2.1 young reached hunting season 
Time Spent to Bag One Cock: 
6.7 gun-hours ~ t' ~ , I • -" ""' + 
1-'-t l I "0 ~- - .. ---·---.-----1--- ---r-------i+S-T-------------
~ I 
20 i Adjusted Sex Ratio (January, 1956): 
1
·1 (Adequate hatC!hing informa- 56 cocks per ino hens 
· .. l: tion not a~::ailable) Age Ratio of Harvested Cocks: 
I I 3.5 young per adult 
10 1·1 
1
1 I Calculated Production per Hen: 
1 3.9 young reached hunting season 
~ 
;; 1 i Time Spent to Bag One Cock: 
I; i j 3.3 gun-hours 
- --. __ Q 1,JI. -- --+-----(Based on ; ---· - --SO~H CE ~ RAL 
20 . 0 ages lor 199 birds) i Adjusted Sex Ratio (January, 
· I\ i !1• 56 cocks per 100 hens 
1;,· ' 
·I , \ I I Age Ratio of Harvested Cocks: 
!l j 1. / I 2.1 young per adult 
1 • " • i Calculated Production . per Hen: 10;1 fo--..._u '-... i : 
. / ! 0~ j 2. 3 young reached hunting season j~J,_ ~-~~~~~~0~~-l--~0-~~-o~~~0 ~~-0 ~T-i_m_e_J_~-~-e~-t~~-~-~-~_:_:~:C: ___ . 
1956): 
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Areas which were checked intensively during the 1956 pheasant season. 
Hatching curves from all other areas checked are more or less 
erratic. 1'1hile this IJlb.y· reflect small sample siz~s, it suggests that 
there were interruptions in hatching or above average mortality of 
chicks or hens. 
NESTING STUDIES 
A study of nesting on one of our pheasant research areas in Clay 
County showed that, of all nests found, 14.8 percent were successfully 
hatched. This is only slightly higher than the 1955 figure. Predation 
was the cause of destruction of 34.8 percent of all nests destroyed 
while farming operations destroyed an additional 20.2 percent. How- . 
ever, only 2.6 percent of the hens on nests destroyed by predation were · 
killed while 18 percent of those on nests destroyed by farming operations 
were killed. At least 88.5 percent of the eggs found during the study 
showed embryonic development. The percent fertility undoubtedly exceeded 
this figure. 
WHAT CAUSED POOR REPRODUCTION? 
Several factors may have contributed to the limited production of 
young pheasants. However, few of these are more than ideas or theories. 
Nevertheless, it seems worthwhile to mention the possible influence vf 
drought, particularly as it may have effected pheasant populations in 
localities which were especially hard hit. 
Observations by our pheasant research men revealed that on the 
study area at Fairmont moisture conditions were relatively good. 
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Calculated production on this area was 3.5 young per hen. However, on 
the Clay Center area, only 25 miles away the drought was so severe 
that in many places weedy growth failed to reach one-third its normal 
height. Here the calculated production was only 2.9 young per hen. 
It is interesting to note that according to preliminary tabula-
tions, the release of 249 breeder hens on the Harvard area had very 
little influence on the total production of chicks on that area. This 
would suggest that there was not enough suitable habitat (perhaps 
nesting cover) to acconnnodate the greater number of hens. 
WHAT CAN WE EXPECT IN 1957? 
It is impossible to predict what will happen in the coming months. 
Mail carriers' counts in late January and early February will give us 
the approximate level of our breeding population. But the success or 
failure of these birds in building a large population for next fall will 
be determined by the conditions to which they are subjected during the 
next several months. 
Many factors known to us are capable of effecting the pheasant 
population and there are probably ot~ers which we do not yet recognize. 
Like any wild creatures, pheasants are dependent upon the environment. 
Given suitable conditions they have great capacity to reproduce and 
survive to build their numbers up rapidly. 
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INTENSIVE STUDY OF THE LIFE HISTORY 
AND ECOLOGY OF THE PHEASANT 
This study was inaugurated in August, 1954 as a concrete effort 
to secure facts needed to understand the ringneck and to manage him 
intelligently. The following report describes the principal accomplish-
ments of this intensive research program during its second year. The 
work is being done on three study areas near the towns of Fairmont, Clay 
Center and Harvard, 
The study areas were cover-mapped at intervals throughout the year 
so that vegetative changes could be followed. These will be correlated 
later with changes in the pheasant populaticns in an attempt to find out 
if there is a limiting effect on pheasant populations by cover conditions. 
About 96 per cent of the acreages of the three study areas was 
under intensive agricultural use during 1956. Wheat and corn occupied 
about one-half of the total acreage, oats and milo being the only other 
important grain crops. Waste areas wera limited to building sites, wet 
basins, fencerows and roadsides. Land in hay and pasture offered no 
cover fer pheasants. Pastures had been grazed to a height of one or two 
inches while hay had been mowed to a height of four inches or less. 
These two crops occupiec about 15 per cent of the total acreage of the 
three study areas. 
Aerial censuses were made on the three areas during January and 
February, 1956, giving an accurate late winter population figure for 
each area. Since sex of the birds cannot be determined from the air, 
each concentration of pheasants was then flushed from the ground to 
determine the relative numbers of cocks and hens. The total populations 
and the sex-ratios obtained in this manner were as follows: 
AREA 
Fairmont 
Harvard 
Clay Center 
POPULATION 
155 
207 
580 
SEX RATIO 
2.8 hens per cock 
2.4 hens per cock 
2.5 hens per cock 
Additional methods of establishing populations figures were used; 
these included crowing and roadside counts. Crowing counts for the 
spring of 1956, expressed as the number of calls per two minute stop, 
were as follows: Fairmont Area, 12.1; Harvard Area, 17.0, Clay Center 
Area, 32.1. 1956 spring roadside counts (birds seen per mile) were: 
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Fairmont Area, n.4; Harvard Area, 1.9~ Clay Center Area, 4.8. Both 
methods showed the same relative population levels between the areas 
as those shown by winter aerial cem,uses. 
An estimate of the population of cock pheasants during the hunting 
season was made on the Harvard Area. A sample of 57 cocks was trapped 
in October and both. legs of each bird were marked by branding with an 
electric pencil. This made an inconspicuous mark not noticed by the 
hunters. In this way,_an unbiased sample of legs was returned by hunters 
in the collection envelopes and the Lincoln index was applied. This 
method showed the fall population of cock pheasants on the Harvard Area 
to be 427. Time was not available to extend this project to the other 
two areas. 
A nest study was made during the summer on a seven square mile 
portion of the Harvard Area. The method used was based on that used by 
Allen Stokes on Pelee Island, Ontario. This method insures that each 
cover type. is sampled in proporticr~ to the use it receives by nesting 
pheasants; thus, production from each cover type and from the entire study 
area can be estimated. 
Forty-seven nest·J were found. These nests contained a total of 311 
eggs. Of the 47 nests, 14.8 per cent were successfully completed. Pre-
dation was the cause of destruction of 34.8 per cent of all nests 
destroyed and farming operations destroyed an additional 20.2 per cent. 
However, only 2.6 per cent of the hens on the nests destroyed by predation 
were killed, while 18 per cent of the hens on nests destroyed by farming 
operations were killed. 
Embryonic development was apparent in 88.5 per cent of the eggs 
f~und. This figure does not include eggs in which the embryo was too 
small to be discerned. Hence, the percent of eggs which were fertile 
was almost certainly higher. 
There were four maj~r plant species used as nesting cover. These 
were, in order of occurrence: smooth bromej cheat grass, bluegrass and 
wheat. 
Five hundred and seventy chicks were produced on the seven square 
miles studied during the period from May 14 to July 13. Although some 
chicks were hatched following July 13, the period of study covered the 
major portion of the breeding season so that this figure represents most 
of the production of chicks for the summer of 1956. 
Of all the chicks prpduced, 64 per cent were hatched in roadside 
cover and the remaining 36 per cent were hatched in wheat. Nests were 
found in three other cover types: alfalfa, field borders and unused 
areas (mostly weedy growth); however, none of the nests found in these 
cover types were successful. 
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Brood Information: 
Brood counts were made on the three study areas during July, August 
and September. Two hundred and thirty broods were seen, The average 
size of the broods was 4.7. All chicks seen were aged by visual estima-
tion supplemented by comparison with photographs of known-age birds, 
The hatching dates were determined and a hatching curve constructed which 
showed that the peak of hatching occurred about June 8. 
~ Season lnformation: 
Excellent hunting season data were gathered through the cooperation 
of the land operators on the study areas and the hunters. Each hunter 
was asked to pick up a large manilla envelope from the farmer when he 
asked permission to hunt. At the end of the hunt he answered questions 
listed on the envelope and deposited in the envelope a leg and wing from 
each pheasant killed. The hunters then left the envelopes in collection 
boxes located on section corners. The information thus gathered revealed 
that 58 cocks were shot on the Fairmont Area, 90 on the Harvard Area and 
84 on the Clay Center Area. In addition, 21 cocks were shot but not 
retrieved on the Fairmont Area, 22 on the Harvard Area and 10 on the Clay 
Center Area. 
The number of gun hours required to bag one bird was 3,4 on the 
Fairmont Area, 3,5 on the Harvard Area and 4.2 on the Clay Center Area. 
Age ratios of old to young birds were also obtained during the 
hunting season. These ranged from 4,8 young per adult on the Fairmont 
Area to 3.7 young per adult on the Harvard Area end 3.6 young per adult 
on the Clay Center Area. 
Hunting pressure was heaviest on the opening weekend and very light 
thereafter. 
~valuation of §iqcking: 
As a part of the evaluation of stocking phase of this project> 249 
hen pheasa~ts were secured from the Norfolk Game Farm and released on 
the Harvard 2+.udy Area. One hundred and nineteen were released on April 
10 and 130 on April 12. All the data required to evaluate this project 
properly have not yet been obtained. 
Road-killed and winter-killed pheasants were collected for fluor0-· 
scopic examination to determine the incidence of lead shot. All intact 
dead pheasants found in Clay and Fillmore Counties from November, 1954 
until June, 1955 were collected and additional birds were collected by 
Game Commission personnei in other parts of the state. 
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Jf the 54. males and 61 females flucrcscoped, 25. 9 p'er cent of the 
males and 8. 2 per cent of the femalEJS contained shot. 
If the number of hens bearing shot bears the same relationship to 
the number of hens harvested as the number of cocks bearing shot to the 
number of cocks harvested, then these data suggest that for every ttree 
cocks killed, one hen was killed. 
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1956 PHEASANT RELEAScS 
More phea5ants, 39,2•6, were released by.the Co11rnission during 
1956 than in any previous ~ear. In addition to those pheasants released 
into the wild, there were en hand at the Sacramento Game Farm 5,389 
pheasants of which 4,309 were hens and 1,080 were cocks, and at the 
Norfolk Game Farm 1,901 pheasants of which 1,609 were hens and 292 were 
cocks. The Norfolk phea$ants are used as breeders and are the source 
of hatching eggs. After a sufficient number of eggs have been collected 
(usually early June), these birds are released with the hope that some 
of them will establish nests and be successful in bringing off a brood. 
The Sacramento pheasants are loosely brailed and held in open top pens 
for spring release. 
Releases during 1956 occurred during several periods - April, 
May, June, August, September, and December. The first releases in 
April included 21,250 pheasants (80% hens) secured from Phessant-
Quail Stamp Act, and 6,340 carried over from 1955 production at the 
Sacramento Game Farm. April releases were allocated first, as matching 
birds to clubs operating Booster Units in 1955 which had not previously 
received matching birds, and second, to a selected group of counties 
within the so-called 'pheasant belt' which is ordinarily subjected to 
heavier hunting pressure. A minor release (1,330) occurred in June 
when the 1956 breeders were liberated. Most Booster Unit releases were 
accomplished in August ai1d September (4,019), but some (597) were held 
until after the close of the pheasant hunting season (November 13). All 
surplus .. cocks (5,760) were released prior to the hunting season (September). 
A limited number (250 hens) were liberated on the intensive pheasant study 
area in Clay and Fillmore counties. 
Ainsworth 
Chadron 
Ona ha 
North Platte 
Bayard 
Bridgeport 
Gordon 
Rushville 
Wayne 
SPRINq i956 RELE~ 
BOOSTER UNIT MATCHING BIRDS 
County 
Brown 
Dawes 
Douglas 
Lincoln 
Morrill 
Morrill 
Sheridan 
Sheridan 
Wayne 
PHEASANT STUDY AREA 
County 
Pheasants 
Releaeed 
Clay-Fillmore 250 
132 
Pheasants 
Released 
600 
450 
150 
600 
150 
450 
150 
600 
690 
Total 
250 
Total 
4,290 
l£!W. 
Brunswick 
Ainsworth 
Bristow 
Randolph 
South Sioux 
Chadron 
Ponca 
Omaha 
Spal<ling 
PHEASANT QUAIL STAMP PROGRAM 
County 
Adams 
Boone 
Buffalo 
Cuming 
Franklin 
Greeley 
Hall 
Hamil ton 
Harlan 
Howard 
Kearney 
Merrick 
Nance 
Nuckolls 
Phelps 
Platte 
Polk 
Sherman 
Stant:m 
Thayer 
Valley 
Wayne 
Webster 
Pheasants 
Released 
l,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1.000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
Total 
23,000 
PHEASANT BREEDER RELEASE 
County 
Knox 
Madison 
Pheasants 
Released 
1,280 
50 
SUMMER 1956 RELEASE 
BOOSTER UNITS 
5 Wk Old 
Pheasant 
County Received 
Antelope 300 
Brown 600 
Butte 150 
Cedar 300 
City Dakota 300 
Dawes 360 
Dix .. m 150 
Douglas 150 
Greeley 150 
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Total 
1,330 
Pheasants 
Released Per Cent 
258 86.0 
542 90.3 
144 96.0 
230 76.6 
250 83.3 
280 77.7 
132 88.0 
143 95.3 
90 60.0 
Total 
(Continued) 
:, Wk Old 
Pheasant Pheasants 
Town County Received Released Per Cent 
i''fOrfolk Madison 150 
Bayard Morrill 150 97 
Plainview Pierce 370 306 
Gordon Sheridan 800 510 
Rushville Sheridan 1,000 300 
Stanton Stanton 300 288 
Wayne Wayne 300 253 
Red Cl0ud Webster 150 46 
5,530 4,019 
Town 
Kimball 
County 
Butler 
Gage 
Jefferson 
Merrick 
Nance 
Polk 
Seward 
York 
SURPLUS COCKS 
Cocks Released 
720 
720 
720 
720 
720 
720 
720 
720 
FALL 1956 RELEASE 
BOOSTER UNITS 
5 Wk Old 
Count~ Pheasants 
Kimball 150 
North Platte Lincoln 600 
Scottsbluff Scotts Bluff 300 
Pheasant releases were ace omplished in the following 
numbers listed. 
Adams 1,000 Douglas 
Antelope 258 Fillmore 
E e>one 1,000 Franklin 
Brown 1,142 Gage 
Buffalo 1,000 Greeley 
Butler 720 Hall 
Butte 144 Hamilton 
Ced a!' 230 .Harlan 
Clay 125 Howard 
Cuming 1,000 Jefferson 
Dakota 250 Kearney 
Dawes 730 Kimball 
Dixon 132 Knox 
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64.6 
82.7 
63.7 
30.0 
96.0 
84.3 
30.6 
69.9 
Total 
5,760 
Pheasants 
Released 
354 
243 
counties and 
293 
125 
1,000 
720 
1,090 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1~000 
720 
1,000 
1,280 
Total 
--4,019 
Total 
597 
in the 
Lincoln )54 Scotts Bluff 243 
Madison 200 Seward . 720 
Merrick 1,720 Sheridan 2,010 
Morrill 697 Sherman 1,000 
Nance 1,720 Stanton 1,288 
Nuckolls 1,000 Thayer 1,000 
Phelps 1,000 Valley 1,000 
Pierce 306 Wayne 1,943 
Platte 1,000 Webster 1,046 
Polk 1,720 York 720 
TOTAL 39,246 
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PHEASANT-STAMP PHEASANTS 
While the initial spring release of hen pheasants was accomplished 
during the spring of 1955 in York County, the first major releases were 
made in 19560 The following report concerns the information given co-
operating Wildlife Clubs and othE!r ci vie groups who so generous! y 
participated in the programo The selection of release locations with 
favorable unoccupied habitat was stressed by providing each cooperating 
individual a leaflet discussing pheasant habitat requirements. Following 
the hunting season, each group was requested to report their opinion 
re9arding the success or failure of the program. 
Pheasants purctased with funds secured from the sale of 
Pheasant-Quail Hunting Stamps will be allocated to part of the 
counties within the pheasant belt of Nebraska. Because of the 
limited number of birds available at this time, it is necessary 
to restrict the number of counties to receive the original 
releases. Releases will be made in other pheasant belt counties· 
as they become available. 
As shown on the attached map, pheasant releases are planned 
now for the following counties: 
Adams 
Boone 
Buffalo 
Cuming 
Franklin 
Greeley 
Hall 
Hamilton 
Harlan 
Howard 
Kearney 
Merrick 
Nance 
Nuckolls 
Phelps 
Platte 
Polk 
Sherman 
Stanton 
Thayer 
Wayne 
Webster 
Valley 
It is intended to accomplish releases through the co-
operation of wildlife clubs and local farm operators. Clubs 
in cooperating counties will appoint committees to contact 
farmers who are desirous of releaseing pheasants on their 
land and who have adequate habitat on their land at this time 
to receive pheasants~ 
About 1,000 birds will be allocated per county, and releases 
will begin as soon as weather conditions permit. A truck load 
of birds will be brought to a central point within the county 
and transferred to crates and boxes for farm release. No 
pheasants will be tr2nsferred to used or dirty pountry crates. 
Ten birds (8 hens and 2 cocks) will be released at a location. 
Many of these birds have been brailed and will not have full power 
of flight at the time release is made. 
Each person receiving birds will obtain a receipt on which 
will be recorded the name and address of the land operator, band 
numbers of birds released, and the place where the release is made. 
A short article on Pheasant Habitat will be given each person 
releasing pheasants to emphasize the need for good-all year-pheas-
ant habitat to insure a pheasant ~opulation. Instructions will 
be furnished on how to release pheasants without undue excitement. 
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PHEASANT i-lABITAT - SPRING AND Silllu"AER 
Nebraska's pheasant populations have suffered severly since the 
peak years. Little can be done about some of the causes of the decrease 
in the pheasant population; we can do something about the terrific 
destruction of pheasant habitat, 
Since the pheasant is a short-lived bird, each year's huntable 
population is dependent upon nesting success during the preceding 
spring and summer. The birds themselves are the only good judges of 
habitat. Our studies and observations have revealed certain charac-
teristics of areas where pheasants reproduce successfully. These 
are presented b_riefly to aid you in appraising the habitat in your 
area or to guide you in the selection of places where breeder hens 
are released. The shortage of just~ of the necessities can make 
an area unsuitable. If winter h~bitat is inad~quate, the birds may 
be unable to survive. 
FOOD --- Food is plentiful during the summer months in most of Nebr-
aska, as waste grain, weed seeds, and insects are usually available. 
In certain areas, intensive farming and weed and insect spraying 
have made these items scarce. Man's destruction of insects may be 
especially important since they are necessary in the diet of very 
young birds. 
WATER --- The extent to which pheasants are dependent upon open water 
for drinking is not fully understood. During most of the year, water 
derived from juicy berries and insects may be entirely adequate. 
During the hot, dry days of late summer, drinking water should be 
available to them. A farm pond, or a cornfield where irrigation 
will be carried on, should serve their needs. 
LOAFING COVER --- Areas of heavy cover are necessities for protection 
when the birds are resting and dusting. Tall vegetati~n is desirable 
to furnish protection from the weather and intense heat from the sun. 
It is also necessary to provide hiding and camouflage to protect th? 
birds from predators. A program of predator control should not be 
considered as a measure to make up for deficient cover. 
,Loafii1g cover may take a variety of forms. A common and satis-
fac~ory type is the fencerow or unused patch grown up to tall weeds 
with plum thickets or other brushy cover. Weeds are far superior 
to grass as loafing cover. 
i'JESTING COVER -- Pheasants frequently nest in fields· planted to hay, 
grain, and grass corps, and it is here that farm machinery destroys 
nests and nesting hens. Given an undisturbed patch of native grasses 
and weeds, a hen is less likely to nest in cultivated land. Unlike 
loafing cover, grass is often one of the indicators of good nesting 
cover. 
1RAVEL LANES Each part of pheasant habitat must be available to 
the birds if it is of value. An area capable of sheltering dozens 
of birds may go unu5ed by pheasa~ts if surrounded by land that is 
burned or plowed. Weedy fencerows, standing wheat stubble, high 
milo stubble, and brushy draws provide the needed shelter over a 
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network of trails used by pheasants and other game. By leaving 
these naturally occurring areast the land's capacity to produce 
and hold pheasants and other game will be greatly increased. 
UNOCCUPIED LIVING SPACE FCR PHEASANTS TO BE STOCKED -- Pheasants 
do not tolerate overcrowding, and to attempt to build the population 
above the level that can be accommodated by the available food, 
water, loafing cover, or nesting cover, will result in little or no 
benefit. Areas in which new habitat has been supplied or where the 
pheasants have been decimated by weather stand the best chance of 
being benefitted by stocking. 
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QUAIL 
There was an excellent carry-over of birds through the relatively 
mild winter of 1955 - 1956. Mail Carriers' records obtained in late 
January indicated a small increase of birds over the same period in 
1955. Late April and early August records indicated a population 
similar to that of 1955. 
The intensive "whistle count" survey conducted in July by conserva-
tion officers, land managers and game managers, indicated an excellent 
population throughout the quail range. Fifteen southeastern counties 
showed a substantial in~rease in 1956 over an excellent 1955 population. 
Al though past years' da':.a from the northeastern part of the state were 
limited, indica ti or. <s we..:~e that there had been a boom in quail popula-
tions in this area also. 
The Republican River Counties and possibly the western Platte 
River Counties of Lincoln and Keith showed populations below 1955. 
Mail Carrierst records of early August also indicated this region d~wn 
from 1955, Despite this apparent decline, however, there was a good 
population remaining. 
In 1956, for the first time since before 1940, there was an open 
season on quail in the northeastern part of the state. The newly 
opened territory lay north of U. S. highway #30 and extended from the 
Missouri river westward to include Knox, Antelope and Boone counties, 
Nance, Merrick and Howard counties had previously been included in the. 
open territory. The ten day open season lasted from November 3 through 
November 12. The daily bag limit was six and the possession limit 
twelve. The remainder of the territory in which hunting was permitted 
opened on November 3 and closed December 2 with the same bag and 
possession limits as the northeast area, 
Quail hunters span~ more time in the field this year than in any 
previous year. The lon;er season, liberalized possession limit and 
excellent bird populations were probably contributing factors. Hunter-
cooperators reported an average of 5.2 quail hunting trips in 1956 
compared to 3.8 the previous year and 4,5 in 1954. They spent an 
average of 17 hours, 20 minutes in the field compared to 13:25 in 1955. 
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Hunting success was similar to the excellent hunting of 1955. An 
average of one hour and 18 minutes of hunting time was required for 
each covey flushed compared to 1:14 in 1955. Quail were bagged at the 
rate of 1.2 per gun hour compared to 1.1 a year ago. The average 
season bag was 20.5 birds per reporting cooperator compared to 15.5 
last year. They bagged an average of 1.5 birds for each covey flushed. 
Only 8.3 percent of the downed birds were lost. This represents the 
lowest percentage of losses since this type of data have been obtained. 
The newly opened northeast area experienced so little quail lnmting 
that no significant amount of hunting season data were collected. 
Apparently very few hunters went quail hunting and the majority of the 
land owners would not permit quail hu..~ting. 
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PRAIRIE CHICKEN AND SHARP-TAILED GROUSE 
Census tf breeding ~irds: 
A systematic survey of the prairie grouse breeding range was con-
ducted for the second consecutive_year. This survey was made in the 
spring of 1956 over the sandhill and northern panhandle region of 
Nebraska. An attempt was made to locate all of the booming and dancing 
grounds within one mile on either side of the route and to determine 
the number of males displaying on each. The counts were ma.de along 
fourteen routes in order to secure an index of breeding grouse per 
square mile. 
The surveys gave an approximate 1956 breeding grouse index of 1.8 
prairie chickens and 1.0 sharptails per square mile. This represented 
an increase of 13 percent in prairie chickens and 25 percent in sharp-
tails over the 1955 index of 1.6 and 0.8 respectively. However, these 
indicated changes are subject to the different weather conditions 
prevailing in the two survey periods. Hence, it was assumed that there 
was no significant change from 1955 to 1956. 
Counts of prairie grouse broods were collected from June 15 to 
August 15, 1956 in a joint effort by all department personnel in the 
major grouse range of the state. Dry weather and adverse cover condi-
tions during this period greatly contributed to the fact that only 
forty-nine grouse broods were seen in 1956 as compared to seventy .. two 
in 1955. 
Brood sizes in 1956 appeared to be slightly larger than in 1955 
in both the prairie chicken and sharp-tailed grouse. Also, the data· 
from these random observations indicated that the peak of the prairie 
grouse hatch occurred during the third week in June and this was verified 
by information taken from the wings of juvenile grouse collected at 
hunter checking stations during the 1956 hunting season. 
Data ~rom hunters: 
Three roadside checking stations were set up at strategic points 
in the major grouse range during the 1956 hunting season to collect 
prairie grouse productivity data from hunters who stopped voluntarily. 
Grouse hunting was poorer in 1956 than in 1955 according to the 
reports of 351 hunters who were interviewed at these checking station~ 
by department biologists. These hunters reported an average daily bag 
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of 0.94 grouse per man, and spent 6.65 man-hours of hunting for each 
bird bagged. 
Biologists examined 232· grouse bagged by hunters. The sample 
consisted of 80 percent sharptails, and 2~ percent prairie chickens. 
Prairie chickens were taken only in the eastern counties of the open 
areas where they comprised 8 to 47 percent of the bag. 
The 1956 age ratios for sharptails and prairie chickens were 1.41 
and 0.59 young pe·~ adult, respectively. This represents still poorer 
production than iri 1955, when there was .92 young prairie chicken per 
adult and 1.95 young sharptails per adult in the hunter's bag. 
As a result of poor production, counties in the eastern portion 
of the range will probably show a decreased breeding population in 
195?. It appears that breeding populations in the western portion of 
the range might be relatively unchanged in the spring of 1957. 
WATERFOWL INVESTIGATIONS 
1955 Hunters Succoso Survey 
Some of the preliminary statewide figures from the 1955 hunters 
success survey were presented in the 1955 annual report. However, 
sinco detailed tabulations were not available at that time, a complete 
report is presented here. 
The second annual :.mnter success survey using a statistically 
reliable postcard questionnaire survey was conducted in 1955. The 
questions enabling the determination of the waterfowl hunting success 
have bGen standardized in the Central Flyway states and were the same as 
used in the 1954 survey. However, questions enabling the determination 
of the upland game hunting success were added to the 1955 Nebraska 
questionnaire. 
The survey procedure involved the preparation of a mailing list 
from the duplicate 1954 resident hunting permits. The sampling rate 
was one in each twenty 1954 hunting license buyers which gave a sample 
of 6,951 hunters. Just prior to the 1955 waterfowl season, each of 
these hunters was sent a notice of his being selected and a tally card 
on which to record his hunting success. A questionnaire was ITailed tc 
each hunter the day following the close of the waterfowl hunting season; 
another was mailed three weeks later to all those perscns not answering 
the survey by that date. The survey closed six weeks after the water-
fowl hunting season. 
The two contacts of the 6,951 hunters in the sample resulted in 
3,222 returns or a 46.3 percent return rate. Of this number, 1,282 or 
40.2 percent indicated that they hunted waterfowl one or more times. 
This percentage of the licensed hunters in Nebraska would indicate 
67,544 waterfowl hunters in 1955; however, only 58,335 migratory water-
fowl hunting stamps were sold in 1955. This discrepancy probably 
resulted from a differential in response from waterfowl hunters as 
compared to upland game hunters caused by excellent waterfowl hunting 
and only mediocre upland game hunting. The 1954 duck stamp sales 
totaled 59,455; a comparison of stamp sales would indicate approximately 
the same number of waterfowl hunters in 1955 as in 1954. 
The reported average seasonal waterfowl kill per hunter was 12.6 
ducks, .26 geese, and 0.5 coots. The elimination of bias errors 
inherent in surveys of this type resulted in corrected seasonal bags 
of 9.76 ducks, .19 geese, and .05 coots for each waterfowl hunter in 
the sample. Comparison with the 1954 average seasonal bags shows a 49.5 
percent increase in the duck bag and a 25 percent decreese in the goose 
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bag (no comparison is available for coots). Tte change in the tctal 
statewide kill probably approximates the change in the average seasonal 
bag. 
The major portion of the incre1sed duck kill was reflected in 
the kill of mallards which made up 73 percent of the 1955 bag as compared 
tv 53 percent of the 1954 bag. Figure 1 presents a graphic comparison 
of the 1954 and 1955 species composition. 
Figure 2 presents a ccmparison of the average season duck kill as 
reported by areas (Figure J). Figure 4 presents the reported duck kill 
by periods, The 1955 waterfowl hunting season was October 8 to December 
21, inclusive. 
Winter Banding 
One thousand twenty five ducks including 1,022 mallards, 2 black 
ducks, and 1 pintail, were banded during January, 1956. Those ducks were 
part of a flock which winters on warm-water sloughs adjacent to the 
Platte River between Douglas and Saunders Counties. In addition, 34 
ducks that were banded at this sito during previous-winters were trapped 
and released. These included 18 banded in 1955, 7 banded in 1954, 7 
banded in 1953, and 2 banded in 1952. 
1956 Breeding Ground Survey 
A survey of the waterfowl breeding grounds in Nebraska was conducted 
for the ninth consecutive year in cooperation with the U. S. Fish and 
Vildlife Service. The survey is designed to provide an index to the 
breeding ducks in Nebraska, to prov_~_de a forecast of the prcduction that 
may be expected, and to show the trends from year to year. Aerial surveys 
were used to gather the bulk of the data for the third consecutive year. 
The breeding ground ~onditions were adverse to high production of 
waterfowl in 1956. The weather rerrained too cold for nesting activities 
until late May when unseasonably warm weather set in. Drought conditions 
which had prevailed over most of the sandhills for two years, continued 
in 1956 resulting in a dry-up of water areas. The majority of the 
potholes were gone at the start of the season and by summer, many of the 
large lakes were low or completely dry. This situation was most serious 
in eastern Nebraska areas. 
A significant increase in the duck population was detected during 
the surveys. However, the increase was made up of non-breeding or late 
migrant ducks and no significant change could be detected in the breeding 
populatiop. Table I presents the waterfowl breeding population indexes 
and trends as determined from the aerial surveys. 
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Figure 1. Species Composition of the 1954 and 1955 
Duck Kills 
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Figure 2. Comparison of 1954 and 1955 average Seasonal Duck 
Kill as Report8d by Areas. 
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Table I: Waterfowl Breeding Populations Trends 
1956 aerial index • 
• • •• 123 ,639 
1955 aerial index • • • . . . • • 92,204. change - 1955 to 1956 ••• +34.1% 
Average. 1954-55 aerial index •• 123,166, change to 1956 ••••••• , •• + 0.4% 
1956 breeding duck index. . . 94,949 
1955 breeding duck index ••••• 101,864. change - 1955 to 1956 ••• - 6.8% 
Production was delayed two weeks or more by the late spring. Breed 
counts indicated a significant decrease in brood density and brood 
size which resulted in a considerable decrease in the production forecast 
for Nebraska. These docreases were general over most cf the southern 
Central Flyway breeding grounds. 
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1956 Brood Banding 
Only 38? ducks wore banded during the summor brood banding efforts 
including 240 ducklings and 147 molting adults. The total included 244 
blue-winged teal, 58 mallards, 36 gadwalls, 25 pintails, ? redheads, 6 
baldpatc, 5 shovellers, 3 green-winged teal, 2 scaup, and 1 canvasback. 
A female blue-winged teal that had been banded August 5, 1954 7 as 
a duckling on Stockdale Lake, Rock County, was trapped and released 
July 30, 1956, on Lanz Lake, 10 miles from Stockdale Lake. Another 
female blue-winged teal banded August 6, 1954, as a duckling on Lanz 
Lake, Rock County, was trapped and released July 30, 1956~ on the same 
lake. 
1956 Waterfowl Migration Survey 
A survey designed to determine the dates of migration and peak 
populations of each species in the various parts of the state was 
initiated during the fall of 1956. A lack of personnel and survey 
time made the data so limited as to preclude any conclusions regarding 
1956 migrations. However, general observations did indicate that the 
very mild fall weather caused a gradual, steady roigratio~ of all 
species with no signifi~ant nflightsn. 
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FUR HARVEST 
The 1955 - 1956 trapping season continued the general decline of 
the fur industry in Nebraska. Since the 1951-52 season, the number of 
trappers has declined each year. The annual catch and the average 
catch per trapper of most species has also declined. Pelt prices have 
remained low or have shown but little improvement for some species. 
There were 3909 permits sold for the 1955 - 1956 trapping season. 
Following the season a postal card questionnaire was mailed to 85% cf 
the permittees. The usable cards returned represented 21% of the 
permits sold. The accompanying tables present the results of the 
compilations and calculations of these data. 
The total fur catch is shown in table I. Results from previous 
years are shown for comparison. '!he catch of badger, civet, coyote, fox 
and weasel all showed appreciable gains. These gains were all due to 
the greater number of trappers taking these speaies. The average take 
per trapper reporting taking these species remained about the same. 
The incr~}ased take of skunk was due to the increased number of trappers 
taking skunk and the greater catch per reporting trapper. 
Table I~ Calculated Fur Take 
195:l-54 1954-55 1955-56 
Badger 446 389 679 
Bea Ye I' 6 ... 570 9,458 16,836 
Bobc~,t 46 84 80 
Civet li728 983 1,785 
Coyote 1,733 957 1,817 
Red Fox 783 230 611 
Mi~k 16,639 12,415 10,895 
Hl.A::.:~rat 168J877 133,286 109,808 
Opossum 5,870 3 ,l.j.18 4,681 
Raccoon 24,133 19.,6?6 22,516 
Skunk 5,906 3,107 4,923 
Weasel 327 254 380 
All Species 233,048 184,348 175,043 
The average take for those trapp€rs. taking beaver was a little 
below the previous year. The increase in the total beaver harvest is 
accounted for by the large increa,se in the number of beaver trappers. 
The number of beaver trappers increased to 1840 from 9nn the year before. 
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The percentage of trappers taking muskrat dropped frow 84% to 79%j 
and the average catch per trapper taking muskrats dropped from 40.5 to 
35.7. These two facts plus a small rtecrease in number of trappers 
resulted in a substantial decrease ~-n the muskrat harvest again. The 
109,800 muskrats harvested this pas,: season is less than 30% of the 
1951 - 1952 catch of 366,900. The decline of the 'rat harvest is 
largely a reflection of two factors, (1) 23% fewer trappers than there 
were in 1951-52; (2) substantially reduced muskrat populations. The 
reduced population may be attributed to two factorsj (1) muskrats have 
been on the declining portion of their cycle since the 1951-52 season; 
(2) reduced habitat directly or indirectly due to the drowth. 
Mean average prices, shown in table II, are similar to those of 
the previous year. Notable increases were: Raccoon $1.66 to $2.04, 
and muskrats 5 cents more. Mean average prices for beaver and m~nk 
dropped 56 cents and 54 cents respectively. · 
Table II. Average Take Per Trapper Raporting Taking 
% of Trap- Mean Ave. 
Zone 1 Zone 2 State pers Taking Price 
Per Pelt 
Badger 1.73 2.10 2.04 8.6 '.$0.56 
Beaver 12.01 8.37 9.19 47.1 8,22 
Bobcat 2.33 2,.00 2.12 1.0 
Civet 2.57 J.88 .3.79 12.1 0.71 
Coyote 6~00 J.74 4.11 11.4 1.94 
Red Fox 1.33 2.84 2.74 5.8 1.88 
Mink 6.05 4.07 4.42 63.4 16.41 
Muskrat 64.47 30.38 35.71 79.1 0.89 
Opossum 3.83 5.69 5.56 21.7 0.18 
Fae coon 11,91 10.99 11.1.3 52.0 2.04 
Skunk 6.52 5.·24 5.47 23.1 0.84 
Weasel 3.25 1.59 1.90 5.1 0.90 
All Species 69.36 40.46 45.01 
While the sport of trapping does not attract a large number of 
persons, it draws from all age groups. According to the duplicates of 
the perrr1i ts, trappers ranged in age from 8 to 87 years. Nearly 30 
percent were under 20 years and 53 percent were 30 or younger. Sixteen 
percent were over 50 years and nearly seven percent were over 60. There 
were 11 female trappers. 
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BIG GAME 
Nebraska's big game herds are young and growing resources. Without 
the benefit of many years of experience with deer and antelope under 
our particular conditions, it is necessary that we do our utmost to 
obtain the basic information necessary to manage these important wild-
life resources. Checks and surveys are being conducted throughout the 
year to keep us informed en the constantly changing populations, food 
supplies, herd conditions, etc. 
Population Surveys 
Attempts to develop suitable techniques for determining population 
trends of deer in Nebraska were initiated in 1954. Emphasis has been 
placed on the development of two techniques: (1) gr~und spotlight 
counts on specified routes and (2) aerial counts on selected river 
systems. 
Ground spotlight sounts: 
Pre-hunting season and post-hunting season spotlight counts were 
taken on three routes, each about 60 miles in length, in Sioux, Dawes 
and Sheridan counties. Pre-season counts were made during August, October 
and November, 1955. Post-season counts were taken during January, 1956. 
Since the 1955 spotlight counts were the initial surveys of this 
type in the Pine Ridge, no comparisons. can be ma.de with past years to 
determine population· trends. The survey did bring to lightj however, 
some interesting information on deer populations within the Pine Ridge 
and possible modifications of the technique to yield more reliable data. 
Table I presents basic data for each of the survey periods. 
Results of the surveys showed considerable variation in the number 
of deer observed per mile of route for each of the months in which the 
ccunts were taken. Most of the variation can probably be attributed to 
behavior of the animals, as may be affected by various factors of the 
environment, and the visibility. October counts were higher on all 
routes than were the August and November counts. Since experience in~ 
dicated that a route sixty miles in length was too long to be completed 
efficiently in one night, subsequent counts will be taken on routes 
twenty miles in length and pre-season counts will be made during October 
only. 
The extreme variation in monthly counts also indicates that the 
technique may have only limited applicability to studies of deer popula-
tions in Nebraska. 
1.54 
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TABLE I 
Results Of Spotlight Surveys In The Pine Ridge For August, October, and November of 1955, and January of 1956 
ROUTE PERIOD DATE FMlNS ADULT 
MALES 
---·· 
Pre-season Aug. 23 11 24 
Oct. 10 47 19 
SIOUX Nov. 22 23 14 
~~-seasun TOTALS 81 _57 Jan. 12 15 2 
-------
re-season Aug. 25 23 19 
Oct. 12 46 7 
DAWES Nov. 23 29 10 
TOTALS 98 36 
Post-season Jan. 23 16 7 
Pre-season Aug. 26 12 11 
SHERIDAN Oct. 13 u 16 
----~-----
----·--· 
-----~J~9TALS ____ _ _2f:? _____ _:_?7 
* As reeasured by odometer of automobile. 
*~~ Route later shortened. 
--·- ·---·- -------------·--
-
ADULT UNIDENT- TOTAL *LENGTH OF NO DEER 
FEMALES IF I ED R::UTE (MI. ) OB.SERVED 
PER MILE 
30 23 88 **69.9 1.26 
49 40 155 60.6 2.56 
23 5.3 113 58.8 L92 
102 116- 356 189.3 1.88 
9 33 59 58.9 1.00 
23 3 68 61.l l.ll 
36 31 120 57.2 ;(..10 
21 21 81 56.3 1.44 
80 55 269 174.6 1.56 
12 39 74 56.7 1.30 
16. 5 44 61.7 0.71 
9 8 47 62 .• 2 0.76 
25 ________ __!_3 _ _i __ 9_~ 123~ 0 0.73 
Lf\ 
Lr\ 
rl 
Post-season counts were considerably lower than those taken during 
the pre-season period but altered behavior of the deer was believed to 
have been responsible for the lower counts rather than a heavy removal 
during the hunting season. 
Data obtained during the spotlight surveys indicated that the den-
sity of deer in the Pine Ridge decreases from.the west to the east. 
Using the data obtained during October, 1955, Sioux county had the 
highest density with 2.56 deer observed per mile, followed by Dawes 
with 2.1 per mile and Sheridan county with 0.76 per mile. 
Aerial Qounts: 
Aerial counts of deer were initiated during March, 1955, on the 
Missouri, Niobrara, and North Platte Rivers. Comparable surveys were 
continued on these rivers during February, 1956 and an additional 
aerial route was set up from Beemer to Clearwater along the Elkhorn 
River. 
When compared to the 1955 survey, it appears that more deer were 
using the deciduous cover along the North Platte River in 1956. In 
1956, 139 different deer were observed between Oshkosh and the Wyoming 
line as compared to 72 in 1955. On the standard flight path from 
Oshkosh west to the line, 101 deer were noted. 
The count was slightly lower, although not significantly, along 
the Missouri and Niobrara Rivers. In March, 1955, 66 deer were noted 
along the flight path and in 1956~ 60 deer were observed. The lower 
count in 1956, at least in part, was probably due to the flooding of 
river bottoms between Yankton and Niobrara resulting in less suitable 
habitat along the route in 1956. 
No counts were taken along the Elkhorn River during 1955. Counts 
taken from Beemer to Clearwater indicated that the deer population along 
the Elkhorn compared well with populations in drainages of other areas 
open to hunting and that the population could withstand a limited 
harvest. In all, 105 different deer were observed with 86 being re-
corded along the standard flight path from Beemer to Clearwater. 
Postcard Questionnaire Suryey of ~ Operators in Western Nebraska To 
Obtain Information ~ Population Leyels: 
A systematic postcard questionnaire survey of land operators was 
conducted in Western Nebraska during the spring of 1956 to obtain 
information on approximete population levels of deer and additional 
infcrmation on the 1955 harvest. An attempt was made to contact the 
operators of sections 8 and 26 of each township in the panhandle. 
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Ap~ .. -< ~dmate population levels 1mre computed by two methods, using 
one as a check against the other. 'l'he survey was designed to yield only 
approximations of the population levels and the status of deer in western 
Nebraska during the fall of 1955 and the spring of 1956. 
Response from the land operators was excellent. Of 631 contacted, 
329 or 52.2 percent returned the original questionnaire. Follow-up 
questionnaires were sent to all those not returning the first and 44 
percent of these were returned. The over-all response was 71 percent. 
Based on data supplied by the.respondents, the following population 
levels were indicated for the fall cf 1955: 
(1) Sioux, Dawes, Sheridan, Box Butte -- 23 1000 - .30,000 deer 
(2) Banner, Scottsbluff, Morrill, Garden -- 11,000 - 15,000 deer 
(3) Kimball, Cheyenne, Deuel -- 7000 deer. 
Reports of the cooperators indicated that only about eight percent 
of the population was harvested in the Pine Ridge during 1955 and about 
10 percent wae removed in Banner, Scottsbluff, Morrill and Garden 
counties. The estimate was substantiated by the extremely high hunter 
success in these areas during 1955. The data also indicated that a 
considerable portion of the herd was not subjected to shooting pressure 
during the season. In the Upper Platte, 71 percent of the respondents 
reported the occurrence of deer on their farm or ranch but only 39 per·-
cent of these reported some harvest of deer from their property. In the 
Pine Ridge, 75 percent noted the occurrence of deer and 49 percent of 
these indicated some harvest. Considering the high hunter success and 
the data supplied by landowners in relation to the reproductive capacity 
of deer, it was quite obvious that the 1955 ha~est, as a single factor 
of herd control, was not great enough to stabilize the deer herd in 
western Nebraska. 
DISTRIBUTION OF DEER IN NEBRASKA 
Data on the distri1ution of deer in Nebraska were obtained from three 
sources: (1) check station data gathered during the 1955 open season; 
(2) landowner survey for deer populations in western Nebrae!i:a; and (3) 
Conservation Officers' records of deer mortality. 
Check station data provided the most valuable source of information 
for the areas open to hunting in 1955. The locations of kills, as 
reported by hunters, are presented on the accompanying maps. 
In general, the white-tailed deer is the predominant species only 
in the extreme eastern cou.~ties. Although they may be found along streams 
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throughout most of the state, the proportion of whitetails diminishes 
rapidly ~o the west and yields to the mule deer as the predominant 
species in the vicinity of Holt County. Conservation Officers' deer 
mortality records indic'tted a mixed population of mule and white-tailed 
deer in the Elkhorn RivJr Valley with the predominance of whitetails 
probably yielding to mule deer in Antelope county. 
The deer population in the panhandle is almost entirely mule deer. 
In 1955, white-tailed deer comprised only 2.6 percent of the total 
harvest in the Pine Ridge area and about 1.2 percent in the Upper Platte. 
The mule deer population extends east along the streams and through the 
sandhills. The eastern extreme of a reported mule deer kill was in the 
nof"'the&«3tern corner of Knox county. However, mule deer probably occur 
in Knox and Cedar counties only as small isolated colonies, much the 
same as the white-tailed deer occur in the panhandle. 
All mortality records in the ·Platte River system east of Dawson 
county were white-tailed deer while records west of Dawson county were 
all mule deer. 
The land operator survey indicated good distribution of deer in 
western Nebraska. In Banner, Scottsbluff, Morrill, and Garden counties, 
71 percent of those responding to the questionnaire reported the 
occurrence of deer on their farms or ranches. In Sioux, Dawes, Sheridan 
and Box Butte counties, 75 percent indicated the occurrence of deer. 
The animals were not so well distributed in the southern thre-0 counties 
of'fthe panhandle where only 38 percent of the land operators reported 
deer. 
ANALYSIS OF 1955 DEER HARVEST DATA 
Hunter success, arr!as open t:l hunting and the number of deer 
harvested were discussed in the 1955 annual report. Detailed infor~.a­
tion which was not tabulated in time for that report is presented in 
the following paragraphs. 
Sex composition of the mule deer harvest in western Nebraska was 
52.2 percent males and 47.8 percent females, (including fawns). Sex 
ratios of mule deer fawns heavily favored males. or 810 fawns killed 
in the Pine Ridge and Upper Platte units, 459 were males making a fawn 
sex rat!o of 131 Males:lOO Females. 
Species composition remained about the same as in past years in the 
Pine Ridge, Upper Platte and Sandhills management units. However, in 
the Upper Missouri the proportion of white-tailed deer represented in 
the harvest decreased considerably from that of the 1954 harvest~ The 
percentage of mule deer in this area rose from 21.4 percent in 1954 to 
41.5 percent in 1955. 
Three factors could have been responsible for this change: (1) a 
greater hunting pressure in the western portion of the area during 1955; 
1)8 
(2) deep snows forcing the htmters to hunt open country where mule deer 
are more apt to be located; and (3) mortality of white-tailed deer between 
the opon seasons of 1954 and 1955. It was believed to have been the 
result of one or both of the two latter factors with some evidence indi-
cating mortality as t~e factor. Numerous reports concerning mortality 
of white-tailed deer were received by Game Commission personnel in 
District III and by check station personnel during the open deer season. 
Although none of the reports could be verified positively, the change in 
species composition tends to substantiate the reports. 
Age composition of the mule deGr bucks in the Pine Rid~e and Upper 
Platte followed much the same pattern as in 1954 with the 12 year age 
class comprising the bulk of the kill. This again illustrates the 
transition of the Nebraska deer herd trom one of large trophy animals 
(a herd with the majority of adult males in older age classes) to one 
which may be considered a 11meat 11 herd. As the rate of removal in these 
areas increases, we may expect an even larger proportion of the bucks 
to be represented in the younger age classes. 
Removal from the male mule deer population in the Sandhills manage-
ment unit has not been so great as in the Pine Ridge and Upper Platte. 
This is evidenced by the higher pro~ortion of old animals represented in 
the harvest. 
Age composition of mule deer females in western Nebraska indicated 
that the Pine Ridge management unit may have a higher productivity than 
the Upper Platte. In both 1954 and 1955, a higher proportion of fawns 
and yearlings were represented in the harvest from the Pine Ridge than 
from the Upper Platte. 
In general, the physical condition of animals killed during 1955 
remained good. However, in the Pine Ridge, the mean weights of male 
fawns and yearling ma~es was 4.4 and 3.5 pounds less than the animals 
of the same ages inspected during 1954. The lowest average weights 
for these age classes were recorded in the vicinity of Crawford and 
north of Harrison. In the Upper Platte area, the smallest animals 
were taken in the i 1Tildcat Hills of Scotts Bluff and Banner counties. 
The pattern of the daily kill fJllowed the same trend as in past 
years with the bulk of the harvest being taken on the opening day. In 
the Upper Platte management unit·, approximately 55 percent of the kill 
occurred on the first day and about 60 percent were killed on opening 
day in the Pin~ Ri~ge. By the close of the second day, 73 percent and 
80 percent of the total harvest had been taken in the Upper Platte and 
Pine Ridge units respectively. In the Sandhills and Upper Missorui, 
'Where hunters were allowed to take only bucks, the kill was more evenly 
distributed throughout the season and did not drop so sharply after the 
opening day. 
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BROWSE EXAMINATION ON THE NEBRASKA NATIONAL FOREST 
Browse examination plots to determine the degree of browse· utiliza-
tion by deer and the compatability of deer populations with range 
conditions were established on the Forest in 1945. These plots have 
been examined in late winter each subsequent year. 
In March, 1956, buckbrush, chokecherry and upland willow showed 
increased use, indicating an increased deer population. Cedars in 
some areas were being severely browsed while in others, current growth 
was exceeding the utilization. In general, the drought conditions and 
increased browsing left much of the available browse in poor condition. 
DEER HUNTING IN 1956 
· The special archery s~ason in 1956 was the second such season on 
big game in the history of Nebraska. 
Although archers were restricted to only one deer permit for each 
three coEsecutive seasons, the same as rifle hunters, the number of 
permits allotted increased from 173 in 1955 to 275 in 1956. The 
increase in archery hunters probably reflected the expansion of areas 
open to hunting and an increased interest in this mode of taking deer. 
The number of archers can be expected to increase greatly when legisla-
tive restrictions on permits are removed and when the open areas are 
further expanded, ma.kins the recreational outlet readily available to 
people in other areas of the state. 
The 1956 season was divided into two parts. Bow and arrow hunters 
were allowed to hunt on the Nebraska National Forest in Thomas and 
Blaine counties from September 15 through September 25. In the second 
part, archers were allowed to hunt from October 11 through November 13 
in an area which included all or parts of twenty-three counties located 
along the Missouri River and the eastern portion of the Platte River, 
The bag limit was one deer of any sex or age. No restrictions were 
placed on the number of permits to be issued. 
During the first part-of the season, 62 archers registered at 
Forest Headquarters to hunt on the Nebraska National Forest. Five deer 
were taken in the eleven day season. 
In the second part of the season, 23 archers were successful, 
making a total of 28 deer killed for the entire hunting period and a 
hunting success of about ten percent. This represented a considerable 
increase in hunting success from that of 1955 when only four percent of 
the archers were successful. This increase can be attributed to higher 
deer populations in the areas open to hunting in 1956 as compared to 
those in 1955. 
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MA.ny archers were attracted to './'heeler county where seven fallow 
deer w~re b~Jged. 
1956 marked the eiehth ccnsecutive deer season. As in past years, 
hunting permits were authorized in accordance with deer populations. 
The area open to <lee - hunting was e.x:panded from 16 countier· in 1955 i;,o 
twenty•five counties in 1956. 
Permits were allotted on the basis of six management L-nits: (1) 
Y~per .fl.a.tie - Bannar, Cheyenne, Deuel, Garden, Kimball, ~eith, Lincoln, 
Morrill and.Scottsbluff counties; (2) Pine ,Bidge - Bnx Butte, Dawes, 
Sheridan and Sioux Counties; (3) §st:1dhil!d - Brown, Cherry: Keya Paha 
and Rock countic~; (4) Y~ Missouri - Boyd, Cedar, Dakota, Dixon, 
Holt and Knox counties; (5) Elkhorn - Antelope, Cuming, Madison and 
Stanton counties; and (6) Halsei F9rest - Thomas and Blaine counties, 
including the Bessey Division of the Nebraska National ForeJt. 
Hunters were allc wecl to harves·~ deer of any sex or agF in the 
Upper Platte, Pil'le, E.dge, Elkhorn and the Halsey F crest management uni ts. 
In the Sandhills unit, they were restricted to bucks hawing L fork on 
at least one antler for the first four days but were allowed to take 
either sex on the last day. Bucks only were legal throughout the season 
in the Upper Missouri un!t. 
The see.son extended from November 28 through December 2 in the 
Upper Platte ~nd Pine Ridge. In the Sandhills, Upper Missouri, Elkhorn 
and Halsey Forest units, hunting was allowed from December 5 through 
D6cembe·- 9. 
Althougl... hunters were hawpered by deep snows and poor road condi-
tions in the Pine Ridge, success continued at an extremely high level. 
The over-all success was ~~:::.. 5 percent as compared to 77. 2 percent in 
1955. 
The extremely high hunting success indir.at~s that the recreational 
potential o.f our deer.herd was not fully utilized in 1956. 
The following table shows the numbers of deer harvested in each 
management unit and the hunter success during the 1956 season. 
Biological data fnr the 1956 season have not been complete)-; tabulated. 
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Permits Issued And The Number of Deer Harvested In Each Management 
Unit During 1956 
--------
---· 
Management No.Permits Number Number No. Deer % of Hunters 
Unit Authorized Applications Permits Harvested Successful 
Submitted Issued 
Upper Platte 2500 2672 2498 1992 79.8 
Pine Ridge 5000 3662 3600 .3124 86.8 
Sandhills 1250 1207 1200 956 79.7 
Upper Missouri 500 505 500 186 37.2 
Elkhorn 200 213 2on 111 55.5 
Halsey Forest 200 207 200 179 89.5 
-·--· 
TOTALS 9650 8466 8198 6548 
-·----------·-- ---~-~ - ,----·-·- ----
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ANTELOPE 
Aerial I.nventory: 
Each management unit open to hunting in 1956 was censused by the 
same method as used in 1955. Paralled transects were flown, the 
interval between transects varying according to the size of the uriit 
being sampled and the expected density of antelope. In Units I ·and II, 
only the major range of antelope was'censused but in Units III and IV, 
the entire area open to hunting in 1956 was censused. All censusing 
was completed between July 9 and July 17. The accompanying table 
presents the basic data end the results of the survey as compared to 
the 1955 inventory. 
RESULTS OF THE 1956 AERIAL INVENTORY OF ANTELOPE 
COMPARED WITH THOSE OF 1955 
(1) (2) (3) (L,.) (5) 
Manage- Area:of Area of No. No. 
mont Transects Unit Sampled Antelope Antelope 
Unit Y(;ar (Sq.Miles) (Sq.Miles) Observed Per 
Sq .. Mile 
(6) 
Estimated 
Population 
For 
Area Sampletj 
I 1956 80.0 262.5 274 3.43 900 
1955 101.5 257 312 3.1 790 
-------------------------------------II 1956 423.5 1886. 476 1.13 2112 
_____ 1252 ___ 5~1~0- __ !7~5- ____ ~02 ___ l~O~ ___ !7~2- __ 
III 1956 464.0 2783 103 0.21 592 
1955 388.0 2490 103 0.25 661 
-----------~---------~--~--~-~-~---~~ IV 1956 103 300 123 
1955 102.0 272 111 
~;&:~1~~ 0 ; I 
. • - ~ - ·. : -~i;.:_J C ho..drorl 
\ 
-~ 
I . I "--,-~ I 
S; d n e j j- - - - - ·1 - 1 
~~ ... 1~ I I c-=;:-.. .. - ............. ~ . 
< - -----·-·- { --~ 
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~ ~ 
1.19 
1.08 
Area I 
[:~M:! Area III 
Area IV 
358 
295 
The ·population estimates (Gc1umn 6) are not entirely comparable 
for the two years since the square miles censused (Colum~ 2) were some-
what a:.!'feren+.. For compar!son, the number of antelop,_: observed for 
0c..ch squar8 mile of transect (Column 5) is a better statistic. This 
figure increased slightly over that of 1955 in all management units 
with the exception of Unit III •. -
The over-all ratio of 100 does:76 kids was slightly lower than 
that of 1955. However, age ratios indicated good reproduction in 
Management Uni ts I and III and fair reproduction in Unit. IV. Unit II 
had the poorest reproductive succe~s with only 61 kids being recorded 
for each 100 does. 
The 1956 season was the fourth consecutive antelope season in 
1fooraska. Permits were allotted, as in 1955s on the basis of four 
manageme~t. units in western Nebraska. The number of permits authorized 
was 1100 but applications were received from only 897 eligible persons. 
Eun+.ers were· allowed to hunt from September 8 through September 10 and 
to bag ore antelope of any sex or age. 
The following table presents the kill and the rate of success for 
each of the management units. 
IntormatioB Pertaining to the Antelope Ha2vest in 1956 
Management 
Unit 
Numbe:..".' of Antelope ~~arvested 
Adults Klds 
Male Female Male Female 
I 63 38 1/. 11 
II 243 151 3~- 22 
III 64 20 7 7 
IV 39 31 2 2 
---TOTAtS 409 "40 54 45 
--9,.......9-
-----"---%-~i Hunters- --
Total Successful 
126 
447 
98 
77 
748 
86.3 
83.9 
75.4 
87.5 
83.J 
Gver-all hunting success was slightly lower than in 1955 when 86.2 
percent of the permi tt·ees were successful in bagging an 1:iE:lope. 
The sex composition of the harvest again demonstrated c0nsiderable 
selectivity f:Jr adult males by Kebraska antelope hunte!'s. Adult bucks 
c~.nprised 54.7 percent of the kill; dues 32.l percent; and kids, 13.2 
percent. The table bAlnw presents the age composition of the antelope 
harvested <l.11rh1g l 95A. 
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Age Composition Of The 1956 Ante:· .. ope Harvest 
AGE Total 
Sex Kid 1 yr. 2 yrs. .3 yrs. 4 yrs. 5 yrs. 5+yrs. Aged 
Males No. 54 163 67 44 72 37 18 455 
% 11.9 35.8 14.7 9.7 15.8 8.1 4.0 100.0 
Females Nn. 45 57 39 Jl 41 39 27 279 
% 16.1 20.4 14.0 11.l 14.? 14.0 9.0 100.0 
Totals No. 99 220 106 75 113 76 45 734 
% 13.5 30.0 14.4 10.2 15.4 10~4 6.1 100.() 
- --·-----···------ -~-~ ~ --- ---~ -
- --------------
Examinations of animals at the check stations indicated that the 
physical condition of antelope in Nebraska was good during 1956. There 
were no significant differences in mean weights of animRls barvested in 
1956 irom those harvested in past seasons. 
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FALLOW DEER 
With the 1956 archery season, Nebraskans were permitted to harvest 
fallow deer for the first time. The status of these deer which are 
native to Europe is discussed in the following paragraphs. Also, in-
formation on their introduction in the Beaver Creek valley is given. 
Releases rit, Fallow ~: 
Fallow deer obtained from Pioneer Park in Lincoln were released by 
ranchers living in the Beaver Creek Valley northwest of Albion. Although 
no definite records of the releases were kept> it has been estimated 
that 20 deer were taken to the Valley in 1939 and 53 in 1940. These 
deer were released on the Ray Hall Ranch, 8 miles west of Petersburg 
( T22; RSW; Sec. 22; Boone County) • 
There is no record of the deer herd between the time of release 
and 1946. In 1946 J. Henry Sather recorded deer two miles east and 16 
miles northwest of the point of release. Based on field observations 
between July 5, 1955 and November 15, 1955 and interviews with ranchers, 
the distribution appeared to be essentially the same as in 1946. Most 
ranchers thought the deer spread throughout the Valley between Petersburg 
and Cummingsville during the first years after release and have remained 
in the same area. 
Status 2! ~ ~: 
During Field work 222 fallow deer were seen in 37 observations. 
Fifty-six were bucks, 111 were d1jes, 42 were fawns and 13 were 
undetermined as to sex and age. In addition to the Beaver Creek area, 
fallow deer have been reported in the following areas: (1) 3 miles 
south and 2 miles west of Norfolk in Madison County, (2) 4 miles west 
and 3 south of Chambers in Helt County, (3) near Loup City, (4) near 
Ord, (5) near Clearwater Creek in Holt County, (6) Cedar River Valley, 
and (7) Hall County on the Platte River. The validity of these sight 
records is questionable, as in each case the report was hearsay. 
Compared to our native deer, reproduction appeared to be quite 
poor. lt was not unusual to see a herd of deer during September and 
October with twice as many does as fawns and in one herd of seven does 
there were no fawns. No twin fawns were seen. 
Based on interviews with ranchers and observations during summer 
and fall, 300 to 350 fallow deer were estimated in the Beaver Creek 
Valley. 
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Most ranchers believed that the deer concentrated in two large 
groups during the winter and spread east and west along the Valley during 
the rem.ainder of the year. The two points of concentration were the 
Mignery Ranch in Wheeler County and the Hall Ranch in Boone County. Mr, 
Hall reported a herd of 105 deer on his land in the winter of 1955 and 
Mr. Mignery had approximately 70 deer which fed with his cattle during 
tho winter of 1954-55. . 
~awns were not seen until eariy August. However, during July, six 
ranchers reported that they had hit fawns with the sickle ba.r vndl~ mo-wlng 
hay. 
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GAME FARM PERMITS 
Du~ing 1956, a total of 500 game farm peTmits were issued, as 
compared to 418 during 1955. Revenue from these permits to keep 
protected species of wildlife in captivity totaled $1,296.00 as compared 
with $1,118.00 the previous year. 
SCIENTIFIC PERMITS 
The laws provide that permits may be issued accredited persons to 
take for scientific or educational purposes only, protected species 
of wildlife. Ninety-five such permits were issued in 1956, of which 
E.o permits vere issued for the purpose of banding mourning doves in 
cooperation Yith the United States Fish and Wildlife Service. Only 37 
scientific permits were issued in 1955, as compared with 22 in 1954 
and 1953. 
HUNTING SEASON DATES 
1954 1955 
Grouse 
.. - - - - - ~ - Oct. 22-0ct. 
Ducks Oct. 8-Dec. 6 Oct. 8-Dec. 
Geese Oct. 8-Dec. 6 Oct. 15-Dec. 
Pheasant Oct. 16-0ct. 25 Oct. 22-Nov. 
Quail Oct. 30-Nov. 25 Nov. 5-Nov. 
Rabbit; Apr. 1-Jan. 31 Jan. 1-Dec. 
Squirrel Oct. 1-Dec. 31 Oct. 1-Dec. 
Opossum Aug. 1-Mar. 31 Jan. 1-Dec. 
Raccoon Aug. 1-Mar. 31 Jan. 1-Dec. 
Antelope Sep. 11-Sep. 13 Sep. 10-Sep. 
Deer Dec. 4-Dec. 15 Nov. 29-Dec. 
Deer (Bow and Arrow) Oct. 1-0ct. 
WILDCAT HILLS BIG GAME RESERVE 
1954 
Buffalo 5 - $640.00 
Elk 1 - 130.00 
Buffalo Hides - --- --
Elk Hide 1 - ,.QQ 
$774.00 
(Sales) 
1955 
6 - $572.04 
-.... .. -
6 - 41.50 
1 - LOO 
$614.54 
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26 
21 
13 
13 
30 
31 
31 
?1 
...... 
31 
12 
13 
31 
1956 
Oct. 13-0ct. 21 
Oct. 5-Dec. 18 
Oct. 5-Dec. 3 
Oct. 27-Nov. 18 
Nov. 3-Dec. 2 
Jan. 1-Dec. 31 
Sep. 15-Dec. 31 
Jan. l-Dec. 31 
Jan. 1-Dec. 31 
Sep. 8-Sep. 10 
Nov. 28-Dec. 2 
Dec. 5-Dec. 9 
Sep. 15-Sep. 25 
Oct. 13-Nov. 11 
1956 
5 - $635.00 
1 - 125.00 
5 - 50.00 
1 - 5.00 
$815.00 
LAW ENFORCEMENT ANNUAL REPORT 
Melvin O. Steen 
Chief Conservation Officer 
Game Law'Erlforcement.is administered in Nebraska on a district 
basis. There are five District Supervisors with ~ach having from three 
to seven men Urider his ©.irection. 
, .. 
Nebraska has- a- total of only 29 game law enforcement officers in-
cluding the Dis·tn.ct ·Supervisors. With Nebraska's area of 77, 237 square 
miles, this theoretically gives each officer an area of responsibility 
over twice tLe ·size of the State of Rhode Island. Additional equipment, 
especially adequate two-way radio, is urgently needed ir.L order to bring 
division effectiveness to the highest possible level commensurate with 
the officer ~trength. 
The limited officer strength is distributed to the best advantage 
possible, tciking into consideration human populations as well as fish 
and game re~ources, but overall coverage is woefully inadequate. 
Personnel changes occurring in the Enforcement Division during 1956 
were as f ol°lows: Officer Mc Carroll, f onnerly Di strict II Supervisor, : 
left enforcement to assume duties as Superintendent of Niobrara State· 
Park. Off1cer Harpham, formerly of Valentine, was promoted to the 
position,..yacated by Officer McCarroll; ·and Jack Morgan, formerJ...v of the 
Valentin~ Fish Hatchery, was transferred to the Enf'orcement Division 
and was as:signed to the Valentine area. 
. . 
ANALYSIS OF ARRESTS 
The total number of arrests in 1956 decreased from the number of 
arrests in 1955· by 16%, This fact does not appear to be particularly 
significa;nt, ·as decreases frqm .tr~e previous year have occurred four 
times in the past nine .years-
. ' . 
In i953, ar~ests were 18%.under 1952, and lesser decreases were in 
evidence in 1949 and 1951. 
In 1956, there were no significant changes in the number of arrests 
by category when C'ompared with 19.55 with the possible ex(;epti<m of closed 
season vioJ at.iomr for which there were 18 l.ess arrests in 1956 than in 
1955. 
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OFFENSES CLASSIFIED BY CATEGORY 
In 1956, 484 arrests were made involving 41 separate offenses, 
These offenses and the number of violations of each are indicated below 
in the order of frequency of occurrence: 
l. Hunting or fishing without a permit , •••••••••• , 148 
2. Hunting in closed season • ••• • •••••••••••• 113 
3. Loaded shotgun in vehicle on public highway • • • • • • • • 72 
4. Taking fish by unlawful device or method • • • • • , • • • 22 
5. Fishing with too man.v hooks or lines , ••••• • • • • • 20 
6. Shooting game from public highway • • • • • • • • • • • 20 
7. Ov~r the bag of game • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • 18 
8. Hunting game birds with an unplugged gun •••• , •• , • 10 
9. Over the bag of fish , • , • • • , • • • • • • • ~ • • • • 10 
10, Giving false information to obtain a penait •• , , •• , • 10 
11. Hunting on a State Game Ref-uge • , • , • • • • • • • • • • 7 
12. Hunting or possessing protected species • • • • • • • • • • 6 
13. Unlawful seining fish • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 
14. Unlawful possession seines, nets, devices • • • • • • • 5 
15. Accessory to game law violation • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 
16. Trapping in closed season • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
17. Destruction cf state property •••• , •••••• , , • • 3 
18. Reckless driving or speeding •••••••••••. , • • • 3 
19. Consuming alcoholic beverage on state property , • • • • • 3 
20, Shooting game birds from a vehicle • • • • • • • • • • • , 2 
21. Transporting excessive minnows out of the state • • , •. • • 2 
22. Seining minnows in restricted waters • • • • • •. • • . • • • 2 
23. Possession of unlawful fur , ••••• , •••••••• • 2 
24. Unlawful use of explosive device-or trap ••• , , ••• , 2 
25. Unlawful running of hunting dogs • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
26. Shooting waterfowl from a motorboat. • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
27. Giving liquor to a minor •• , , , ••••• , ••••• , 2 
28. Tran3ferring a permit • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
29. Hunting game birds without an upland bird stamp • • • • • • 2 
30, Disturbing the peace • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • 2 
31. Taking game birds or animals by unlawful dev~ce -or method • 1 
32. Taking minnows unlawfully • • • • • ,. • • • • • • • • , • 1 
33. Fishing in closed waters ••••• ~ ••••••••• , • 1 
34. Unlawful possession of fish • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
35. BuYing or selling raw fur without a permit •••••• , • 1 
36. Operating a game fur farm 'Without a pennit ••• ~ •• • • 1 
37. Obstructing or resisting an officer •••••••• • , • • 1 
38. False personation of an officer • , • • • • , • • • • • • • 1 
39. Unlawful ~~c;.sion of non-gane, birds • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
40. Pollution of waters of the state • • • • • • • , • , • • • 1 
41. Hunting on private lands without permission • • • • • • • • 1 
Total number of offenses: 516 
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COURT ACTION 
I. Total arrests . • • • • • • . . . . • . .. . Total convictions . • • • • • • • • . • . • Total found not guilty • . • • • . • • • • Total dismissals . • • . • • • • • . • • • i~Total postponed . • • • . • . • • • • . . Conviction record of total arrests . . . . 
Conviction record of total ·orou.ght to trial 
. . 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• . 
. 
. • 
. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. 
• 
. 
• 
. . 
• 
484 
L 71~ 
3 
4 
3 
97.9% 
98.5% 
i~On8 subject transferred to proper &.u.tho:rities for paMl~ viol.atinn .. 
Two subjects to federal court. 
II. Total fines •••••••••••••••••••• 
Total costs • • • • • • • • • • • • , • ~ • • • • " 
Total liquidated damages • • • , • • , • • • • • • 
III. Receipts from sale of confiscated guns . . . . . . 
IV. Birds confiscated • • • • • • • • • • •• , •• 
Animals confiscated • • • • • • , , • • • • • • • • 
Fish confiscated • • • • , • • • • • • • • , 
Guns confiscated • • • • • • • , • • • • • • ••• 
Unlawful devices confiscated • • • , • • • • • • • 
Furs confiscated • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Other confiseations (pkgs •. venison) • • ..... 
TDtal items confiscated: 
SUMMARY OF ACTIV!TIES 
i1~les traveled, patrol car • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Hours operation, aircraft • • • • • • • • • • • • o 
Persons checked in field • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Complaints investigated • .. , • • • • • • , • • • • 
Public appearances • • • .. • • • • • • • • , • , • 
VEHICLE OPERATING EXPENSE 
I. Patrol Ca.rs 
$ 5,862.00 
2,021.19 
4,216.79 
$12, 099 ,98 
$ 3,816,55 
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105 
83 
80 
52 
20 
6 
m 
1,096,869 
227.7 
56,610 
978 
410 
Tb.~ 29 law enforcement. patrol uni ts were -operated a total 
o; 1,096,869 miles at a cost of $36,902,:9, or an average of 3.3 
cents per mile. Costs of cperation 1n~l ud~ a]_l. ~xpt:mses ,incurred 
on each-vc;.hicle e.1~cept derJrcy~iation. 
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II. Aircraft 
The Commission aircraft is a single-engine Cessna 170, 
1953 model. It is used primarily in the apprehension of 
law violators, but is available secondarily for administrative 
use wh9re.time is.of primary consideration, 
•• 'f t 
In ·1956, ~he aircraft was operated a total of 227.7 hours 
at a tot.al cost of ~~801,42, or $3.51 per hour. The cost of 
operation per mile would therefore be approximately three and 
a half cents. 
It is interesting to note that on the basis of total fines, 
costs, and liquidated damages, the average cost to the pe~son 
convicted of a gal116 law violation ~v-ras $24.99. 
If the proceeds of the confiscated gun sale are added to the 
above figure, it would add $7 .88 per arrest and raise the avsrags 
cost to each convicted violator to $32.87, 
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GENERAL INFORI"IATION 
The fo:1_lriwing pages are devoted to general itemized and statistical 
information for those who are interested: - " · 
Departmental Cash Income: 
Year Total Pennit Sales 
--1940 $236,794.33 $225 ,846.12· 
1941 275,178.55 244,-364.33 
1942 298,694.94 254,488.64 
1943 258,489.09 230,742.29 
1944 319,644.65 308,134.76 
1945 379, 757.67 365 s 045 .90 
1946 571,783.97 553,119.64 
1947 459,065.98 h21,960.?4 
1948 650, 621.87 50l,J66.)6 
1949 757, 902 .42 480,964.18 
1950 774,076.04 652, 733S4 
1951 869,890.33 ?40,245.36 
1952 1,012,189.42 b03,304.64 
1953 991,563.68 856,996.82 
1954 l,o58,3J4.31 786,997.92 
1955 1,101,114.47 802,697.20 
1956 1,150,810.25 806,777.61 
!teal Properties 
54 Lakes and Recreation-Grounds 
6 Hatcheries 
'4 Public Shooting Grounds 
Federal Aid 
d! 6,513. 74 w 
24,594.43 
38,542.13 
21,307.90 
4,414.22 
6,562 .88 
8,131.76 
24,836.09 
133,399.55 
260,796#&04 
lo4,55a.-,a 
113,558.51 
192,401.64 
116,478.88 
252,215 .85 
195 ,978.Jl 
203,138.5<3 
Co.sh from Pheasant & 
Parks Quail Stamps 
$ 4,434.47 
6,219.79 
5,564.17 
6,438.90 
7 ,095 .67 
8,148.89 
10,532. 57 
12,260.65 
15 ,855 .34 
16,142.20 
16,783.72 
16,086.46 
16,483.14 
18,087.98 
19,120.54 
21,359.96 $ 81,079.00 
28,610.06 112,284.00 
3 Bird Refuges 
7 State Parks 
l'Big Game Refuge 
3 Big Game Refuges and Shooting Grounds 
' . 
Major Vehicles and Equipment 
39 Cars 
98 Trucks 
31 Tractors 
2 Caterpillars 
·1 Traxcavator 
1 Six-inch gravel pump 
1 ~our-inch gravel pump 
l Two-inch pump 
·1 Dragline 
1 Sheepsfoot Roller 
2 Scoops 
18 Trailers 
1 Cement Mixer 
1 Air Compressor 
1 Airplane 
1 Cabin Boat 
2 Front End Loaders 
~ . 
Other minor equipment such as boats, .. iutboard motors, 
mowers and saws are not itemized in this report. 
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DEPARTMENT PAYROLL 
December, 1956 
Full-time Employees •••••••• 152 
Pos5 ti.,:,n Title 
Di rec: or 
Sunervisors 
Project Leaders 
District Managers 
Class I Superintendent 
Class I Research Men 
Class lI Superintendents 
Conservation Officers 
~oreme~ 
FieldmQn I 
Fieldmen II 
Artist Preparator 
Class II Accountant 
Clerks Class 4 
AccountiDg Clerks 
Clerk Typist 
Stenographic Clerks 
Classification Grade 6 
Supervisors $410.00 
Project Leaders $355.oo 
Class I Supt. ) 
Dist. rlanagers) $335.oo 
.Research Men I) 
Research Men II) 
Foreman )~280.00 
Supt. II ) 
Cons. Officer ) 
i~umber 
1 
5 
3 
23 
11 
2 
3 
24 
10 
25 
24 
1 
1 
!, 
L •. 
3 
1 
11 
SALARY SCHEDULE 
Grade 5 Grade 4 Grade 3 Grade 2 
~420.00 $4JO.OO :jp44o.oo $450.00 
eJ6o.oo $365 .oo ~370.00 $375~00 
0340.00 :tP345.oo $350.00 $355 .oo 
$290.00 *'300.00 %>310.00 ;,;320.00 
Grade 1 
~460.00 
$380.00 
$360.00 
$330.00 
Fieldman I 
Fieldman TI 
~260.00 ~265 .oo <tt>270.00 ~275 .oo ·~~280.00 0285 .oo 
~20.ov ~ .. 22.c; .oo ~>2Jo.oo ~235 .oo :;;240.00 '.~245 .oo 
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NEBRASKA G.AME COMMISSIONERS AND DISTRICTS 
DISTRICT NO. 1 COUNTIES 
George R. Pinkerton Cass Lancaster Richardson 
Route 1-A Gage Nemaha Saline 
Beatrice, Nebraska Jefferson Otoe Seward 
Johnson Pawnee 
DISTRICT NO. 2 
Robert H. Hall Butler Douglas Saunders 
120 South 90th Colfax Sarpy Washington 
Omaha, Nebraska Dodge 
DISTRICT NO. 3 
LaVerne P. J~cobsen Antelope Dixon Pierce 
325 Sheridan Boone Creeley Platte 
St. Paul, Nebraska Burt Howard Stanton 
Cedar Knox Thurston 
Cuming Madison Wayne 
Dakota Merrick Wheeler 
Nance 
DISTRICT NO. 4 
Leon A. Sprague Adams Franklin Polk 
Red Cloud Buffalo Hall Thayer 
Nebraska Clay Hamilton Webster 
Fillmore Kearney York 
Nuckolls 
£.ISTRICT NO. 5 
Don F. Robertson Chase Furnas Lincoln 
Pawnee Hotel Dawson Gosper Perkins 
North Platte, Nebraska Dundy Hitchcock Phelps 
Frontier Harlan Red Willow 
Hayes 
DISTRICT NO. 6 
Frank P. Button Arthur Garfield Loup 
609 West 4th St. Blaine Grant McPherson 
Ogallala, Nebraska Boyd Holt Rock 
Brown !~ooker Sherman 
Cherry Keith Thomas 
Custer Keya Paha Valley 
Logan 
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P.T ~?,~RICT NO._]_ 
Floyd Stbne 
Alliance 
Nebraska 
Name 
M. o. Steen 
Betty Olson 
Banner 
Box Butte 
Cheyenne 
Dawes 
COUNTIES 
Deuel 
Garden 
Kimball 
Sioux 
DEP.AR'TIJ..ENT PERSONNEL 
Position Title 
Director 
Clerh: IV 
Morrill 
Scotts Bluff 
Sheridan 
CONSTRUCTION & ENGINEERING DIVISION 
Eugene H. Baker 
Dorothy Runte 
Lem Hewitt 
Richard Wickert 
Lewis Klein 
Ira Glasser 
Frank Sleight 
Robert Reynolds 
Tony Kr8bsbach 
Calvin Sampson 
Victor Benson 
Herbert Bucknell 
Merl Johnson 
Elwin Hall 
Erdman Leu 
Frank Weber 
Oscar Graham 
Earl Weaver 
Leon Stine 
Clifford Fringer 
Roy Kennedy 
Robert Wright 
Clifford Milligan 
Lowell Bartels 
Lyle Kirts 
.Clifford Clark 
Loyal Manley 
Siegfried Wickert 
Glen R. Foster 
Lucille Brazil 
Orty .E. Orr 
Elmer Carlson 
D. Br:i1c8 Mc'Ja.rrahP..r 
Supervisor 
Stenographic Clerk III 
District Manager 
District Manager 
District Mana~r 
District Manager 
District Manager 
Foreman 
Foreman 
Foreman 
Foreman 
Superintendent II 
Fieldman I 
Fieldman I 
Fieldman I 
Fieldman I 
Fieldman I 
Fieldman I 
Fieldman I 
Fieldman I 
Fieldman I 
Fieldman II 
Fieldman II 
Fieldman II 
Fie:i..dman II 
Fieldman II 
Fieldman II 
Fieldman II 
FJSHF..JU:F,S DIVISION 
Supervisor 
Clerk IV 
l'roject Leader 
District Manager 
District Manager 
Na.me 
John R. Heaton 
Robert Thomas 
Paul Todd 
Gerhard Lenz 
Jim Gray 
H. c. Howard 
Frank Weiss 
Lloyd Winkleman 
Victor Matou::.;ek 
Emil Ni~man 
William Rhodes 
Charles Blank 
George Halsey 
Henry Bruhn 
Earl Gibbs 
John Delosh; 
Gilbert Dell 
Raymond Lawson 
Victor Forney 
Cecil Beauchamp 
Elvin Bray 
Gerald Plucker 
Gerald Wehrer 
Clayton Lee Cook 
Bernard Bellish 
Duane Johnson 
Arthur Raymond Frandsen 
Vern Dahlman 
Richard L. Palmer 
Richard Branch 
Merlin Zeigler 
Raymond v. Scott 
Murel Ruther 
:fax A. Jewell 
Paul Schettler 
Lloyd P. Vance 
Esther Plett 
Joanne Nagel 
c. Phillip Agee 
George Schildman 
Harvey MillGr 
William Bailey, Jr. 
Gordon Heebner 
Max Hamil ton 
Raymond Linder 
Ordon Allen 
John Stephen 
Orvid Lynch 
Position Title 
District Manager 
District Manager 
Superintendent I 
Superintendent I 
Superintendent I 
Superintendent I 
Superintendent I 
Foreman 
Foreman 
For er.an 
Forer:.an 
Foreman 
Fieldman I 
Fieldman I 
Fielc1man I 
Fieldman I 
Fieldman I 
Fieldmau I 
Fieldman I 
Fieldman I 
Fieldman I 
Fieldman I 
Fieldman II 
Fielc"U11an II 
Fieldman II 
Fieldman II 
Fieldman II 
Fieldman II 
Fieldman II 
Fieldman II 
Fieldman II 
Fieldma."1. II 
Fieldman II 
Fieldman II 
Fieldman II 
GAME DIVISION 
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Supe1visor 
Stenographic Clerk III 
Stenographic Clerk III 
ProjE~t Leader 
District Manager 
District Manager 
District Managor 
District Manager 
Research Specialist I 
Research Speci;:i1iat .I 
Superintendent I 
Fieldman II 
Fic1d'1lan II 
Jack Strain 
Mary Lou Johns 
Charles v. Bohart 
Kenneth Johnson 
Clarence Newton 
Jack W'llstrom 
John E. Mathisen 
Dale R. Bree 
Melvin Grim 
Allen G. Mccarroll 
Dallas Johnson 
Grant McNeel 
L. M. Snodgrass 
John J. Tooley 
H. E. Jones 
George Markhofer 
Oakley P~rter 
Leo Pete~s 
John Schulenberg 
Richard McNeel 
Marvin Nelson 
John Ferry 
Richard League 
Irene Goff 
William R. Cunningham 
Sam Grasmick 
Robert Benson 
Edward Bosak 
John Harpham 
L. J. Cunningham 
Lor on Bunney 
Roy Owen 
C. W. Shaffer 
Bunnan Guyer 
H. Lee Bowers 
William Ahern 
Bernard L. Patton 
Myron Lo Burney 
Ralph Von Dane 
Richard Wolkm· 
Fred R. Salak 
Vernon Woodgate 
Joseph P. Ulrich 
John Donald Green 
Edmund H. Greving 
·uorbert J. Kampsnider 
James McC-ol.e. 
Gust Junior Nun 
LAND MANAG&lENI' DIVISION 
Supervisor 
Stenographic Clark III 
Project Leader 
District Manager 
District Manager 
District Manager 
District Manager 
District Manager 
Superintendent I 
Superintendent I 
Superintendent I 
Superintendent I 
Superintendent I 
Superintendent II 
Superintendent II 
Foreman 
Fieldman I 
Fieldman I 
Fieldman I 
Field1nan I 
Fieldm~n I 
Fieldmc..n I 
Fieldman II 
Fieldman II 
LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION 
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District Manager 
District Manager 
District Manager 
District Manager 
District Manager 
Conservation Officer 
Conservation Officer 
Conservation Officer 
Conservation Officer 
Conservation Officer 
Conservation Officer 
Conservation Officer 
Conservation Officer 
Conservation Officer 
Conservation Officer 
Conservation Officer 
Conservation Officer 
Conservation Officer 
Conservation Officer 
Conservation Officer 
Cohservation Officer 
Conserv·ation f)fficer 
Com:0/'Vad.on Officer 
Conservation (')fficur 
Name 
Herman o. Schmidt 
William F~ Bonsall 
Carl E. Gettmann 
Harland D. Huppert 
Jack Edwin Morgan 
Robert Munger 
c. G. Pritchard 
Marjorie Ann Shiba 
Leota Ostermeier 
Ruth Bas~ett 
Carol Jean Glenn 
Arlene Bunge 
Ella Nora Wallace 
Louise Lucas 
Janice Bacon 
llary Lea Dunn 
J,assie Lee Miller 
Betty J. Zajicek 
Junioretta Zimmerman 
Josephine Murer 
Arlene Pfeil 
Position Title 
Conservation Officer 
Conservation Officer 
Conservation Officer 
Conservation Officer 
Conservation Officer 
INFORMATION-EDUCATION DIVISION 
Supervisor 
Artist Preparator 
Stenographic Clerk III 
Clerk Typist III 
STATE OFFICE 
Permit Sales 
Clerk J.V 
Accetunting Clerk 
Sten~graphic Clerk I 
Fiscal Accounting 
Accountant II 
Clerk IV 
Accounting Clerk 
Accounting Clerk 
DISTRICT OFFICES 
Stenographic Clerk II 
Stenographic Clerk III 
Stenographic Clerk III 
Stenographic Clerk II 
Stenographic Clork III 
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SOURCE OF INCOME 
1056 
Source .Amount Total 
HUNTING ACTIVI~I.RB: 
Resident Licenses $ 121,993-62 
Non-Resident Licenses 39, 626.90 
Resident Trapping Licenses 9,652.25 
Non-Resident Trapping Licenses 100.00 
Resident Fur Buyers Licenses 720.00 
Non-Resident Fur Buyers Licenses 500.00 
Deer Permits 87,090.00 
Beaver Permits 10.00 
Beaver Permits (Nuisance) 415.oo 
Game Farm Permits 1,262.00 
Norfolk Game Fann 103.20 
Beaver Seals 380.00 
Fur Sale 104.00 
Buffalo and Venison Sale 823.65 
Confisca~ions (Guns) 3, 816c,55 
Antelope Permits 9,260tJO $275 ,857 .17 
FISHING ACTIVITIES: 
Resident Licenses 179,313~'55 
Non-Resident Licenses 4J,56L. 70 
Non-Resident 10-Day Licenses 22,422 .25 
Alien Licenses 
Bait Vendors 687.50 
Seining Vendors 4,635.oo 
Private Fish liatchery 180.00 
Sale , Fooa P'ieh B,963.61~ 
Propagation of Fish 9•35 
Lost Pennits 102.75 259,875. 74 
HUNTING & FISHING AGTIVITIES: 
Resident Hunting & Fishing 
Licenses 2052760.80 205' 760.80 
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS: 
Liquidated Damages 3,885.18 
Leases 34,476.37 
Outdoor Nebraska Magazine 5,188.76 
Delinquent Ac~ounts 24.oo 
E'hipping Orders 2,823.16 
I: oat Penni ts 29$c00 
Sale of Motor Vehicles 15 ,035 .61 
Sale of Scrap ~faterials 1,999.61 
Incidentals 508.46 
Insuranc~ Claims 1 2047. 'I'S 65 ,283.90 
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Source 
FEDER.AL: 
SOURCE OF INCOME 
1956 
(Continued} ·· 
.Amount 
Pittman-Robertson and 
Dingell-Johnson Reimbursements 203,138.58 
STATE PARKS : 
Rentals & Miscellanoous 
Niobrara · 
Ponca 
.Arbor Lodge 
Chadron 
Victoria Springs 
Stolley 
State Appro"priations, 
all parks 
SPEC fo.L APPROPRIATIONS: 
Crystal Lake, Ayr, Nebr. 
Ft. Robinson·· 
PHEASANT-QUAIL· STAMPS 
TOTAL INCOME FOR 1956 
5,580.32 
6,138.oo 
4,223.20 
12, 059.54 
609.00 
173,742.98 
5,966.54 
71,158.22 
i12,284.ob 
-1·.} •· 
Permits, Sales 
Miscellaneous 
Federal Refunds 
SUMl•T.ARY OF INCOME - 1956 
727,612.32 
79,165.29 
---~CJ~~ 138 .5 8 
Game Fund Income 
Park Cash Receipts 
Appropriations from General Fund 
Pheasant·& Quail Stamp 
Total 
19" 
Total 
203,138.58 
202, 353.04 
77,124.76 
112,284.oo 
$1,401,677.99 
1,oq9,916.19 
28,610.06 
250,867.74 
112,284.oo 
$1,401,677.99 
EXPENDITURES 
1956 
Purpose of E?q?enditure 
Office 
Information 
Commissioner's Expense 
Game Law Enforcement 
Fisheries: 
Administration 
SaJ vage & Distribution 
Gretna Fish Hatchery 
Valentine Fish Hatchery 
North Platte Fish Hatchery 
Rock Creek Fish Hatchery 
· Construction, Engineering & Operations: 
Administrat:!. .. m 
Construction & Operations Crews 
Supply Depot 
Revolving Fund (Inventciry Supplies 
Replacements) 
· North Platte Building ProJect 
(Seining Crew & District Hdqtrs.) 
Game: 
Administration 
Game Farms 
State Trapper 
Pheasant & Quail Stamp 
Land Management: 
Administration 
Pressey 
Reservoir Crew 
Federal Projects: 
Pittman-Robertson (Game) 
Coordination 
Grune Management .Agents 
Land Management Agents 
Sacramento Development 
Pheasant Research 
Plattsmouth Waterfowl Area 
Dingell-Johnson (Fish) 
Coordinat io .1 
Fish Management Agents 
Verdon Lake Development 
Big iUkali Lake Development 
191 
Junount Total 
$ 11,340.19 
87,619.71 
14,662.71 
20,142.19 
23,552.92 
$ 56,050.62 
49,722.68 
3,178.57 
199,528.17 
38,901.73 196,219.45 
11,430.82 
121,249.13 
8,793.09 
2,225.06 
h3,B20.27 187,518.37 
:2, 722.36 
2,994.81 
20,219.12. 35,936.29 
3,437.39 
49,.564.67 
108;285.25 
3,600.38 
10,642.97 
9,20,5.63 
2,641.17 
35,966.93 
: .. d, 731.97 
5,252.35 247,328.71 
EXPENDITURES 
1956 
(Continued) 
Purpose of Expenditure 
~tate Parks: 
Niobrara. 
Ponca 
B't. Kearny 
Arbor Lodge 
Chadrcn 
Stolley 
Victoria Springs 
Special.Appropriations: 
Crystal Lake 
Ft. Robinson 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES FOR 195A 
.Amount 
63,885.58 
48,430.13 
1,)12.86 
19, 706 •. 05 
·43, 711.66 
11,690.95 
13,490.18 
5,966.54 
71,158.22 
SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES - 1956 
Game Fund Divisions (Except Federal) 
Federal 
Total From Game Fund 
State Pa~: Appropriation 
State Parl~ Cash Funds 
Crystal Lake Appropriation 
Ft. Robinson App:i:opr~ation 
Total From All Funds 
863,550.42 
247,328.71 
Percent of Expen~itu~e by Departments: 
·Administration 
Information 
Comrr..issioner's Expense 
Grune Law Enforcement 
Fish . 
·construction & Operations 
Game 
Reservoir Management 
Federal 
State Parks 
Special Ay;propriation 
192 
4oOJ% 
3.58 
0,23 
14.35 
14.11 
13.49 
9,74 
2.59 
17.79 
lh.S4 
s..ss 
Total 
202,227.a41 
77,124.76 
$1,390,231.30 
1,110,879.13 
173,742.98 
28,484.43 
5,966.54 
71,158.22 
t1,390,231.30 
PERMITS ISSUED BY ·COUNTIES 
1955 
N.R. N .R. N .R .F •... 
Q2unt;:£ Fish Hunt F&H Hunt Fi§h 10-Da~ Tra12 Be~ver TQt!il 
Adams 2941 1941 2045 44 2 56 17 7046 
Antelope 1329 397 824 11 7 28 44 1 2641 
Arthur 88 21 52 5 3 169 
Banner 20 24 37 3 2 3 1 90 
Blaine 166 54 223 3 20 23 5 494 
Boone 612 479 458 6 8 22 1 1586 
Box Butte 1465 811 1209 36 13 66 40 5 3645 
Boyd 576 251 388 3 4 13 19 1 1255 
Brown 714 312 666 13 11 54 77 4 1851 
Buffalo 2640 1443 2073 52 4 77 79 2 6370 
Burt 819 648 654 5 10 104 2240 
Butler 758 570 910 2 4 27 2271 
Cass 1702 1079 1239 2 1 9 92 4124 
Cedar 701 748 5e,2 11 1 4 53 2100 
Chase 787 401 903 48 105 111 20 1 2376 
Cherry 920 402 895 28 29 90 95 17 2476 
Cheyenne 1678 1054 1122 46 27 42 7 3976 
Clay 526 594 729 28 14 7 2 1900 
Colfax 880 693 936 10 1 15 55 1 2591 
Cuming 1066 472 891 .. 10 15 77 2534 
Custer 1607 1047 1678 50 2 55 54 1 4494 
Dakota 930 891 583 159 29 26 33 2651 
Dawes 1210 544 821 12 16 63 44 3 2713 
lTd.WSOn 2708 1386 1934 49 15 ~ 56 85 4 6337 
Deuel 388 241 335 18 133 84 5 1204 
Dixon 4'6 482 442 12 1 6 41 1 1481 
Dodge 3943 1914 2382 21 11 90 146 8507 
~ias 237?9 15545 11348 221 54 143 126 '1 51217 382 194 447 27 277 117 ll 2 1457· 
Fillmore 595 634 856 22 17 16 2140 
Franklin 573 310 576 12 10 37· 10 2 1530 
Frontier 464 202 410 3 5 19 9 1 1113' 
Furnas 1437 508 1143 42 '61 152 33 3376: 
Gage 2128 1473 1843 47 ·7 49 111 5658 
Garfield 402 162 369 4 3 21 44 2 1007 
Garden 69~ 284 545 64 87 142· 18 1838 
Gosper 3g4 77 218 7 20 172 3 881 
Grant 158 82 123 10 8 10 14 405 
Greeley 381 282 375 4 11 9 l lo63 
Hall 3302 2358 2601 47 4 46 35 l 8394 
Hamilton 411 360 421 ? 15 11 1225 
Harlan 1199 264 795 79 301 764 15 3417 
Hayes 122 77 103 1 1 304 
Hitchcock 941 232 67.4 10 439 382 13 1 2692 
Hooker 141 64 194 1 4 10 1 415 
Holt 1886 607 1497 10 3 64 188 .8 4263 
Howard 694 315 575 14 2 12 39 2 1653 
Jefferson 1141 882 1015 26 23 81 61,.' 3229 
Johnson 512 395 584 5 s 64 1568 
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PERMITS ISSUED BY COUNTIES 
1955 
(Continued) 
N-.R •. N.R. N.R.F. 
Q£yn~y Fish Hunt F & H Hunt Fish 10-:Uay . ·ff8:P Beaver Total 
Kearney :, 446 422 .. 427. 11 1 26 1333 
Keith-, 1970· 588 - . 1512 78 439 1190 26 5803 
Keya . .l'aha 112 83 85 . 3 5 3 14 305 
Kimball 611 343 372 35 81 61 7 1510 
Knox 1530 626 1084 16 2" 33 85 2 3378 .· 
I..a.n~aster 10582 8322 6490 100 14. 53 133 2 25697* 
Linc.oln 46?9 2000 2830 61 34 284 113 5 10040 
I..oga.n 78 42 102 1 1 6 5 235 
k>up 94 29 89 2 8 222 
McPherson 48 19 49 3 119 
Ma.di son 2844 1543 1895 20 6 42 84 1 6435 
Merrick 674 500 755 12 3 2-5 29 1998 
Morrill 977 548 649 51 8 40 24 2 2299 
Nance 481 307 487 4 1 9 27 1316 
Nemaha 892 646 808 7 8 lS 49 2428 
Nuckolls 574 394 557 33 14 29 28 1629 
.Otoe 1276 882 1261 18 2 15 114 3568 
·Pawnee 482 235 452 5 8 22 25 1229 
· Perkins 342 348 420 42 19 :n 1202 
. Phelps 1069 622 922 25 12 47 9 2'706 
. Pierce 964 465 702 6 1 10 41 2189 
Platte 1629 1097 1587 12 r. 28 98 4 4458 ;t 
Polk 514 271 542 7 12 5 1351 
Rad Willow 2069 866 1291 81 302 389 27 1 5026 
Richardson 1581 918 1305 55 156 67 84 1 4167 
Rock 271 145 413 5 1 . 20 52 2 909 
Saline 1200 919 1632 14 2 16 73 3 3859 
Sarpy 939 836 520 6 22 1 2324 
Saunders 1582 1016 1322 7 19 118 2· 4066 
Scotts Bluff 3197 2127 1937 99 85 S7 71 4 7607 
Soward 1010 845 1113 7 11· 54 1 3041 
Sheridan 1021 565 «?63 19 6 4S 52 10 2684 
Sherman 434 272 390 11 10 16 1133 
Sioux 85 34 106 4 37 13 5 i 285 
Stanton 401 191 390 2 6 25 r 1015 
Thayer 735 523 '797 36 10 28 30 1 2160 
Thomas 132 ~6 151 1 ·1 6 16 1 344 
Thurston 437 283 247 '9 1 66 1 1044 
Valley 691 42? 692 16 1 22 32 1881 
Washington 6;13 671 563 15 1 9 49 1 1922 
Wayne 553 432 424 10 3 26 1448 
Webster· 600 348 480 . 30 16 49 24 1547 
Wheeler:· 164 59 143. 2 15 13 1 397 
York 1018 661 932 '13 . 1 9 19 2653 
Colorado 37 446 16 499 
Kansas 72 363 169 604 
Iowa 90 8 3 101 
South la.kota 11 21 15 3 8 58 
* Alien Fish (I.an<:m s+;er County) 1 
GPANT> •rO'.I'AL 12~012 76'133 . 9162? 2526 3820 6444 3908 118 310191 
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HSASXNT-QUAIL STAMP ISSTJED BY COU1IT~S 
19~;5 
County No. Stamps County No. Stamps 
Adams 3095 Kearney 740 
Antelope 779 . Keith 1121 
Arthur 16 Keya Faha 92 
Banner 34 Kimball 459 
Blaine 133 Knox 1034 
Boone 690 Lancaster 10984 
Box Butte 1582 Lincoln 3399 
?oyd 403 Logan 101 
Brown 561 Loup 60 
Buffalo 248? McPherson 21 
Burt 817 Ma.di son 2636 
Butler 827 Merrick 848 
Cass 1074 Morrill 752 
Cedar 992 Nance 518 
Chase 1064 Nemaha 619 
Cherry 377 Nuckolls 652 
Cheyenne 1649 otoe 1012 
Clay 1082 Pawnee 324 
Colfax 1056 Perkins 737 
Cuming 923 Phelps 1281 
Custer 2142 Pierce 934 
Dakota 1206 Platte 1921 
Dawes 807 Polk 559 
Dawson 2238 Red Willow 1787 
Deuel 474 Richardson 855 
Dixon 669 Rock 211 
Dodge 2912 Saline 1619 
Douglas 16977 ~3arpy 889 
Dundy 439 Saunders 1238 
Fillmore 1146 Scotts Bluff 2994 
Franklin 652 Seward 1378 
Frontier 421 Sheridan 964 
Furnas 1273 Sherman 482 
Gage 2227 Sioux 27 
Garfield 316 Stanton 381 
Garden 382 Thayer 932 
Gosper 135 Thomas 75 
Grant 71 Thurston 366 
Greeley 463 Valley 850 
Hall 3789 Washington 742 
Hamilton 611 Wayne 689 
Harlan 696 Webster 618 
Hayes 162 Wheeler 106 
Hitchcock 633 York 1171 
Hooker 98 Colo rad(') 34 
Holt 1090 Kansas 61 
Howard 632 Iowa 150 
Jefferson 1343 South Da.kota aq 
Johnson 514 GR.AND TOTAL 113609 
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